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CHAPTER ONE  
AN EARLY RIDE

T�� big man at the window, as though fascinated by the flood of light
within the room, remained for a long time staring. Finally he turned, and
instantly he grappled with the smaller shadow behind him.

“It is I!” whispered the Cheyenne hastily. “It is Standing Antelope. Take
your hand from my throat, Thunder Moon!”

He was free, and the two slipped silently through the garden, through the
hedges, and back into the adjoining woods where they had left their four
horses.

“I, also, have seen,” said the boy.
“What?” asked the other.
“I have seen the reason that brought you from the Suhtai and made you

travel all these moons into the land of the white men. I have seen his face!”
“You have seen him? Then who is he, Standing Antelope?”
“If he were younger, he would be your brother. But he is too old for that.

This is the reason that your skin is pale, Thunder Moon. This is the reason
that your ways are not the ways of the Cheyennes. The man who sits in that
lodge is your father and you have come this distance to find him.”

There was a rattling of hoofs on the hard surface of a bridle path through
the woods nearby, and suddenly one of the horses neighed loudly. The riders
paused and one of them said loudly, in the English tongue which was only
beginning to have meaning to the ear of Thunder Moon, “The horses have
broken the pasture fence again. George, go in there and have a look and tell
me what you find.”

“Yes sir,” answered a thicker, huskier voice.
Saddle leather creaked as the servant dismounted; and then there was the

noise of the man forcing his way through the brush.
Thunder Moon and his companion, however, already were on the backs

of their horses; and the pack animals were taken on the lead. Standing
Antelope went first, for he had eyes which, among the Suhtai, were said to
see in the dark like a cat’s. Softly he wove among the tree trunks but, in spite
of all his care, the animals made some noise and there was a sudden hail



behind them: “Who’s there? Stop!” Then the voice shouted loudly: “Mister
Sutton, I see a man on a horse there. There’s something wrong!”

“Thieves, George, by heavens!” cried the other. “Stop them! Fire on
them with your pistol!”

“Ride!” said Thunder Moon to the boy ahead of him.
At the same instant a gun cracked behind them and a pistol ball hummed

above their heads; while a moment later they heard the crashing of brush as
“Mister Sutton” jumped his horse in from the roadway.

By this time Standing Antelope had put his pony to full gallop. It was no
easy thing to ride with speed through the crowded trees of that copse but,
flattening themselves along the necks of their horses, they swept onward at a
smart pace. To the rear they heard shouting voices. Then the noise of one
horse in pursuit. In a few minutes, as they hurdled low fences and plunged
across cultivated fields and through strips of woods, the sounds died out.

On a low hilltop they drew rein. They could hear nothing at first, except
the panting of their horses. Then they made out a dim noise of voices from
the direction of the great house, and presently there was the cry of dogs.

“I have heard it!” said Thunder Moon in excitement. “The white man
hunts with dogs. And now they are coming for us. Ride on, Standing
Antelope.”

They rode until they came to a sheer slope, at the bottom of which was a
considerable stream. It did not stop them; swimming their horses through,
they drifted the animals for some time down the shallows on the farther side,
then climbed out and up the opposite bank. There they wrung the water from
their clothes and listened.

Dawn was beginning as they heard the music of the dog pack swell over
the woodland and swing toward them, until the cry of the hounds echoed
loud and full over the water.

“If it is your father who lives in the great lodge,” said Standing
Antelope, “let us go to him. He will give us shelter in his tribe.”

“How can I tell that he is my father?” replied Thunder Moon. “Two bulls
may have the same look, and yet they may come from different herds. I
hardly can speak in his tongue; how could I call him my father? Besides,” he
added more sternly, “I do not come even to a father and ask for help. The
men of the Suhtai are free. They do not cringe like coyotes.”

The boy answered a little grimly: “If you are a Suhtai, he is not your
father. If he is your father, then you are white and not free. For all white men
are slaves. They are slaves to their law at least, as we learned in the wagon
train. For their law can whip them, starve them, tie them with rope, or hang



them by the neck so that the body and the spirit die together. If you are a
Suhtai, you should not be here. If you are a white man and still wish to be
free, then go back with me to the Suhtai and live as one of us and remember
these people only as one remembers a dream after waking. This is good
council, even if I am not a great warrior.”

“Peace!” said Thunder Moon. “You speak with a knife in every word. I
shall do the thing that comes to me.”

They waited, and heard the noise of the hunt break over the river and
stream up to them, through the trees. Then they rode through the copse until
they came to a winding roadway. On its firm footing the horses flew. A dust
cloud swirled up behind them in the morning light; and Thunder Moon
laughed with pleasure.

He did not laugh for long, however. For, looking back down the
roadway, he saw that a dozen men were riding hard in pursuit, and gaining
fast. He had no doubt that his stallion could leave the pursuit safely behind.
Instantly he doubted the ability of the Indian ponies to withstand such a
challenge and over such a course as this. Even in the distance he could see
that the pursuing riders were mounted on animals like his own fine horse.
They did not move with a bobbing gallop, like Indian ponies at full speed,
but with a long and swinging rhythm they slipped over the ground.

“Full speed!” he called to Standing Antelope.
The boy, with a shout of determination, gave the whip to his pony and

the pack animals. They did not need two minutes to see how the matter was
coming. Tired by a long journey, with many weeks of labor behind them, the
ponies were failing fast. Besides, they had behind them horses of some
matchless breed which filled the hearts of the two with wonder and with
admiration. Thunder Moon made up his mind at once.

“There a way turns on the right, Standing Antelope,” he said. “When we
come to it, take that turning. Take the two spare horses with you, and when
the time comes I promise you that all those riders shall follow me.”

The boy was too well trained to dispute the word of an older warrior. He
cast one desperate glance behind him at the danger cloud which was rolling
up on them so rapidly.

“I shall lead them away,” called Thunder Moon, “and then come back to
you and find you. Keep to broken country. The short legs of your ponies
cannot match the long legs of those horses behind us. What horses they are!
But now they shall see what Sailing Hawk can do.”

By a mere pressure of his knees he reduced the pace of the stallion so
that he fell well behind; and, turning in the saddle, he drew his rifle from its



long holster beneath his right leg. He balanced it in his hand, and finally
twitched the butt of it to his shoulder and fired. He smiled grimly, seeing
two of the pursuers duck low on the necks of their mounts; for he knew that
the ball he sent, though he missed them purposely, must have hummed quite
close to their ears.

He waited, then, to see them check their pace, for so any Indian of the
plains would have done against such accurate long-range practice as this.
They thrust ahead after him more violently than before, as though they were
striving to close the gap before he could load again.

He who could load and fire almost as rapidly as another Suhtai could
whip arrows out of a quiver and onto the string. To prove to the pursuit his
skill and the danger of pressing him too closely, he loaded like lightning and
discharged a second ball. This time he took a still closer aim, and again the
two leaders winced as the ball cut the air between them. Still they kept on.

It turned the heart of Thunder Moon cold with wonder. These were not
the tactics of the plains. Then, in a burst of anger, he prepared for a third
shot, which should find a target. Not a man—for these men had not harmed
him—but a horse was to be his mark. When he took within the sights the
reaching, lean, beautiful head of one of the horses, his heart failed him. To
shoot such an animal was almost worse than to drive a bullet through the
body of a rider.

He glanced ahead. Young Standing Antelope, with his two lead horses,
had disappeared down the turn to the right. This was the time, then, to show
the pursuit what Sailing Hawk could do. Leaning back a little in the saddle,
Thunder Moon called on the stallion, and there was instant response. From
hand canter to racing gallop the big chestnut leaped at a single bound.

For a mile at least that dizzy pace was maintained, and then Thunder
Moon looked back to see if the forms of his pursuers were in sight. The
result was a shock. They were still in sight and if they had lost ground, it
was a negligible amount. Their speed still seemed to increase and there were
more than the original half dozen riders now. Others seemed to have come in
from some side road, and fully fifteen horsemen were pressing behind him.

Keen for the hunt, he heard them shout to one another, their voices
tingling faintly through the crisp morning air. It dawned suddenly upon
Thunder Moon that this might be his last day of riding.



CHAPTER TWO  
OVERTAKEN

A� he steadied the stallion for the race, Thunder Moon tried to understand
what was happening. Hitherto, when Indians on the plains challenged him,
he had been able to draw away from them with ridiculous ease, in spite of
his weight in the saddle. Now his bulk was doubtless greater than that of his
pursuers, and doubtless the edge of the stallion’s speed had been taken by
the long, long journey through all weathers and footings. Still it seemed
strange that in all the world horses could be found that would keep up with
him like this.

The hunt was drawing out behind him, in a string of riders. So much the
speed of Sailing Hawk was accomplishing. There was no vast distance
between the leader and the last of the group. They were fresh, terribly fresh,
the lot of them. Sailing Hawk ran well, and well he would run until he died.
In the meantime his strength was going. It was not the beginning but the end
of a long day for him.

So Thunder Moon decided to try the effect of cross-country work, and
sent the stallion at a neighboring fence. Nobly the big chestnut cleared it,
and rushed up a gradual slope beyond toward a copse.

Before he disappeared into the woods, Thunder Moon glanced back and
saw the first flight of the hunt drive at the same fence. He smiled, waiting to
see the disaster. To his amazement, every one of the horses took the obstacle
in their stride, not flinging high in the air like Sailing Hawk, but skimming
low, with a certain accustomed air, as though jumping were an old matter in
their lives. Certainly it was not so with the stallion, accustomed as he was to
the open ranges of the plains. The heart of Thunder Moon sank again.

However, he sent the stallion through the woods, and coming out on the
farther side he saw beneath him a stretch of low ground, the surface of
which was rosy with the morning light. It was marshland, he could see.
Every step of it was glistening with water, and he was forced to turn his
horse along the edge of the boggy ground.

A moment later, the hunt poured through the woods. He heard them
shout with triumph which had a meaning in it, for Sailing Hawk began to
flounder heavily. He had gone almost knee-deep in wet soil.



That was the end. Back to the dry ground he had to turn the stallion and,
so turning, he was going straight into the midst of his enemies. There was no
need of the rifle here. He thrust it deep in the holster and snatched out the
two revolvers which hung at the bow of his saddle. The sway of his body
would guide Sailing Hawk as well as reins; each hand was free for a gun,
and unless all his long years of training with those difficult weapons had
been wasted, there might be a death in every bullet.

Yet it would be hard to fire point-blank upon those men. There was
hardly one of them who had not unlimbered rifle or pistol or revolver in
turn; but they came toward him now with cheerful shouts, laughing, like
careless children at the end of a race for fun. So he held his fire and waited.

“He’s going to fight it out, the nervy devil!” called some one. “Don’t
shoot, boys. We’ll talk some sense into his head, or try to. Jack, you’re right.
That’s one of your horses that he’s on.”

They were in evening clothes, all these youths—though such a term had
not entered Thunder Moon’s vocabulary—and yet they were such born
horsemen that they seemed as much at home in the saddle as if they had
been in a ballroom. Clean faced, clear eyed, eager as hounds, they gathered
around Thunder Moon, keeping a proper distance from his poised guns.

In the meantime, the man referred to as “Jack” came to the front and
eyed Sailing Hawk with a proprietary air.

“Now, my man,” he said, “you’re caught, and you’re caught barehanded.
But you’ve given us a fine hunt. Only how the devil did you manage to
make Cyrus take that jump in such spread-eagle style? Get down, give up
your guns, and go along with us. You’ll get nothing worse than justice, and
maybe something better.”

“By all means better, Jack,” broke in one of the group. “I never knew
your Cyrus had such foot. He beat us all.”

“My mare was only warming to her work,” protested another.
“But you weigh fifty pounds less than that man-mountain.”
They chaffed one another gaily.
“Get down,” repeated Jack. “Get down, man, when I tell you to. You

don’t think you can stave off the lot of us, do you?”
The English tongue came roughly and slowly to the mind and the lips of

Thunder Moon.
“My friend,” he said, “you are the chief of this band?”
The other opened his eyes a little more widely.



“Hello!” he said. “This is something special. Am I the chief, he wants to
know. Who are you stranger?”

“I come from the Suhtai,” said Thunder Moon gravely.
“Who the devil are the Suhtai? Where do they breed?”
Thunder Moon opened his eyes in turn, for it had not occurred to him

that there might be men who did not even know the name of that famous
tribe.

“Wherever you come from,” said the other, “you’ve stolen my horse
Cyrus. Get off his back, and after that we’ll talk.”

“You say a thing which is not true,” said Thunder Moon sternly. “This
horse is not yours.”

“Watch him,” said Jack to his companions. “He has a grand face for this
sort of work. Doesn’t move a muscle while he gets out a thing like that. I
don’t know my own horses, I suppose?” he continued with a chuckle, facing
his captive again.

“If he is your horse,” said Thunder Moon, “speak to him, and he will
come to you.”

There was a general shout at this.
“That’s right, Jack. Talk to him. Make your horse answer back.”
“Hold on,” replied Jack. “Maybe the fellow’s a half-wit. Let’s go easy

with him.”
He controlled his expression and asked more calmly: “If he is your

horse, then, he’ll come when you call, I suppose?”
“He will, of course,” said Thunder Moon.
There was a chorus of whistles.
“Let’s see a proof of that.”
One brief syllable of guttural Cheyenne was spoken, and Sailing Hawk

dropped to his knees. No trick was more necessary or valuable on the
prairies, where a warrior might wish to use his pony as a breastwork in case
of a fierce attack. There was a general shout of admiration and amazement
from the spectators.

“This is something special, Sutton!” said one of the young men.
“Special,” said Jack Sutton, “but it doesn’t change matters. I suppose no

one doubts that that’s a Sutton chestnut?”
“He looks the part,” said a companion, “but, after all, you can’t tell what

horses may be in other parts of the world. Certainly that’s not a Sutton
saddle.”



“We’ll talk over the details later on,” said Jack Sutton. “Now, my man,
just jump off the horse at once, will you? Throw down your guns.”

Thunder Moon made no reply.
“Because if you don’t,” said Sutton, “we’ll have to make you, you

know.”
“The Suhtai,” said Thunder Moon quietly, “die before they give up their

guns and their horses. If you fight, some of you must die. In each gun there
are six voices.”

“Can you believe it?” asked Sutton with growing irritation. “The fool
really seems to think he can bluff us out. Now, my friend the horse thief, I’ll
give you till I count ten before I take you off that horse.”

“Friend,” answered Thunder Moon, “come one pace nearer to me, and
your spirit goes to the Sky People.”

It seemed as though Jack Sutton were about to make that step forward,
when one of his friends caught him by the arm and jerked him back.

“The beggar means to do it,” he exclaimed, “and by the look of him I
think that he’d shoot straight.”

“Are fifteen of us to stand here stopped by one brazen-faced
blackguard?” asked young Sutton in a rising fury.

“Come, Jack,” said another. “You’re the hope of your house. Don’t
throw yourself away. Besides, we don’t want to murder this nervy rascal.
More than that, though, you haven’t proved that this is your horse. If he is,
he’s developed a taste for strange languages. Let me try to handle the case,
will you?”

He stepped forward.
“Now my friend,” he said, “you see that we have the numbers. And, of

course, we can’t afford to be outdone by one man. However, we don’t want
to keep your back against the wall, and we don’t want to murder you. Come
with us to the colonel’s house and let him hear the story. You make good
your claim to the horse and the colonel will never give you a shady deal.
You know Colonel Sutton, of course? And of course, you can trust him to do
what’s right?”

Most of this speech was rather beyond the understanding of Thunder
Moon. All that was clear to him was that this speaker was apparently acting
as peacemaker; and vaguely he gathered that some one called Colonel
Sutton was to be the judge. Colonel was a title like chief among the whites.
He knew that also.



So he said: “Let us go to the chief. Some of you may ride beside me to
see that I do not run away. But no one rides behind me.”

“All fair, all square,” said the other. “Satisfactory, Jack?”
“I’d rather have the thing settled here,” said Sutton. “Looks as though

there weren’t enough of us to do justice.”
“Enough to do murder, Jack, old fellow; but you spell justice a different

way, I take it. Come along, boys, and we’ll hear the end of this.”



CHAPTER THREE  
IT’S A WISE FATHER

W��� panting horses, with laughing voices, the party went down the long
dusty road.

“That was a run,” one said.
“What a burst!”
“Better than fox hunting! The beggar nearly nicked me twice.”
“And if he isn’t a thief, why did he shoot?”
On the whole, never was there better humor shown by Cheyennes

returning from a lucky buffalo hunt than was exhibited now by these fellows
who rode so gaily around Thunder Moon. He regarded them not, for his
dignity forbade; but all the time, with careful eye, he watched the men who
rode on either side of him. Yet, to his surprise, though he had sent two balls
so near them, they treated him with perfect good humor. They rode until
they came close behind the great house which he had sat down to watch in
the middle of the night. Then they turned in, and paused in the arch of the
driveway just in front of the mansion.

Since it seemed impossible to get Thunder Moon off his horse, as a
compromise they sent into the building for Colonel Sutton. He came at once,
his wife beside him.

The sun was just up, the air was cool and brisk, and the roses which
twined up the face of the dwelling were showering their fragrance on the
breeze. Thunder Moon looked up to the pair standing on the verandah of the
house, between the tall, thin, white pillars which framed its entrance. The
man, whom they called colonel, was big, powerful of shoulder, grim of
expression, and his hair looked silver in that rosy light; by his side, the
woman seemed wonderfully thin and delicate. He supported her on his arm,
and she seemed frightened, as she looked down on this array of wild young
men on their prancing horses. The ball had lasted late at Sutton House and,
when the last farewells were said and breakfast finished, they had come to
this bright hour of sunrise.

“You’ll have to be judge as well as colonel, sir,” said young Jack Sutton,
standing on the steps beneath his parents. “We’ve caught a fellow who’s a



horse thief, as I live. And if that isn’t Cyrus that he’s riding, any one may
have me.”

The colonel came forward to the edge of the porch.
“The blaze of Cyrus is not so short and wide as that,” he said almost

instantly. “That isn’t one of our horses, Jack. But for all the world, he’s one
of the strain. That dark chestnut isn’t a frequent color. Young man, where
did you get that horse?”

The question was clear enough to Thunder Moon, and yet he could make
no answer. For a strange new emotion swelled in his throat and stifled him,
and he could not take his eyes from the face of the colonel or from that of
the little white-haired woman beside him.

“There were two of them in the woods yonder,” explained Jack Sutton.
“George and I guessed them out and they ran for it. Two men and four
horses, and two of the nags with big packs. You’d better look to the silver,
mother. This rascal here, when we took after him, opened fire on us. No man
shoots to kill unless he has a guilty conscience. That stands for common
sense, I suppose.”

Thunder Moon was stirred to answer, and he said: “I did not shoot to
kill.”

“Come, come!” broke in another youngster, though still good humoredly.
“Two balls whistled within an inch of my ears. What would you call that?”

“Very interesting,” said the colonel. “Very interesting. Come up here,
young man, and let me have a talk with you about yourself, and what
brought you loitering in the woods, yonder, long after midnight.”

“He won’t dismount,” broke in Sutton. “Sticks to Cyrus as though he
were glued there.”

His words were instantly disproved, for Thunder Moon leaped from the
back of his horse and, pausing only to sweep his buffalo robe about him,
advanced with stately stride toward the porch. Sailing Hawk came close in
his rear, and when his master mounted the steps the stallion went up behind
him.

There was a little murmur of wonder. The colonel could not help
smiling, and his eyes shone. This was a companionship between man and
beast such as he loved to see. Not for nothing had he spent the better part of
his life and his talents in the rearing of Thoroughbreds.

The man from the plains and the colonel stood face to face. There was
not a fraction of an inch of difference between them in height; there was no
difference in the bulk of their shoulders, which made even the magnificent
dimensions of young Jack seem paltry by comparison.



“Now, sir,” said the colonel, “let’s have an understanding. In the first
place, I don’t really suspect you. Because a fellow who can train a horse as
you’ve trained that one can’t be a sneak thief or a burglar. Where did you get
that stallion?”

Thunder Moon, slowly, stretched forth his hand to the west. His blazing
eyes did not leave the face of Sutton for a moment.

“West, eh?” said the colonel. “Well, I didn’t know that they raised such
animals farther west than my estate. How far west, my friend?”

It was difficult for Thunder Moon to speak, so much was his mind
loaded with many reflections. Then he said, slowly, as he had made his
gesture: “Far west . . . beyond the rivers . . . in the land of the Cheyennes.”

There was a faint cry—a moan—and the colonel’s wife drooped and
swayed.

The colonel was swift to turn to her, and his son was still swifter, but the
gliding step of Thunder Moon was swiftest of all. He passed between them
and caught her in his arms, and held her lightly.

“Now, by heaven!” cried Jack Sutton, vastly alarmed, and reached for
his pocket pistol. He did not draw it, however.

For the stranger, standing tall and solemn before them, had altered most
wonderfully—a light appeared to break from his eyes and his breast heaved.

“She is not sick,” he said quietly. “But the woman is fallen in darkness.
She will see again, later on.”

“She’s overtaxed herself with this infernal ball!” cried the colonel, pale
with fear. “Confound me if I’ll have dance music in this house again. These
waltzes are fit for a madhouse; besides, they’re indecent. Martha, do you
hear me? Are you better, my dear?”

There was no answer. Mrs. Sutton lay limp, and her head would have
fallen back had it not been for the supporting arm of Thunder Moon.

“Give her to me!” exclaimed the colonel.
A dark, gloomy glance was all that answered him, and Thunder Moon

stepped past him into the house.
The high rooms soared above him. Beneath his feet was a soft carpeting

that mysteriously muffled the fall of his feet—and yet it was not turf. He
carried the unconscious woman to a couch, laid her there and kneeled by her
side.

“I won’t have him touch her,” said Jack Sutton furiously. “I won’t have
it! Why, the common rascal . . . the scoundrel of a thief!”



“Be still, Jack,” said his father. “Don’t be ridiculous. He treats her as
though she were precious. There’s something not common about this man.”

“Hello!” cried Jack. “What’s in that flask? Are we going to have her
poisoned? What’s in that leather pouch?”

Thunder Moon turned his head toward the younger man and answered:
“Water . . . brother!”

There was something in the intonation of his voice, and something in the
dark glance of his eyes, that made Jack Sutton catch his breath and look to
his father as though for advice.

At the taste of the cold water, the colonel’s wife stirred, moaned a little,
opened her eyes, and stared wildly up to the stern, dark face above her.

“Randolf!” breathed Mrs. Sutton.
At that, the colonel moved between her and Thunder Moon.
“What is it?” he asked. “What is it, Martha? Did something upset you?

What’s wrong?”
“I can’t think. I don’t dare to think! I’m going mad, Randolf.”
“Ruth,” said Jack, to a girl who now ran into the room, “see what you

can do. Something’s wrong with mother . . . and I think it’s that rascally
horse thief fellow who’s done it.”

“Who?” cried the girl.
She turned and saw Thunder Moon, wrapped again in his robe, his arms

folded beneath it, his bowed head turned toward the woman on the couch.
“Ah!” gasped Ruth Sutton, and she clung close to her brother.
“Good Lord!” exclaimed Jack, irritated rather than sympathetic. “He’s

not a ghost. He’s a man, you know. He’s not a ghost.”
“Are you sure?” stammered Ruth. “Are you sure that he’s not a ghost?”
Jack Sutton had stood enough. He strode up to Thunder Moon.
“Sir,” he said, “whatever happens, I’m afraid that you’re a scoundrel.

But before you’re one minute older, I’ll have your name, and who you are,
and where you’ve come from, and all the rest of it.”

“Brother,” said the tall man, and again there was a strange intonation of
the word, “on the plains in the West the Suhtai know me, and they have
given me a name.”

“Suhtai, again. And who the devil are the Suhtai?”
“Are you better Martha?” asked the colonel. “Steady, now. Has this

fellow upset you at all? Is it he? I know the Suhtai. And so do some of our
troopers, worse luck. They’re a tribe of the Cheyennes, Jack.”



“God bless me!” Jack cried, and moved a pace away. “I thought there
was something odd about him. Are you an Indian, then?”

“What I am,” said Thunder Moon, raising his head, “I cannot tell. And
as for my name, I have come a great journey; I have traveled for more than
one moon, to come at last to this place to learn what my name might be.”

“Why, the fellow has no wits, Indian or white,” said Jack Sutton. “He
says that he’s come here to find out what his name may be.”

“I knew it!” cried the colonel’s wife.
“I knew it! I knew it!” cried Ruth, pointing with a rigid arm.
What the colonel’s wife knew, they could not discover instantly, for at

that moment she fainted dead away, and the colonel, much alarmed, called
for help.

Jack Sutton was too excited to be of assistance, but he took his sister by
both arms.

“I almost think there’s some foolish plot between you and mother,” he
said. “I really almost think there is. What the devil is it that you and she
know that has to do with this fellow, that neither of you has ever seen
before?”

“Oh, you’re blind! You’re utterly blind!” cried Ruth. “Both of you are
blind. Look at him again.”

“I see him. What of it? What of it?”
“Dad,” Ruth exclaimed, running to her father and clinging to his arm as

he helped his wife back to the couch.
“Let me alone. Your mother’s dying, Ruth, I think.”
“She’s not . . . joy doesn’t kill. Dad, won’t you look at him? Won’t you

see?”
“See what, child? Damn it, Ruth, what’s in your mind? What is this

mystery?”
“Don’t you understand? He says that he’s come back here to find his

name. . . .”
“That’s nonsense.”
“But it isn’t. I know what his name is.”
“The devil you do. What is it, then?”
“It’s William Sutton, and he’s your own son. Don’t you see? He’s come

back. He’s come back to you!”



CHAPTER FOUR  
WHERE’S THE PROOF

W������� the emotion of the others, when the excited Ruth Sutton made
this startling announcement, no one felt more keenly than her brother Jack,
though his sentiment may have differed from the rest. For as the eldest child,
the only son, he had naturally expected to come into the majority of his
father’s great fortune. Though perhaps Jack was no worse than the next man,
this announcement thrust him literally to the heart. Whatever his first
thought might have been, certainly his first movement was to touch the
pocket pistol which he carried with him always, like most of the gay lads of
that time. Perhaps he recalled a picture seen a little earlier that morning,
when this same danger to his hopes then stood with the marsh behind him
and fifteen armed men before. One shot would have done a great work, at
that lucky time. Now the time was past.

There was no opportunity for the others to observe the expression on the
face of Jack, for they were all too busily engaged on the subject of this
suspected horse thief.

The poor colonel, utterly taken aback, caught at his wife and drew her to
him, and stared for a moment at Thunder Moon as though he were looking at
a leveled gun rather than at a lost son. Ruth Sutton recoiled from this great
man of the prairies. Her keen eyes had seen a resemblance, but the mark of
the wilderness was visibly on him, and she was frightened.

Only Mrs. Sutton, weakest of all a moment before, went unafraid to the
strange visitor. She drew herself out of the arms of the colonel and, going to
Thunder Moon, she took those terrible hands which Pawnee and Comanche
and stalwart Crow knew and feared. She drew close to him, peering keenly
into his eyes.

“You are William!” she cried softly. “Ah . . . you are my dear boy come
back to us. Only tell me. Will you tell me?”

“My heart is sad,” said Thunder Moon, and he fought back an impulse to
take her in his arms. “My heart is sad. All that I know is what an old man of
the Suhtai told me. He sent me here. But of myself I know nothing.”

“You see, Father,” broke in the matter-of-fact voice of Jack, “we’d better
go a bit slowly. God knows no one wants him to be the true Sutton more
than I do. But we have to have more proof than the sketchy resemblance of



two faces. We have to have something better than that. You see . . . he isn’t a
bit sure himself.”

“How could he be sure? He was an infant when he was stolen!”
exclaimed the colonel, who was turning from deadly white to violent
crimson.

“As for the word of some lying Indian . . . some old chatterer. . . .”
“I tell you, Jack, you mustn’t speak that way!” cried Mrs. Sutton. “Isn’t

there a call of blood to blood? I felt it when I first saw him. Randolf, do
something. Let me be sure.”

The colonel hesitated, looked about wildly, and finally said: “Let’s try to
be calm. Let’s make no mistake. It would be too horrible to think that we
had him back again and then find it was only a fraud. You understand? Let’s
try to work out the testimony. Somebody tell someone to give those young
fools outdoors some mint juleps . . . or anything that will keep them quiet.
We have to think this out. We have to feel our way to the truth.”

“Here! Here’s the truth!” Mrs. Sutton said.
She snapped open a little pendant at her throat and showed a miniature

which was painted on the inside, showing her husband as he had been when
he was a young man. The colonel looked at it gravely and long; then he
raised his eyes as though afraid of what he must see. The result was a start
of amazement and joy.

“By heaven!” cried the colonel, “he’s most like! He’s certainly most like.
Jack, examine this. William, if you are he, forgive us for going slowly now
. . . but once you’ve been admitted to our hearts . . . then there’ll be no
uprooting you.”

“I speak little English; talk slow,” said Thunder Moon, knitting his
brows with the effort of listening.

“Poor boy!” breathed Mrs. Sutton. “My poor, darling, honest boy. Oh, I
believe you.”

“Damn it, Martha! Will you be still?” cried her husband. “Are you going
to make a baby of him before we’re sure that the thing is settled?”

“If he’s not Indian,” said Jack, “I’d like to know where he got that color
of skin. He’s dark enough to be a red man . . . or a smoky mulatto, I’d say.
Could the sun do that?”

Thunder Moon turned his head and looked calmly, judicially, toward the
youth.

“You’ll have trouble on your hands in a moment, Jack,” said the colonel.
“He doesn’t like that way you have of putting things, you can see.”



“My dear sir,” said the boy, “I don’t want to stand between a brother and
the light. But I’m simply trying to make us all use our common sense. That’s
only fair and right, I take it. What do you say to that, Ruth?”

She, pale, tense, eager, raised a hand as though to brush the question
away from her; all her soul was busied in devouring this stranger-brother
with her glance.

Thunder Moon said in his deep voice—a soft voice, but one which filled
the room with a slight tremor—“I understand. My face is dark. You want to
know why. You ask the sun. He will tell you.”

Then, letting his robe fall from his shoulders, he stripped off his shirt of
antelope skin with a single gesture. Brightly and beautifully beaded was that
shirt so that it glistened like a parti-colored piece of chain-mail in his hand,
but there were no eyes just now for the fine shirt for which Big Hard Face
had paid five good horses, five horses ready for the war trail, a strong knife,
and a painted horn. Instead, there was a general gasp, as every glance
fastened upon the body of Thunder Moon, naked to the waist.

If he had broken any conventions, he was totally unconscious of it. He
raised an arm along which the interlacing muscles slipped and stirred with
an uncanny life of their own, and he pointed to his body.

“See,” he said, “that my skin is not all dark. This is paler. Yet I see that it
is not as pale as yours.”

With that last honest admission, he waved his hand toward them as
though inviting their closer inspection.

The colonel, indeed, had taken a quick stride toward him, with an
exclamation of admiration; but little Mrs. Sutton seemed overwhelmed by
this revelation. Ruth clasped her hands together, and Jack moved back a
little and became rigid, as though he were responding to a challenge with
proud defiance.

“It isn’t all a question of color,” said Jack firmly. “Of course, if he’s an
impostor, he wouldn’t be such a fool as to come unless his skin were
actually white. But the thing to decide on is the testimony. I don’t know. It’s
rather queer, though. Taking a fellow on the strength of his face. Such things
have been tried before. Clever devils! Use a striking family resemblance to
worm their way into a million or so. Cheap at twice the price, you know.”

“Would an impostor be ignorant of the English language, Jack?” asked
the colonel sharply.

“Ah, sir,” and Jack smiled, “of course he’ll say that he is a Cheyenne.
Why . . . that’s not hard to say. Just be reasonable, please. You know that I
could learn a bit of Indian ways, pick up a few of their words, and then say



that I had passed most of my life on the prairies. Why not? Then I wouldn’t
have to answer a lot of embarrassing questions as to where I’d spent my
days. Isn’t that clear?”

It was, after all, a telling point. Some of the enthusiasm faded from the
gentle eyes of Mrs. Sutton, and she looked anxiously to her husband.

He saw the appeal in her glance.
“I know, Martha!” he said. “I’m doing my best. But I’m not a prophet,

and I can’t look through the secrets of twenty years as if they were glass,
you know. Look here, my young friend, tell us how we can be sure that you
have spent all of this time with the Cheyennes?”

“I cannot understand,” said Thunder Moon simply.
“I thought he wouldn’t,” sneered Jack.
“I say,” repeated the colonel more loudly, making a vital effort to be

clear, “will you tell us how we can know that you really spent these years
with the Cheyennes?”

“And by the way,” said Jack, “if you can talk just as well, you might put
on your clothes, you know.”

Thunder Moon with one gesture, as he had removed the shirt, donned it
again. He swept the robe around his shoulders.

“Young man,” he said sternly to Jack, “what coups have you counted and
what scalps have you taken that you raise your voice and that you talk when
chiefs are here?”

Even Jack blinked a little at this, but recovering himself instantly, he said
coldly: “That’s well done. Clever, by gad! Worthy of the stage, and a big
stage. But we want some good, and sound, actual proof that you’ve been
with the Cheyennes all this time.”

The color had been growing slowly in the face of Thunder Moon and
now it became a dangerously dark crimson; and his eyes glittered as he
stared at Jack.

“Do not ask me; do not ask my friends,” he said at last. “Ask the
enemies of my people. Ask Sioux, ask Comanches, ask Pawnees, ask Crows.
They know my face. They have seen it in the battle. No man has asked:
where is Thunder Moon in the battle? No, for they have seen me. So ask
them and bring them here. They will tell you if I am a Suhtai.”

There was a stunned silence after this remark so filled with conviction
and disdain.

Jack, who in a way was playing desperately high for stakes that were
worth winning, now broke in: “After all, my friend, you can’t come over us



as easily as that. Of course, we’re a thousand miles or so from the hunting
grounds of the Sioux and the rest of ’em, whatever you called ’em. Facts,
however, are facts. And it seems to me that you should be able to give us
some proofs . . . some plain proofs . . . that you’ve been with the Cheyennes
all this time under the name of Thunder Moon, or whatever you may be
called, or say you are called.”

“Steady, Jack,” said the colonel. “By gad, he looks a bit dangerous, just
now.”



CHAPTER FIVE  
RECOGNITION

N�� the excitement of Thunder Moon had been growing with great
rapidity, for he felt the constant check of the questioning and sardonic Jack.
It came in such a manner, too, that he was half maddened by it. Since he was
a youngster and first distinguished himself in feats of arms among the
Suhtai, his name had been known far and wide, not in his own tribe only but
all through the Cheyenne nation and among the neighboring tribes. Now his
very identity was questioned—not so much as the son of this stern-faced
Colonel Sutton but as Thunder Moon himself.

He could endure it no longer. The passion that was rising in him must
find some outlet and, since he could not act, he must speak. Since he must
speak, it had to be of himself. It was a theme on which he was not much
practiced, for when the other braves at the end of the warpath danced the
scalp dance and told of their exploits or when the coup stick was passed
around, Thunder Moon was nearly always silent. Something in his nature
had prevented him from joining in these self-acclaiming outbursts. Now he
began to speak. He drew back a little until he stood close to the wall. He did
not dance, as a pure-blooded Cheyenne would have done, but as passion and
fury and exultation mastered him, his voice became a sort of chanting
rhythm, and his whole body swayed in unison. Much of what he said came
in Cheyenne; sometimes he used what English words he had absorbed into
his vocabulary; but in some manner, as a very intense speaker usually can
do, he made his audience realize what he was saying.

“I do not talk of common warriors. I only speak of chiefs who have
counted five coups, and taken scalps. Make medicine and call down their
spirits. Let them tell you what I am.

“I am Thunder Moon, of the Suhtai.
“The eagle feathers flowed behind the head of Little Wolf, and the

bravest Pawnees were around him. The hearts of the Suhtai were sick,
seeing those heroes charge. But a young warrior went out to meet that
charge. He called to the Sky People and they gave him great strength; they
turned the bullets and the spear points. Like a snake through the grass he
wove through the men of the Pawnees. He came to Little Wolf. ‘Pawnee,



your spear I headed with burned wood; its point crumbles on my shield. My
lance is in your heart.’

“And all the Suhtai shouted: ‘Thunder Moon!’
“Three hundred warriors followed Waiting Horse. Among the

Comanches he was the strongest man; scalps dried continually in the smoke
of his teepee, and with scalps all his clothes were fringed. He did not go
upon the warpath alone; but I, alone, met him. The eagle stood still in the
wind and the buzzards circled above us, watching. ‘Waiting Horse, your
medicine is weak. The Sky People fly with my bullet and send it into your
brains. You lie on the plain with a broken forehead and your spirit slips out
and flies on the wind.’ ‘It is Thunder Moon!’ cry the Comanches.

“Now in his lodge a great Pawnee was very sad. His brothers and his
two uncles were dead, and when he asked his heart who had killed them his
heart answered: ‘Thunder Moon!’ He made great medicine. He asked the
greatest medicine men of the Pawnees to help him, and they gave him
strength to go out and harry the Suhtai.

“ ‘Ah hai! What is wrong with the horses of the Suhtai? Why do they
throw up their heads and gallop away? The cunning Pawnee wolves are
among them.’ Fast they ride, but faster rides Thunder Moon. ‘Turn back,
Three Spotted Elks. Turn back and avenge your three dead kinsmen. Their
spirits are crying to you in that strong wind. They are giving you power.’

“He is a brave man. He has heard their voices and turned back from
among the flying horses. Now, Sky People, how shall I kill this man? I offer
him to you as a sacrifice.

“ ‘Kill him only with your knife, Thunder Moon.’
“So let it be! His arrows stick in my shield. His arrows hiss at my ear. He

has thrown away his bow and seized his strong war club, stained with blood.
Your war club is strong, Three Spotted Elks, but my hand is stronger. My
knife is in your throat. Sky People, accept his blood; this is my sacrifice.

“Behold, now, the Comanche camp sleeps. All the lodges are white
under the moon. All the new lodges are shining and bright. There is a
shadow among them. Beware, Comanches, for it is Thunder Moon. He
steals from lodge to lodge. He comes to the medicine teepee and there sits
Yellow Man grinning, the great spirit, the metal wizard. I take him up and
carry him away. With his medicine he calls his people to follow me. Your
medicine is weak, Yellow Man. I throw you into the deep water. I carry only
your arm away with me so that the Sky People may laugh when they see you
with only one arm. I ride away, and with me I carry the fortunes of the
Comanches.



“But who are these men whose hair flows to their waist or waves in the
wind behind them as they ride? They are Crows, tall and noble of aspect.
But none is so tall and none is so noble as Gray Thunder. The ground shakes
before him and the waters stand still and shrink to let him pass.

“ ‘Now, my brothers, let us charge the Suhtai, for I see a great man
among them. It is Thunder Moon, and he has killed many of our people.
Charge beside me, my blood brothers.’

“Noble warriors, brave Crows from the mountains, my heart swells to
see you. Come swiftly. I am waiting. I shall not run away. In my hands are
guns having six voices apiece. Now they speak to you. What, do you fall
down when you hear them? Three men fall, and the rest are daunted, but not
Gray Thunder.

“Sky People, save him for my hands! With my hands I shall kill him. My
bare hands must destroy him. Ha, Gray Thunder, your bullet has missed me.
Your rifle as a club is lighter than a piece of rotted wood. I pluck it from
you. Now, my hand against your hand. Ask mercy, and you shall live to die
by the hands of the Suhtai women. He will not ask mercy. He bites like a
wolf at my wrists. But now it is over. He is dead. Come back, you Crows,
and bury your dead chief. Why do you run away so fast? He is dead, and his
scalp will be taken, and his soul will vanish in the wind.

“Such things I have done. Hear me, you people! My name is not
something which has to be asked after on the plains. All the tribes know it.
Sky People, give these white men a sign that I do not lie. Sky People, if my
medicine is strong, hear me! If ever I have sacrificed to you guns and strong
lances and painted robes and beaded suits, send them a sign!”

To this strange narration, half story and half mad chant, the Suttons had
listened with great eyes, silent, crushed with wonder and with fear. Now, as
the speaker raised his voice in a shout, there was a tremendous answer from
without: a horse neighed like many trumpets blowing together; hoofs
clattered on the wooden steps; the porch quivered; and through the window
was thrust the head of Sailing Hawk, searching for the master whose voice
he had heard.

Thunder Moon laughed with joyous triumph.
“Sky People, I thank you!” he cried. “This is the sign. Now will you

believe me?”
Believe him? They were almost too frightened to disbelieve.
Mrs. Sutton and Ruth drew closer to each other, but the colonel listened

with shining eyes.



Before he could speak, however, it seemed as though the Sky People, to
whom Thunder Moon appealed, had sent a more visible sign and one more
easily understood. For up the driveway came young Standing Antelope, his
hands tied behind him, his feet bound in his stirrups, and a smear of blood
on one side of his head. With him were the half dozen men who had
captured him—not spruce young gentlemen like those who had hunted
Thunder Moon, but rough, brown-faced men in rude clothes.

“Here’s number two,” said Jack, willing to break the trance which had
fallen on all in the room. “Here’s the second of ’em. There are the three
horses. Now may we get at something. It’s Tom Colfax who’s brought them
in.”

They could hear Tom speaking to the scattered group of men in front of
the house.

“Here’s a rank Cheyenne, gentlemen. Dog-gone me if he ain’t. I was
starting out with the rest of the boys here and our guns for a hunt when we
seen this fellow jump a fence, but his pony wouldn’t clear it. He came down
with a slam. And we picked him up. I been enough years on the plains to
talk some Cheyenne. And I gathered from his lingo that he might have a
friend over here. Anybody know what he means?”

They led Tom Colfax in. He stood at the door, hat in hand.
“Colonel Sutton, sir, the Cheyennes always was the wildest and far-

ridingest red devils on the plains, but I never thought that they’d come
raiding as far as this.”

The colonel went to him in haste.
“You know the Cheyennes, Tom?”
“I’ve traded with ’em. I know a parcel of them, of course. This boy

opened up when he heard me talk his own lingo, and he says that he’s the
son of Three Bears. I know Three Bears. An upstanding Indian as I ever
seen.”

“Look!” said the colonel, and he took Tom by the arm and turned him a
little. “Do you know this man?”

He pointed to Thunder Moon, who still stood near the wall. The effect
upon Tom Colfax was amazing. He started back with an oath and at the
same instant drew a great, old-fashioned horse pistol.

“Know him?” he gasped. “Know him?”
“I mean what I say, man,” the colonel said. “This is more important than

it may seem. Do you know the name of this man?”



“Know him?” echoed Tom. “I never seen him except once, and in the
distance, but every man on the prairies knows him or knows about him.
Why, Colonel, this is him that’s strung his war trails from the Rio Grande to
Canada. If I ain’t a half-wit and lost my eyes, this is the right bower and the
best bet and the long arm of the Suhtai and the whole dog-gone Cheyenne
nation!”

“His name!” said the colonel. “What’s his name, man?”
“Ain’t I told you enough to place his name? His name is Thunder Moon.

What else would it be? And if I was you, Colonel, I’d have the militia out
and bury this Suhtai under ten feet of solid rock. Otherwise you’ll be waking
up one of these nights . . . you and about twenty more . . . to find that you’re
all spirits singin’ on your way to heaven. This is a bad boy, sir, and he makes
all his marks in blood!”



CHAPTER SIX  
WILLIAM, BIG INDIAN

M��. S����� had heard and seen more than her nerves could stand, and
she broke into hysterical weeping at this point. The colonel bade his
daughter take her mother from the room. Then he left Jack with Thunder
Moon, and he took Tom Colfax into his private study.

“Tom,” he said, “this is a serious moment.”
“Sir,” said Tom, “I got eyes and ears enough to understand that. But I

feel kind of in a dream . . . after seeing that red devil in your house!”
“But is he red?”
“Is he red?” asked Tom, more bewildered than ever. “Why . . . well, he’s

a half-breed, maybe. He does look a little pale.”
“If you know him, do you know his father?”
“The longest hand you ever seen in a trade. Of course I know Big Hard

Face.”
“Big Hard Face?”
“Their way of saying December.”
“Do you know the mother of this boy, then?”
“Her? No, I don’t.”
“Did you ever hear of her?”
“Matter of fact, Big Hard Face don’t live with a squaw.”
“Then how does he come to have a son?”
“The ways of an Indian ain’t our ways with women and children,

Colonel Sutton. Maybe he just picked up the boy some place. Maybe he
adopted him.”

The colonel caught his breath.
“That’s all you know?”
“No, it ain’t half. I can tell you about Thunder Moon all day. Why,

they’ve had articles about him in the papers. He’s the only Cheyenne that
don’t count silly coups and that don’t take scalps, and. . . .”

“What of his honesty?”



“The Suhtai are an honest lot. And Thunder Moon’s word is better than
gold.”

“He wouldn’t lie?”
“I don’t say he wouldn’t. But the last yarn I heard about him was that his

worst enemy among the Pawnees trusted Thunder Moon enough to come
right into the Suhtai camp. But I can tell you how he’s raised hell from
Mexico to. . . .”

The colonel lifted a rather unsteady hand.
“I think that I’ve heard enough about that already. As a matter of fact,

Tom, it begins to appear that this man, this wild Cheyenne, is really the child
who was stolen from my house more than twenty years ago.”

Tom Colfax opened his mouth and eyes.
“Does he say that?” he asked.
“He does.”
“If it’s a lie,” said Tom slowly, “it’s the queerest lie that I ever heard tell

of. They ain’t a match to it any place. For what would bring a Suhtai a
thousand miles, pretty near, to claim you for a father? Why should he pick
you out?”

“You’d believe him? You know Indian nature, Tom.”
“Leastways,” observed Tom dryly, “it wasn’t money that I got out of my

stay on the plains.”
“Go with me and let him tell the story simply to us. Do you think that

you could spot a lying Indian?”
“I dunno. But I could make a fine try.”
They went back to Thunder Moon, and found him with folded arms

standing against the wall just where they had left him, while Jack, a very
nervous lad, fidgeted in a chair.

“Thunder Moon,” said the colonel, “I want you to tell us, clearly, just
what the old man of the Suhtai told you.”

Thunder Moon answered: “He had no squaw. He had no child. He was
no longer a boy. So he went off to do some great thing before he died. He
rode a great distance. No great thing came to him to be done. He came to the
land of the white men. He rode among their lands. Then he came to a great
house, and near the house he saw better horses than he ever had seen before.
He saw that the great thing he was led to do was to take some of those
horses. So he took the best. He waited until dark in the woods near the
house. There he saw a woman come out and leave a child under a tree. He



thought he would go and take the scalp. The scalp of a white man is good to
have.”

“Good heavens,” breathed the colonel.
“But when he went to the child, it held up its hands to him and laughed.

His heart became soft. He carried the boy away and raised him in his lodge.
That is the story as it was told to me.”

“Colfax,” called the colonel sharply.
“Sir,” said Tom Colfax, “if this here man is lying, I’m a fool that knows

nothing.”
The colonel drew a breath. “I have gone slowly,” he said to Thunder

Moon. “Even now, perhaps, we have no testimony that would stand in a
court. But you ride a horse that may well have descended from my stock.
You have a distinct resemblance to me. Your skin is white. You have been
raised as an Indian. More than that, there is something in my heart that
speaks to you, William! Come with me, and we’ll find your mother.”

“It’s settled?” asked Jack, springing up.
“Certainly it’s settled, my boy. Do you object to my decision?”
“I don’t know,” Jack Sutton said slowly. “It may not be sound reasoning.

But . . . if you’ve made up your mind, that settles everything. William, I’ve
held back and made things rather hard for you. Will you shake hands to
show that you forgive me?”

Thunder Moon paused, and said in his grave way: “In the lodge of Big
Hard Face he was called my father, and White Crow was a mother to me;
but I never have had a brother. Our blood is the same. Let our hearts be the
same, too.”

He took the hand of Jack with a strong pressure.
They went up to the room of Mrs. Sutton. The colonel rapped, and the

door instantly was thrown open by Ruth.
She shrank at the sight of the tall warrior.
“Ruth my dear,” said the colonel, “unless God has blinded me terribly,

this is no Cheyenne Indian. He is a Sutton, the heir of Sutton Hall, and your
own brother.”

“Mother!” Ruth cried. “It’s true. I was right. I was right!”
She took Thunder Moon’s hand.
“Come quickly! I’ve put mother to bed and she mustn’t get up. Come

quickly. Oh, Father, what a day for us! William, my dear big Indian!”
She drew him along, laughing up at him, to the door of a big room.

Inside, Thunder Moon saw a large bed, and a small feminine form half rising



from it, and the sunlight streaming through the window, glittering on her
white hair.

“Do you mean it, Ruth?” Then, seeing Thunder Moon, the mother cried:
“My dear boy!” and her arms went out to him.

The colonel would have entered behind his son; but his daughter, with a
finer tact, held up her hand and warned him back.

As she closed the door, softly, they saw Thunder Moon moving across
the floor with a long, slow step—the Indian’s peculiar stride, the toes
touching the ground first, and the footfall making no noise whatever.

Then, as the door closed, they heard Mrs. Sutton crying: “My darling.
My poor baby!”

Ruth began to laugh, a little wildly. “Did you hear?” she said. “ ‘Baby’
. . . to a monster like that. Baby to that terrible man-slayer.”

Father and daughter went to the window together, their arms around one
another, and their throats so choked that they could not speak. Looking
down to the back terrace, behind the house, they saw Jack walking slowly
up and down, his hands clasped behind him and his head bowed low.

“Poor Jack,” said the colonel. “He’s taking it very hard, indeed.”
Ruth said nothing. She merely watched with an anxious eye, and shook

her head a little.



CHAPTER SEVEN  
A NEW WORLD

W�� should sorrow be beautiful or beauty sad? Thunder Moon in the
bedchamber of his mother went through such an agony of joy and of love
and of yearning that the muscles of his throat swelled and ached. Though not
ten intelligent words were spoken at that interview, the soul of the Cheyenne
was reborn the soul of a white man, as it had been in the beginning.

At last he sat by her bed and held her hand, and she looked up to him
with love; possessing him, reading in his face as in an endless book,
sometimes with tears in her eyes, cherishing him, and sometimes holding
her breath and trembling a little as she contemplated his power of self-
control. From the steady mask of his face, it seemed that nothing had
touched him in the slightest degree in this interview; but she saw that he
could not meet her eyes steadily, and by that she guessed that his stern
nature was troubled to the bottom.

“William,” she said.
There was no response.
“Thunder Moon!”
He looked quickly at her.
“Are you happy?”
“Yes.”
“Are you sad?”
“Yes.”
“Why are you sad, my dear?”
“Because I have found my people, and lost my people.”
“They never really were yours.”
“My tongue is their tongue; and part of my heart is their heart.”
“I understand. But when you have our speech, then it will be different.

There will be many new things for you to learn. You will have a great deal
of patience, dear?”

“Yes.”
“Now I have kept you long enough. Go to your father. He is a stern man,

William. But you will find that there is a great deal of love and tenderness



under his sternness. Also . . . your brother is young; and is still younger than
he seems. Will you remember that?”

“Yes.”
“You may have to forgive him very often.”
“I understand,” said the warrior. “He has been the only son of a great

chief. The lodge and the medicine pipes and all the horses have been his to
look forward to.”

A faint, sad smile crossed the face of Mrs. Sutton. “A little time will
make everything right,” she said. “I trust in time and . . . in the goodness of
men. Now go to your father, dear. But come back to me often. I have not
drawn your picture in my mind. Not completely. It will take me years of
looking to make up for lost time. Good-bye, dear.”

When Thunder Moon left his mother’s room he found that the wild news
had gone forth in every direction, and the Sutton ball was being continued
through the day as a sort of impromptu reception. Already half of the young
blades of the neighborhood had taken part in the chase, and the news of
what they had captured had been spread broadcast. Newcomers began to
arrive; farmers on plodding horses; dashing boys of any age; sedate
landholders and plantation workers. Just as Thunder Moon came out into the
upper hall, there was a screech of wheels turning sharply on the graveled
road in front of the house, and Ruth Sutton went to her new brother and
drew him to the window so that he could look down.

“You see how many people are happy because you’ve come home at
last?” she asked, and she pointed down to the growing crowd.

Three four-in-hands had just torn up the driveway, one after the other,
and the filmy clouds of dust which they had raised were just blowing away
in snatches under the cuffing hand of the wind. Those vehicles were loaded
with people, and Thunder Moon stared at them with wonder. They looked a
different kind of beings from those he had been accustomed to. They seemed
more delicately made, more slender, and even their voices had a fragile
sound in his ear.

Suddenly he stretched forth his long arm.
“What do you see, my boy?” asked the colonel.
“I see,” said Thunder Moon, “the woman who should be my squaw.”
Ah, fickle-hearted Thunder Moon. What of the Omissis girl with the

braided hair like red metal? What of her? Has her memory been dismissed
so quickly?

“Hello!” the colonel said. “That is rapid work.”



He was not altogether pleased, and he cast a worried glance at Ruth, as
though a woman should know best how such an affair as this should be
managed, and how serious this symptom might be. Ruth, laughing silently
behind her brother’s back, shook her head as a token that his was not such a
dangerous affair, after all.

“Which one, William, dear?” she asked.
“That one . . . that one!” he said. “That one with the face like a flower.”
“Oh! It’s pretty little Jacqueline Manners. Of course it would be she. She

is a darling, Father, isn’t she?”
“Is it she?” asked the colonel, beginning to smile in turn. “That one with

the flowers in her hat?”
Thunder Moon looked at him with eyes of wonder. “No, it is that one . . .

she gets down from the wagon now.”
“Heavens!” said Ruth Sutton, “it’s Charlotte.”
Thunder Moon stepped back from the window with a black brow. “She

is the squaw of another man, then?” he asked.
“You haven’t wasted your time with the Cheyennes,” said Ruth. “That’s

Charlotte Keene. Every young man in the state has asked her to consider
him.”

At this news Thunder Moon shrugged his shoulders, as much as to say
that a battle not already lost still might be fought out. Then he was taken to
his room, for the colonel and his daughter had to go down to receive these
thronging guests.

First of all, a rapid fire of orders was given to several grinning, delighted
Negroes. They went scampering here and there, bringing in several suits of
the colonel’s clothes. There was only one request from the warrior, and that
was that he might have young Standing Antelope brought to him. While the
garments were being laid out by the servants, Standing Antelope entered,
and his eyes flashed with joy when he saw his friend before him.

“I thought that they were talking and jabbering and getting ready to turn
me over to the squaws for torture,” said Standing Antelope, “and I thought
that they were bringing me just now to the place where I was to die.”

“And what of me, Standing Antelope?”
“I listened to hear your death song, but I thought that the wind might

have blown the sound of it away from my ears. But behold, brother, our
hands are free. Through the hole in that wall we may escape and climb down
to the ground. There are fast horses everywhere. Never have I seen so many



so fine. And with two knife thrusts we can make these two black men
silent.”

“Do not touch them, Standing Antelope. Touch no one in this house;
every one is under my protection.”

“Ha?” cried the boy.
“This place is my lodge,” said Thunder Moon. “It is given to me to live

in.”
“It is very well,” replied the boy. “I understand. The great chief

understands that you are a part of his family.”
“Yes, and so does his squaw, who was my mother.”
“That is good,” said the boy without any enthusiasm, “and how great a

sacrifice will this chief and his squaws and his warriors make to Tarawa
because he has led you back to them?”

“I cannot tell,” said Thunder Moon, troubled. “All these people laugh
and talk much like children in the street of the Suhtai town, but I have not
heard them speak a great deal of the spirits. There is not much religion in
them, and I have seen no making of medicine, and I have heard no promises
of sacrifice. However, you and I must take care of that, for otherwise the
Sky People will be very angry.”

“You and I?” said the boy. “Ah, Thunder Moon, you have come home to
your teepee, and you have your people around you. They seem to me very
strange. And though I hope that you may be happy with them, I must go
back to our nation.”

“Peace!” said the older warrior. “You are young and you cannot think for
yourself. But I have seen many fine squaws and you shall pick out one for
yourself, and I shall buy her with many horses. Then, if you must go back
one day to our people, you may travel with a woman and with the horses I
shall give to you, and many guns, and when you come back to the Suhtai
you will be a great and a rich man, and you will tell Big Hard Face and
White Crow how to follow the trail in order to come to me.”

This conciliatory speech the boy listened to, only half convinced, but the
overwhelming authority of Thunder Moon kept him from answering
immediately. He said, pointing suddenly, “Thunder Moon!”

“Aye, brother?”
“The medicine of these people is very terrible and wonderful. Look!

There is a pool of water standing on one edge.”
For, at this moment, one of the Negroes had uncurtained a tall mirror

that stood at one end of the room. Both the wanderers stared at this



apparition with horror. Thunder Moon looked suddenly at the ceiling. “Sky
People,” he said, “if you are angry with me, do not send this miracle as a
sign. If you are angry because I am changing my tongue and my dress, I
shall give them up. I shall return to the Suhtai. No, Standing Antelope. I
think it is not a bad sign.” So saying, he began to advance, though slowly
and with much trepidation, while the boy shrank close to the window, ready
for flight at the first sign of danger. Thunder Moon at last stretched out his
hand and touched the cool surface of the glass. “Now I know!” he cried,
straightening himself. “It is like the little mirrors that the traders sell; it is
like those, made large.”

At this there was a convulsive burst of laughter from the two Negroes. It
died in a shriek of fear, for Standing Antelope, recovering from his terror the
instant that he learned the true nature of the miracle, seized one of the valets
by his woolly head and at the same time presented a knife at his throat.



CHAPTER EIGHT
A WARRIOR IN CAPTIVITY

“B���� dog!” said the young warrior. “Do you laugh at two warriors of the
Suhtai?”

“Don’t touch him! Take away your knife,” said Thunder Moon, not
displeased at this touch of discipline, however. “Does he not belong to my
father? The anger of a chief is very great if one of his warriors is touched by
the knife of a stranger.”

“Warrior?” snarled the young Suhtai, in great contempt, as he released
his captive. “Warrior? A creature like this?” He thrust home his knife in its
sheath with a snapping sound as the hilt rapped the leather. “What warriors
are these, brother?”

Thunder Moon considered. “We are in a strange country, friend,” he
said. “Their ways are not our ways, and their speech is not our speech. They
are hard to understand. They are even as hard to understand as the tight
clothes which they wear. However, when in a Comanche lodge, eat like a
Comanche.”

“It is a proverb and a true saying,” admitted Standing Antelope with a
grimace. “However, it would have done me a great pleasure to see a little of
the blood under that black skin. Look at them now. They are very frightened.
We could laugh now if we wished.”

“Do not laugh at a coward,” reproved Thunder Moon. “The curse of
Tarawa already is upon them. Now I must put on these robes. What
medicine is in them, do you think?”

A bath had been prepared by the servants and Thunder Moon sat in the
tub and for the first time in his life scrubbed himself with soap. Burnished
and glowing from a rub with a rough towel, he came out to Standing
Antelope. “I am a lighter man,” he said. “My heart is better. There is no
harm in this medicine, Standing Antelope.”

“For my part,” said the boy, “I cannot see why men should sit still in a
bowl when they might swim in a river. Besides, this is hot water and steam
baths are good, as the medicine men say, but hot water always is bad.”

“With the Comanches, be a Comanche,” repeated Thunder Moon. “Have
no fear, Standing Antelope. But what has become of the black men? Have



you frightened them away?”
“I only looked at them once or twice,” grinned the boy, “and they backed

away through that door.”
“You are a young wolf among the village dogs,” chuckled Thunder

Moon. “How am I to arrange these medicine clothes?”
He got them on, in some fashion. They were not a bad fit, for Colonel

Sutton was a big man, famous for his strength; yet his coat was very tight
upon his new-found son. Up to the neck, Thunder Moon was a civilized
white man; but he knew nothing of the manipulation of a cravat. His great
brown throat rose like a column, and over his shoulders flowed a tide of
wild black hair. His toilet was not completed by these labors, however, for,
feeling that something still was lacking, he made a little paint with the
materials which he carried on his belt and decorated his face in a becoming
manner. Then he reviewed himself in the mirror with much gravity.

“How do I appear, Standing Antelope?” he asked.
“Above the shoulders, like a great warrior of the Suhtai,” said the boy

instantly. “But the rest. . . .” He made a gesture to indicate his displeasure
and disdain. “You are neither a white man nor an Indian,” he said. “You will
see. They will laugh at you.”

Thunder Moon looked again, anxiously, but he could not see in what
manner he was ridiculous. Therefore, he picked up his robe and flung it over
his shoulders, and from a packet which was a part of his equipment, he
selected a few of his best eagle feathers and arranged them in his hair—an
effect which materially increased his height. When he had finished thus
arraying himself, he turned his attention to his young companion, but
Standing Antelope, finding that the day was warm, was nearly and
efficiently clad in a breech-clout, with his robe flung over one shoulder.
Thunder Moon regarded him with attention.

“I never have seen a white man dressed as you are dressed now,
Standing Antelope, except the squaw man High Creek, who married the
daughter of Lame Eagle. What will they say when they see you?”

“What will the braves of the Suhtai say when they know how Thunder
Moon has changed himself!” cried the boy indignantly. “Besides, what is
wrong with me? Except that I need a little paint?”

So saying, he borrowed some from Thunder Moon, daubed himself over
each eye and turned himself instantly into a hideous mask.

“That is much better,” said Thunder Moon approvingly. “Now I think we
can go out and let them see us.”



“Oh, my Father,” cried the boy, “you who have harried the Comanches
in their far southland, and made the Crows tremble, and the Pawnees to run
like dogs, do you have a care in your mind, and do you wonder how these
white strangers may look on you, and what they will say?”

Thunder Moon finished combing his long, black locks and tying again
the band which circled his forehead to keep the hair from falling across his
face. He had no adequate answer for the boy, so he merely replied: “There
are many things which you are too young to understand, my son. Give me
my war belt, and then go down before me.”

Standing Antelope handed to his companion the belt which supported
the two heavy Colts and the hunting knife of Thunder Moon. This the
warrior fastened about his hips and gave the finishing touch to his costume.

With Standing Antelope leading the way, they left the room and crossed
the hall. They were about to go downstairs, when they encountered two
Negresses, housemaids, who screamed at the sight of them—then turned and
fled.

“Ha?” murmured Thunder Moon. “All these black people have the souls
of birds, my son. They run and tremble at a clapping of hands.”

“I could not tell,” replied Standing Antelope, “but it seemed to me that
they screamed more from laughter than from fear.”

“Laughter?” said Thunder Moon, coming to an abrupt halt and staring at
his companion. “Laughter? At me?”

The idea startled and enraged him so much that he folded himself in his
robe and strode on down the stairs in silent indignation. A moment later he
was in the midst of a sensation. All the lower rooms of the house were now
filled with eager-eyed, whispering friends and neighbors, all come to
congratulate the colonel upon this miraculous recovery of a lost son; and
even Mrs. Sutton, recovering rapidly from her weakness, had come down to
be among her kind friends.

Into that audience walked Standing Antelope, garbed chiefly in the
clothes which God had given him at birth, and with a beautifully made
buffalo robe, flung lightly over one shoulder, because the day was warm.
Standing Antelope was very young and he did not respect these strangers;
otherwise he would have stalked in as Thunder Moon did behind him with
his robe gathered carefully around him. People were stunned, and, though
they managed to keep their faces, it was only by looking down at the floor.

It was not an old district, as has been said, but it had been settled by very
old families, moving here from more easterly parts of the South. There was
a lesser proportion of small landholders in the region than in most parts of



the country. When the new lands were opened to safe settlement, purchasers
had come and bought in great blocks, notably as Colonel Sutton had done so
many years before, so that is was a region of big estates rather than of many
farms.

Those who bought had come from the cream of an older society, and
they brought into their new environment the manners with which they had
been raised. Therefore, Thunder Moon could walk in on them with the
hideous mask of a Suhtai and dressed in the clothes of Colonel Sutton
without provoking a smile from the men or an exclamation from the ladies.
There was an interchange of glances, but that was all, while Thunder Moon
looked gravely around him, then raised his right hand solemnly and gave
them all: “How!” One or two, not quite ignorant of Indians and Indian ways,
at least by hearsay, returned the greeting, but the rest were silent.

Mrs. Sutton, amazed, though she had tried to prepare her guests for
something strange, was unable to stir, but the colonel rose valiantly to the
situation. He took his new-found son in tow and escorted him around the
rooms. The introductions were not altogether without result.

“Mister Kilpatrick is a very old friend of mine, William.”
“And of yours, too, my dear boy,” said old Kilpatrick. “Remember me,

William?”
“If you are my friend,” said Thunder Moon in a grave, loud voice, which

reached to every corner of the room, “tell me if all these women have some
big medicine? Why do they sit, while the braves stand?”

At this blow, the colonel flinched a little; and the murmur of
conversation ceased for an instant, but was immediately resumed. “Here are
Mister and Missus Stanley Graham, our neighbors, William.”

“How,” said Thunder Moon; and then adopted the white man’s etiquette
by seizing the hand of Mr. Stanley Graham and nearly crushing its bones in
his terrible grip.

“Is this your squaw?” asked Thunder Moon, as the face of young
Graham went white with pain.

“Yes,” said Stanley Graham politely.
“Tell her to bring me water, friend,” said Thunder Moon. “I am thirsty,

for the clothes of a white man are hot to wear.”
“One moment,” said the colonel, biting his lip. “A servant. . . .”
“I’m very happy to get a glass of water,” said Mrs. Stanley Graham, and

went off with the pleasantest of smiles, and returned with the water.



Thunder Moon took it at a draught. “Thank you,” he said to Stanley
Graham.

“I think,” observed old Mr. Kilpatrick, “that the weaker sex is about to
be put in its right place.”



CHAPTER NINE  
TWO POINTS OF VIEW

A ������ later Standing Antelope, who was following his leader through
these mazes, spoke abruptly to his companion, and Thunder Moon translated
to his father: “What is wrong with the legs of Standing Antelope? Why do
the braves and the squaws stare at them?”

There was a stifled burst of laughter and Thunder Moon turned a
dangerous eye to locate the noise. The laughter ceased.

“There is nothing wrong,” declared the colonel in much haste. “All is
well, my son.”

He carried Thunder Moon farther into the crowd. Faces began to blur in
the eyes of Thunder Moon. He was a stranger in a strange land, and yet all
these people spoke to him with the utmost cordiality. Sometimes, at his
replies, there were little compressions of the lips, and sometimes there were
slight changes of color, but on the whole he noticed nothing very wrong.
Those who are not accustomed to diamonds think them little better than bits
of glass.

It did not occur to Thunder Moon as strange that the party began to
break up suddenly, and that people began to hurry away. So Indians came
and went at a feast. There was only one ominous form to him. That was his
brother, Jack, who was always somewhere in the background, with a white
face which wore a continual faint sneer, or a smile which was like a sneer.
Then there was his sister, Ruth, who seemed half amused and half pained. It
was easy for him to speak to her. As the last of the guests moved away, he
crooked his finger. Obediently, she came to him.

“Are the strangers all gone?” he asked.
“Yes.”
He sat down cross-legged on the edge of the carpet. He produced his

pipe and filled it.
“Bring me a coal,” he commanded.
Readily, she brought what he wanted. He blew a puff of smoke toward

the floor, and another toward the ceiling.
“Peace to this lodge,” said Thunder Moon, “and peace to all the people

in it. May their robes never rot with mold and may the buffalo never fail



them in hunting season. Now, sister, tell me what came of the woman with
the flower-face?”

“Of Charlotte Keene?”
“You called her that. The name is hard to say.”
“She was here with the others. Didn’t you meet her?”
“Sometimes many clouds hide the mountains,” observed Thunder Moon

gloomily. “Where is the colonel chief?”
“Do you mean . . . our Father?”
“Yes.”
“I’ll call him for you.”
Thunder Moon leaped to his feet and touched her shoulder with his iron

hand. “Girl,” he said, “is it proper for a great chief to be called to his son; or
for a mother to be called to her daughter? Go, and I follow you.”

So Ruth led the way, and did not smile; and soft-footed Standing
Antelope followed to where the colonel and his wife sat in the library, in
close and anxious consultation. Thunder Moon, in the doorway, paused.

“How!” he said.
“How!” said the colonel gravely.
“Oh, my Father, is this teepee filled or is it free for me to come in to

you?”
“Come in, William. Come in.”
Thunder Moon strode in. “Send away the women!” he said.
“You had better go for a moment,” said the colonel. “And you, Ruth.

These ways will have to be endured for a time. Then we’ll begin to make a
few alterations.”

Mrs. Sutton and her daughter left; but Thunder Moon, turning a little,
followed the form of his mother with a smile. She, looking back at the
doorway, saw the smile. All was well between them.

The door closed. Thunder Moon had sent Standing Antelope away; he
was alone with his father.

“There is no shadow on the mind of my father?” asked Thunder Moon,
with a keen glance.

“No!” The colonel hesitated, but he found the word at last.
“Shall we smoke together?” asked Thunder Moon.
“Yes, if you will. Sit on this chair, my boy, not on the floor.”
“I am not an old man,” said Thunder Moon, “and my legs are still strong

enough to support me. However,” he added with instant and instinctive



courtesy, “do you sit on the chair, my Father. You have fought in many
battles. How many coups the colonel chief has counted and how many
scalps he has taken. But he has been wounded, and he has had the spear
head of the enemy in his flesh. Therefore, sit on the chair, my Father. It will
be easier for you.”

“Have I been wounded? Who has told you that?” asked the colonel,
turning curious.

“My eye is not the eye of Standing Antelope,” said Thunder Moon, “and
it is true that the Suhtai have called me a blind man. Yet I can see what is put
in my hand . . . or a cloud in the sky . . . or the rising sun. Therefore, my
Father, I could see that your left leg was more tired than the right.”

The colonel started. Many and many a year ago a bullet had torn through
that unlucky left leg, but he had thought that all traces of a limp had
disappeared from his gait long since.

“When the knife,” went on Thunder Moon, “cut in the soft flesh of the
throat, it is a danger.”

“Could you see that scar? My boy, you’re a hawk.”
“And the right side of my father is weak. Perhaps he was struck there,

also?”
“By heavens,” said the colonel, “your mother has been telling you about

these things.”
“My mother?” said Thunder Moon, surprised. “We did not talk.”
“No?”
“Except with our eyes and with our hearts,” said Thunder Moon gently.

“What are words? They cannot speak of love.”
The colonel looked intently at his older son. In another this would be a

speech something more than flowery, but the grave honesty of Thunder
Moon could not be doubted. He simply was translating as well as he knew
how from his old dialect into his new one. “She did not tell you that I was
wounded in the right side? How do you guess it then? Do you look through
cloth, my boy?”

“The old pine is still strong,” said Thunder Moon. “It will not fall during
the lifetime of a man. Yet it has begun to lean. It is not standing on a
mountainside, and yet it is leaning to the right. Why does it lean, my
Father?”

“You mean that I incline a little to the right?” said the colonel,
straightening his shoulders. “I don’t think so, William.”

“When you stand,” said Thunder Moon, smiling.



“Blind?” said the colonel. “You are a mind reader. Well, sit on the floor
if you insist. Will you have some of this tobacco?”

“No, Father, but shall we smoke your pipe or mine? This tobacco of
mine is a good medicine. It is a dream tobacco. Old Flying Crow had a
dream, and the head of a buffalo rose above water and told him where to get
the bark to mix with this tobacco. He gave me some, because I had helped
his son in a battle.”

“Let us smoke your tobacco then,” said the colonel, interested. “But why
should we have only one pipe, my lad? I’m fond of this old black pipe of
mine.”

“How does wisdom come except with time?” asked Thunder Moon. “Lo,
I am young. The years have not carried me very far down the stream, and it
may be that your pipe is better. But a long stem makes a cool smoke,” he
went on, fitting the stem into the pipe bowl. “Also, this is a gift of the Sky
People. Low Cloud made this pipe in the old days. The Crows took it from
him when they killed and scalped him. Then Sleeping Wolf, the Pawnee,
took the scalp of the Crow who had it, and with that scalp he took the pipe
of Low Cloud. Then the Sky People gave Sleeping Wolf into my hands. As
he died, he told me the story of the scalps and the pipe. I found the body of
Low Cloud, two days dead. I fitted the scalp back on his head. I raised him
on a platform. I put weapons beside him and killed a horse beneath him. So
his spirit rode off to hunt the buffalo over the blue fields of the sky. His pipe
has been good medicine to me ever since.”

The colonel was silent for a moment. He had loved war and battle all his
days, and yet this calm reference to a triple killing as a mere part of a story
about a pipe made his blood run cold.

“All this is well,” he said, “so we’ll smoke your pipe, my boy. This old
one of mine? Why, I’ve never done a thing for it except to cut out the cake
once in a while, and polish it up a bit. It hasn’t a bit of meaning except that
I’ve smoked it these many years.”

“It is not really medicine, then?” asked Thunder Moon, opening his eyes.
“Not a whit.”
Thunder Moon blushed for his father, and he said hastily: “However,

many a strong and rich man will use a cheap thing. But let us smoke this
pipe of mine.”

He lighted it with a flint and steel, showering sparks on a bit of dry
tinder. Then he blew the customary puffs to the earth spirits and the Sky
People, and passed the pipe reverently to his father, holding it by both hands,
the pipe stem horizontal.



“That is the way to hold it,” said Thunder Moon. “The Pawnee taught
me before he died.”

“Was he your friend?” asked the colonel, trying not to make a wry face
as the horrible taste of tobacco entered his mouth. “Was he your friend
before he died, my boy?”

“He was my friend,” said Thunder Moon gravely. “His scalp was safe on
his head. His spirit could fly to Tarawa and give thanks. I took no scalps.”

“You took no scalps?” asked the colonel, brightening a great deal.
“A dead man cannot lift his knife to fight,” said Thunder Moon. “And

who can scalp the living?” After this simple and satisfactory explanation, he
went on smoothly enough. “Now I shall tell you why I have come to speak
to you this morning. Are you ready to hear me?”

“Yes.”
“In your keeping there are many horses, my Father. You have harried

your enemies and wisely stolen their horses. Many a brave walks to the hunt
because the colonel chief has stolen his horses and his mules. I have seen
them on your lands.”

“Bought and raised,” broke in the colonel, growing a little hot of face. “I
hope that not one of them has been stolen.”

At this Thunder Moon opened his eyes a little. Again he blushed for his
father and said hastily: “Well let it be so. I have heard before of men who
love a bought horse as well as one that is nobly stolen from an enemy.”

“Nobly stolen?” gasped the colonel.
“What is nobler?” asked Thunder Moon. “What is better than to ride,

and make an enemy walk? Well, but the truth is that you have many horses
and many mules?”

“That is very true. I am mighty glad to say that I have many of them.”
“In my own land and among my own people,” said Thunder Moon, “I,

also, have many ponies. They are of the best Comanche breed, small and
strong and tireless. Now give me ten of your horses, and I shall give you in
return as many of my ponies as you wish to have in payment when I can
send for them.”

“You want ten horses?” asked the colonel. “You shall have as big a
riding string as you want, dear lad, as a matter of course. But I’m curious.
Why do you want ten horses?”

Thunder Moon stirred a little, and impassive as he kept his face, he
could not prevent a slight shadow from crossing it. “I understand,” he said,
“my father is about to ride on the warpath. He has need of all of his horses to



mount his young men when he goes to take scalps. I am sorry that I asked.
Forget that I have begged ten horses from you.”

“Good God!” exclaimed the colonel. “Am I refusing you the first request
you’ve ever made to me? No, no William. A hundred horses if you want
them. Take a hundred. I only asked . . . why, lad, there’s no harm in a
question is there?”

“A hundred?” said Thunder Moon, smiling. “This is very well. I do not
think that I shall need so many. But you are kind. The Sky People have
brought me to a good lodge and to a kind father. I, Thunder Moon, call them
to hear my words. I shall not forget this kindness.”

Here there was a loud clamor outside at the rear of the house, and then a
frightened voice calling at the door of the library: “Mass’ Colonel! Murder!
Murder! Come quick!”

The colonel rushed from the room with Thunder Moon behind him and,
running out the rear door, they had sight of the cause of the disturbance.
Perched in a fork of a tall tree was a very frightened Negro, and on the
ground beneath him stood Standing Antelope, with a rifle at the ready in his
hands.



CHAPTER TEN  
RED MEN AND WHITE

“T��� young red devil will get himself hanged!” exclaimed the colonel.
“Don’t let him shoot, William.”

“Friend!” Standing Antelope was calling in ringing Cheyenne, “come
down from the tree. I shall give you a running start of fifty paces toward the
forest. If I tag you with a bullet before you get into shelter, then the game is
mine; but if you get away, then you may laugh at me again.”

“Brother,” said Thunder Moon, “is this well?”
“Look!” the angry boy said. “That black man laughed at me and pointed

at my legs. When I told him that that was wrong, he pointed his gun at me
and shouted. So I only took the gun away from him, and he ran up that tree
like a wild cat. Is a Suhtai brave to be laughed at by every fool?”

“Give me the gun,” said Thunder Moon and, taking it, he went on: “Do
we know, Standing Antelope, all that goes through the mind of a Comanche
or a Pawnee?”

“No,” said the boy, “nor do we care.”
“But they are raised as we are raised,” said Thunder Moon, “and they

live to do the same work on the warpath. But if we cannot know them, how
can we know these people with white skins? They laugh a great deal and
mean very little. Their tongues will start wagging at every little thing that
happens. A leaf cannot fall without bringing a word from them. But every
time a dead leaf rustles and they laugh at it, are you going to kill a man?”

“What is more fair?” the boy asked. “He had a gun. I took it from him,
and counted a coup upon him while he was still alive. For this I shall sing
my song and dance my dance among the Suhtai. But afterward why should I
not kill him, yes, and scalp him, too? All this is according to the law of the
Suhtai. Is he of my tribe? Or is he my brother raised in my father’s lodge?”

“You speak like a good Suhtai,” said Thunder Moon, “but now we are
not among the Cheyennes, and if you killed the man, they would call it
murder, as if a Suhtai brave should kill his wife or his father.”

The boy shuddered. “That is something to hear, but not to understand,”
he said. “Is it true?”

“It is true.”



Thunder Moon turned to the colonel: “Let me talk for a while with my
friend.”

“Do it,” said the colonel. “We can’t have such things around my
plantation, William. It simply won’t do. Every slave on the place will run
away from me if I let such a wild cat loose to run around and claw them.”

“They laughed and pointed at him,” said Thunder Moon. “That is not
fair. If they were on the plains, Standing Antelope would have taken many
of their scalps before this time. Let them treat him like a man and he will
treat them like brothers.”

“Arrange it with him as you please,” said the colonel, “but if he is to stay
here for any length of time, it would be a very good idea to dress him as the
other people are dressed in this part of the world . . . and to cut his hair as
well.”

He added the last hint with an involuntary glance at the flowing locks of
his son.

“To cut his hair?” exclaimed Thunder Moon. “How could he go back to
his people with short hair? They would call him a Pawnee and the little boys
would follow him and point their fingers.”

The colonel sighed. “Tell him to be more quiet, then,” he insisted.
“When he’s in doubt, tell him to come and ask you what to do. When you’re
ready to speak to me again William, I shall be in the library. I am working
there today.”

“Only tell me,” said Thunder Moon, “where I can find the lodge of the
chief who is the father of the young girl, Charlotte Keene?”

The colonel glanced sharply at his son, and then he smiled a little.
“I think that you’ll want to call there before long,” he said. “Well, when

the time comes, we’ll take you over, or have the Keenes in for dinner. No
finer people in the world than the Keenes, my lad, and I’m glad that you
have an eye for them. They live five miles down the road. It’s the white
house with the long front and the columns in front . . . very like mine. You
couldn’t miss it.”

The colonel went back into the house and Thunder Moon said to the boy,
whose head was still hanging with sullen anger: “Go with me, Standing
Antelope, and show me if you have forgotten how to catch a horse.”

“My feet still carry me,” and the youngster smiled, “and I am not blind.
Let us go, Thunder Moon.”

At the fence of the broad pastures, they looked over the horse herd and
Thunder Moon, sitting on the topmost rail, checked over the ones which he



wished to select. “There is no reason,” he said, “why a man should spend the
finest horses in a herd to make a purchase. A horse is a horse. Take the
young mare, yonder, to begin with. Ah, Standing Antelope, what horses
these are. No wonder that the heart of Big Hard Face swelled in his breast
when he looked on these chestnuts. How many dozens of generations have
men lived and worked to breed such animals?”

“They are the gift of Tarawa,” said Standing Antelope, coming back and
leading the mare which had been selected first. “They are the gift of the Sky
People, because it is plain that no men could breed such horses as these. The
great chief, your father, must have very strong medicine.”

“He has,” said Thunder Moon, proud of his family for almost the first
time since his return to the home of his race. “It is not hard to catch these
ponies, Standing Antelope.”

“Look!” the boy said. “They come to the hands like dogs. They have
fine eyes. And see how they step, touching the grass with their toes as they
walk. And see how the muscles work in their shoulders. Ha-hai, Thunder
Moon, if they did not belong to the father of a friend of mine, I should slip
down to this field some black night and in the morning . . . well, they would
be eating grass in another place.”

Thunder Moon smiled in broadest sympathy. “Young wolf!” he said,
“follow another herd. This is not the place to fatten your hollow ribs. Now
get that tall gelding which looks a little weak in the flanks, and the colt
which is low in the croup, also. . . .”

So the ten were selected and gathered in a group, and Thunder Moon
mounted his war horse, the great Sailing Hawk, and rode off, with Standing
Antelope on his own pony. They went straight down the highway until they
came before the long, low façade of the Keene mansion. They turned into
the driveway, and Thunder Moon tethered the horses to the hitching rack
which stood at one side. That done, he and Standing Antelope swung into
the saddle and galloped back—not directly back to Sutton House, but
through the country by a winding way that carried them carelessly and freely
here and there. For they needed to talk to one another. They had not been
long in the house of the white man, but already they were feeling the galling
bondage of civilization.



CHAPTER ELEVEN  
TEN HORSES FOR A LADY

I� the meantime, a string of beautiful chestnuts, sleek and bright in the
sunshine, was being conducted back to Sutton house by the Keene servants,
and Judge Keene himself, mightily perturbed, hurried on ahead, riding his
fastest mount. When he came to Sutton House, he asked to see his neighbor
at once, and was brought into the presence of the colonel, on whose face
there was a mingling of brightness and of shadow.

“I’m glad to have one moment alone with you, my dear Randolf,” said
the judge. “I’ve wanted to have a chance to congratulate you again, quietly,
personally, on the great joy that has come to you today. God knows,
Randolf, that no man ever less deserved that such a tragedy should come to
him as came to you twenty years ago. No man deserves more to have the
effects of it undone. And here your boy is back among us.”

“Thank you, thank you,” muttered the colonel. “But I hardly know how
long he’ll stay.”

“What?”
“I mean it. He’s like a wild tiger. He starts away at everything or shows

his claws. I only pray that he doesn’t murder someone . . . he or the little
devil of a Cheyenne that’s with him.”

The judge rubbed his chin. “I understand you,” he said.
“I suppose,” said the colonel, coloring a little, “that the entire

countryside is still laughing over this morning’s affair?”
“Laughing?” the judge cried hotly, “laughing at such a thing as the return

of my dear Sutton’s first-born son? By heavens, Randolf, I’d horsewhip the
rascal who dared to laugh at such a thing in my presence.”

“Would you? I think that you would. But everyone in this neighborhood
is not a Keene.”

“No, sir,” answered the hot-headed judge, “nor would we want to
include every Tom, Dick, and Harry in our family, I hope.”

“You always must eat a bit of fire,” exclaimed the colonel. “Well, God
bless you, Dick. You do me good. At the same time, it was a shocking thing,
rather, to see him come down the stairs . . . civilized up to the neck . . . and
wild Indian above.”



“Shocking? Not at all.”
“But I thought that perhaps there was an ironical little prophecy in it . . .

that we would be able to civilize him in manners and speech and dress, but
that probably we’d never be able to change his heart and his mind. I couldn’t
help feeling that there might be something of a symbol in the picture he
made as he came down the stairs . . . with that hideously painted face and
the . . . well, Dick, it nearly stopped my heart.”

“You’re wrong,” the judge said. “You’re wrong. Of course, every man is
a little oversensitive about the appearance of his family. But every man and
woman in your house this morning must have known that there was a Sutton
heart in the wild man who came down those stairs.”

“But, my friend, to remark about the women sitting. . . .”
“Tush! Do you expect an Indian to sit up and spout Shakespeare? Give

the lad a little time. Remember, he is Indian by education. And what a
presence he has, Randolf. What a stature of a man. If I had a son, I would
want one like that.”

“What, with horrible paint on his face?”
“What the devil is paint, Randolf? What has that to do with the mind of a

man? He needs to learn other ways, that’s all. All you need to do is work on
the surface. He’s already a man and a leader of men.”

“I might try to send him off to school,” suggested the colonel. “He’s a bit
old for school, but . . . there’s the place that that cousin of yours runs. . . .”

“As a matter of fact,” the judge put in hastily, “that school has some very
sacred traditions which it clings to. And . . . and. . . .”

“Don’t say another word. I understand perfectly. And every other school
worth sending him to would have the same.”

“Besides, Randolf, there would be something absurd in sending a great
chief, a famous warrior, to sit with school boys. You’d better try a tutor.”

“I’ll try a tutor,” decided the colonel, “and I’ll be the tutor myself, by
heaven. What better have I to do in the world than to see that my son has the
proper chance in life?”

Here the judge was compelled to turn his head and to clear his throat
with violence. He put in: “By the way, Colonel, there’s another matter that
brought me over here. It’s only some practical joke among the grooms, I
suppose, but I thought it was serious enough to be reported to you at once.
You don’t want your grooms to take liberties with your Thoroughbreds, I
imagine?”

“Certainly not! What have the black rascals been doing?”



“Which ones were up to mischief, I don’t know. But a while ago we
walked out and found a string of ten of your chestnuts tethered to the rack in
front of the house.”

The colonel sat down suddenly, and with violence.
“Ten, did you say?”
“Ten.”
The colonel passed his hand across his brow. His eyes had become a

trifle wild. “Heavens!” he said.
“What’s wrong? It’s not so serious as all that, I hope?” exclaimed the

judge.
“I . . . Dick . . . before anything more happens along this line, I think that

I’d better tell you my suspicion.”
“Go on, my dear fellow.”
“The fact is, that this morning when the people were arriving, William

looked out the window and saw only one face, really.”
“Well.”
“You can imagine what face would stand out in any crowd. It was your

girl, Charlotte.”
“Charlotte!”
“Yes. Charlotte. ‘A face like a flower,’ he said, and he was quite right.

Later on he asked me for a gift of ten horses . . . would give no reason for
his request, simply wanted them. I suppose that you begin to see the
connection?”

“The connection between Charlotte and ten horses? No, sir, I confess
that I don’t understand what you may mean.”

“Simply this. I hate to say it. It makes me blush, old fellow. But the fact
is . . . as I’ve heard it . . . that when the Indians on the plains decide on a girl
they want for a wife, they simply lead out a string of their horses . . . one
horse for an ordinary squaw who may have been married before; two horses
for a fine young girl; five horses for a beauty . . . and . . . you understand
now, I hope?”

The judge’s face was purple.
“Extraordinary!” he said.
“Extraordinary, of course,” agreed the colonel. “But in a case like this,

with a man just from the plains . . . twenty years as an Indian makes an
Indian, in a way. . . . That ought to be clear enough, my dear Dick.”



The judge made a turn up and down the room. He cleared his throat. He
had turned from purple to a fiery red.

“There’s something to be said . . . ,” he began, and stuck.
“For what?” the colonel said, very good-humored.
“For a natural sense of delicacy and decency where women are

concerned,” said the judge.
“Ha?” said the colonel.
“A certain fineness of perception. . . .”
“Dick, you’re rather running on a bit, it seems to me.”
“Am I? Am I? Colonel, I want you to remember that we’ve mentioned

my only child . . . my dear Charlotte.”
“It seems that we have,” said the colonel, becoming a trifle dry.
“In connection with . . . er. . . .”
“In connection,” the colonel took up the sentence and went on, more

dryly than before, “with my oldest son and heir.”
“Hm-m,” said the judge. He added stiffly: “I don’t quite follow you in

this, Dick. Do you suggest that you are making a formal proposal of
marriage on behalf of your son?”

“I?” said the colonel, raising his bushy brows. “By no means. By no
means.”

“Ah.”
“Marriage among all the plains Indians is rather an informal matter,”

said the colonel.
“Really?”
“Yes. As I understand it, a man gets a wife almost as casually as he gets

a horse. And, of course, I don’t imagine that William’s ideas about marriage
differ much from those of the people he’s been raised among.”

“A very unusual idea,” said the judge. “I can hardly imagine that any son
of mine . . . that is to say. . . .”

The colonel rose. “Perhaps you’d better not hunt for the word, judge,” he
said.

“No?”
“Perhaps I understand you well enough as it is.”
The judge was silent. When the thunder clouds are piled high in the sky,

though there may not be either rain or lightning, at least the thunder must
rumble, here and there.



“By Jupiter!” exclaimed the judge. “A price of ten horses for my
daughter’s hand. My Charlotte.”

“I attempted,” the colonel said, growing stiffer still, “to explain away an
embarrassing moment for both of us. It seems that you don’t follow me. I
can only assure you that I never shall be a party to any attempt to inveigle
your daughter into exchanging your house for mine.”

“Colonel Sutton, you use decided language.”
“Judge Keene, you suggested the terms to me.”
The judge was silent. For a moment the friends stared at one another.
“I think,” the judge said softly, at length, “that the ten horses have, by

this time, been returned to your paddock.”
“Sir, you have shown the most neighborly . . . thoughtfulness. I thank

you.”
“Don’t mention such a small matter, sir. Good morning.”
“Good morning, Judge Keene.”
The judge bowed, turned upon his heel, and left the house.
He was not a tall man, and he was a trifle inclined to pudginess, but even

from his back, one could have told that he was a Keene. There was a
crispness about his step that belonged to no other family in that
neighborhood. The very last people in the world that could stand laughter
were ever the Keenes.

Precisely, rapidly, the judge went down the front steps. He approached
his horse. He mounted and thanked the Negro who held the stirrup for him.

The Colonel, from behind a curtained window, watched all of this
proceeding, and he marked how his old friend raised his eyes and glanced
quickly and searchingly over the face of Sutton House, very much in the
manner of one who wishes to take away a clear mental picture of a thing he
never may see again. Then the judge rode off.

The colonel went slowly back to his library and there sat down and
pondered. On the whole, the humor for work had deserted him. He wanted
to be alone and turn matters in his mind.

Certainly the gifts of heaven are not all sweet. Already he was beginning
to pay a price for the return of his son. He had been made ridiculous in the
eyes of the neighborhood. He could endure that. Now it had cost him the
friendship of a very old and dear friend. The heart of the colonel began to
sink.



CHAPTER TWELVE  
A LADY WHO LIKES HORSES

A� for the judge, his irritation increased all the way home. No very honest
anger sustained him, and for that reason his temper became worse and
worse, for he could not help telling himself that the colonel must have meant
no insult to him. After all, the alliance which had been proposed had been
with the eldest son of the most honorable family in the neighborhood. If that
eldest son appeared to be more Indian than white man, the appearance was
doubtless rather seeming than actual. So the judge got to his house in a
white-hot temper, much more out of patience with himself than with his
oldest friend.

Straightway, he did what a sulky person usually does. He began to burn
his bridges behind him and thereby made the possibility of reconciliation
with the colonel more impossible than ever. He sent for his daughter, and
Charlotte came to him. He heard her singing through the big echoing halls of
Keene House. She came in wearing a riding habit with a long, trailing skirt
such as the ladies of that prim day affected, a foolishly small hat perched on
her head, and a riding crop in her hand. It makes an odd picture to describe,
but in it Charlotte was not the least strange. Some women make all fashions
their own, and she was of that type.

The judge looked upon her with a dull eye, for he was seeing not only
his daughter but all his dreams of what a woman should be, and in nothing
did he find her lacking.

“Charlotte,” he said, “I have broken with Colonel Sutton.”
He waited to let this terrible tidings take effect.
Charlotte merely said: “You silly dear.”
“You don’t understand,” explained her father. “I have severed our old

relations with Colonel Sutton.”
“How long have we known the Suttons?” she asked.
“Since you were born, my dear.”
“But before that there were Suttons and Keenes, I take it?”
“Naturally.”
“And they’ve always been friends. They were neighbors in Virginia.

They were neighbors in England in the musty old days, weren’t they?”



“Naturally,” said the judge, and he blinked a little as he saw the direction
his girl was taking.

“So I don’t see how you and the colonel can break off such a friendship
in one moment, Father.”

“I’ll show you the reason,” said the judge. He gathered his evidence in
his mind. It was not quite as black as he wanted it to be, and therefore he fell
back upon artificial stimulus and brought his brows together darkly. “What
is my greatest treasure in this world?” he asked.

“Keene House, of course,” said Charlotte.
“And what in Keene House?”
“That faded old picture of General Sir Charles Keene.”
“Nonsense. Not a faded picture at all. It is you, Charlotte.”
“Thank you, dear,” she said, and kissed him on the forehead.
Now that she was closer, she remained there, and smoothed back the

gray-sprinkled hair.
“Now, Charlotte,” he said, wishing for the sake of his anger that she

were farther away from him, “do you know what the colonel has had the
audacity to suggest to me?”

“Well, dear?”
“That I give you in marriage to a wild Indian . . . a Cheyenne . . . a blood

thirsty. . . .”
“To William,” said the girl.
Her father paused and stared at her. The name came pat enough from her

lips. “You may call him William. His real name is an infernal Indian jumble
that means Thunder Moon.”

“That’s delicious, don’t you think?” she said.
“Good grief, Charlotte, how can you take it so lightly? A man who has

worn war paint and really taken scalps.”
“But he didn’t. He wouldn’t take scalps. That was the white instinct

cropping up and overcoming barbarian teachings.”
“He’s done everything else. Worshipped idols, no doubt. Stolen up on

enemies. Stabbed men in the back while they slept. . . .”
“Not a bit,” said the girl. “The Cheyennes thought he was a fool because

he insisted on giving his enemies fair warning.”
“How do you know so much about him?” her father asked.
“Simply that I’ve talked with Tom Colfax. Tom knows all about him. He

can talk for hours about Thunder Moon. I’ve heard. . . .”



“The fact is,” said her father stiffly, “that at this time I’m not particularly
interested in what you’ve heard about that young man. We’ve both seen him,
and I’ll trust the evidence of my eyes rather than the gossip of an
ignorant. . . .”

“I never saw a finer man,” interrupted the girl.
“Ha!”
“Have you?”
“The long hair of a savage.”
“Or a Samson.”
“The painted face of a savage.”
“The paint may be rubbed away.”
“Charlotte, you insist on being contrary. Admit that when you saw him

come downstairs you were shocked and frightened.”
“Of course, I was frightened. That’s why he’s so wonderful. But how

silly of the colonel to want to marry him off at once. Besides, he’s not the
sort of man who would marry at his father’s bidding. Or is that Indian
manners?”

“I show you a nightmare, and you smile at it!” exclaimed the judge. “I
show you a wild red Indian. . . .”

“Whose name is William Sutton, who has white skin, and who is heir of
Sutton House. Go on, Father.”

“Bah!” snapped her father. He glared at her. Then he played his trump
card. “You talk about his savagery without realizing what it is!” he said.
“I’m going to show you. Do you remember the ten horses which were
brought here today?”

“Of course. How beautiful they looked, standing together there. I wish
we could get some of the Sutton strain, Father.”

“Damn the Sutton strain!” said her irascible father. “Will you listen to
me, or will you not?”

“Of course, I’ll listen.”
“I tell you, then, that those ten horses were brought here by Thunder

Moon . . . to buy him a wife.”
“Oh!” the girl cried, and caught her riding crop in both strong hands.
“Yes, sir. Brought over here to buy you with Charlotte.”
“Then he wants me of his own will.”
“The young brute looked out of the window of Sutton House and saw

you . . . and said something about a flower-face . . . and swore that you must



be his wife. Straightway, he takes ten horses and ties them at our door.”
She hesitated. “Well,” she said at last, “Bob Sherman sent me flowers

one day and perfume the next, and the third day he asked me to marry him.”
“Do you think the cases are parallel?” shouted her father, losing his

temper.
“Fundamentally about the same,” she said.
“Gracious, Charlotte!” cried the judge, “I believe that you want to marry

this barbarian from the prairies.”
She puckered her forehead. “The idea is rather attractive,” she said.
“Charlotte.”
“Well?”
“What do you know about him? This stranger . . . this wild. . . .”
“I know that he’s a hero . . . a brave and strong man . . . a glorious rider

. . . a wonderful fighter . . . and . . . and. . . .”
“What else, if you know these things?”
“That he’s kind to his horse.”
“Charlotte, I think you are mad.”
“Not a bit!” she said. “Let him tie ten horses at the door of any other girl

around here and see if her head doesn’t swim.”
“I hope not,” said the judge. “I have a higher respect,” he went on

bitterly, “for our young women, raised with such care and nurtured so
delicately. I could not attribute such thoughts to them.”

She was not insulted. She merely smiled at her father. “We look very
fine,” she said. “We’re not cut on such broad, strong lines as men. But never
think that we’re so delicate, dear. Because we’re not, and besides . . . ah.”
She broke off and pointed through the window. The judge looked and saw
two riders sweeping like the wind up the driveway of his house, and one of
them was Thunder Moon.



CHAPTER THIRTEEN  
THE GIFT OF TARAWA

N���� had such a person appeared at the door of Keene House. Gone were
the clothes in which Thunder Moon had startled the neighbors that morning.
Now he was clad in one style only, and that was the style in which he had
been raised for twenty years.

Over his head towered lofty eagle feathers, which hung in a double row
down his back and to his heels, well-nigh. Around his forehead was a
narrow band of doeskin, set with a complicated pattern of colored beads
worked by the masterly hands of White Crow herself. The rest of his outfit
was not the product of Cheyenne craft. He had drawn upon half the tribes of
the plains to gain his wardrobe, and he had paid for it by heroic daring, and
not in gold. His beaded shirt, heavy as mail, was the product of Mandan art
in another age; from the Mandans it had passed into Sioux hands, and was at
last taken from the body of a Sioux chief who had fallen in battle under the
bullets of Thunder Moon. His trousers, of softest leather, intricately fringed,
were decorated with beadwork of another kind, laboriously sewn on by
Crow women; and lost when one of their warriors lost his life in war. His
moccasins were of Pawnee craftsmanship; the buffalo robe came from the
mountain-loving Blackfeet; and the snakeskin sheath of his knife had been
fashioned in the hot southland by Mexican artificers, stolen by the wild
Comanches, and plundered from them in turn by this warrior of the Suhtai.
Upon his left arm he carried that dream shield which, as he thought, had so
often brought him safely through the dangers of battle. Some few deep scars
were upon its face, showing where bullet had glanced or lance head failed
from the front of the thickened buffalo hide. The shield wore its mysterious
paint; but the face of Thunder Moon was without that adornment.

The Negro who opened the front door to this apparition grinned at first,
feeling that there must be a game behind such a festival appearance. Then he
almost fainted as he realized that this was not a sham or a mask. The next
moment, the judge himself confronted the tall young man.

The right hand of Thunder Moon was ceremoniously raised. From the
wrist dangled the long canine tooth of a grizzly bear, slain valorously in
single combat, a prize not less in the eyes of an Indian than the scalp of a
chief. “How!” said Thunder Moon.



“How!” said the judge, answering dignity with dignity, in spite of his
irritation. “Will you come in . . . William?”

Thunder Moon pointed to the sky. “I have to speak a great word,” he
said. “In your lodge that word might be lost, for the eye of the judge chief
will look on many things which are big medicine and which are his already,
and so he will not regard the medicine which I offer him. But there is a place
where we may stand and talk.” He pointed to the lawn in front of the house.

“Very well! Very well!” said the judge, and he walked uneasily down the
steps behind the tall visitor.

He felt that he made a very poor second to such a lofty fellow. He was
all the more annoyed by this consideration because he knew that from some
window nearby his daughter must be spying upon them with a curious eye.
He would have liked to tell himself that she was above such childish
eavesdropping, but in his heart of hearts he knew that she was not. The
judge knew not whether to sigh or to swear.

Upon the plot of grass, Thunder Moon took his stand. Near by Standing
Antelope sat upon his pony, the butt of his war lance resting on the ground,
his hand grasping it near the head, both man and horse apparently turned to
stone. Only, from time to time, a touch of wind fluttered the single feather
which adorned his hair.

The great stallion, Sailing Hawk, followed his master upon the lawn, and
the judge was about to make a pettish remark as he saw the hoofs digging
into his favorite bit of grass, but he felt in this situation an element of almost
tragic dignity and importance which kept him from speaking of smaller
things.

Thunder Moon struck instantly into the main current of his message.
“You are my father’s friend,” he said, “therefore you are my friend. My
father is your friend, and therefore I am your friend. This must be true. The
blood of man is not as cheap as the blood of buffaloes in the spring hunting,
and such friendships do not come and go lightly.”

The judge could have said something very much to the point about this
matter, but he restrained the desire to speak, and listened, merely nodding a
little in polite assent.

“This day,” said Thunder Moon, “I looked out from the lodge of my
father and I saw the woman who lives in your teepee. I was troubled. In my
home I have no woman. I never have looked after them. But we are in the
hands of Tarawa. He guides us where he will, and what he wishes, he puts
into our minds to do and to speak. I felt him touch me when I saw the
maiden. He touched my heart and put words on my tongue. I said to my



father, ‘There is the squaw of Thunder Moon.’ After that, I took ten horses
and I brought them to the lodge of my father’s friend. For I said to myself
that sometimes between friends a woman is given out of mere friendship,
but never such a woman as this maiden. I left the horses at the lodge of my
father’s friend. I hoped that he would accept them, and that he would come
again leading the maiden and leave her at the entrance to my father’s teepee.

“But I was a fool, and a great fool, for I did not understand that what is
greatly desired by the heart must be paid for from the heart. He who desires
glory must risk his life for it. He who desires love must pay for it with
sorrow.

“For a long time, I did not know what to do. That which we love is like a
part of the flesh. We cannot think of doing without it. So I did not know
what to do, but at last I had a great thought. It made me very sad, but also I
saw that it must be accomplished before I could have the maiden. My friend,
behold.”

Thunder Moon stepped back a little and threw out his hand with a
gesture of much dignity, pointing to the stallion. Sailing Hawk, unmindful of
the solemn occasion in which he had been included, playfully pricked his
ears, and nibbled fearlessly at the hand of his master.

Now the judge looked more earnestly at the stallion. Hitherto, he had
been wishing only one thing which was that the strong voice of this young
warrior might be lowered so that it would not carry to the ears of a dozen
listening, spying slaves; most of all, so that it would not reach to the girl
who, somewhere, surely was listening and drinking it all in. Would she smile
at the ridiculous scene?

The judge was not so sure of that, for the scene was not really absurd. It
was more; it became almost sublime. With all his heart he wished that
something would happen to interrupt. What devil had prompted this
reclaimed Suhtai to act his play upon such an open stage? A scene of
courtesy chained the judge. Much, he felt, was due to his own dignity, but
still more was due to the conventions in which he had been raised.

He regarded the stallion now, more intently. The animal was, in truth, the
most glorious bit of horseflesh that the judge—an expert in such matters—
ever had looked upon. He himself had bought beautiful horses, and he had
raised them. But never before had he seen such as animal as this. Moreover,
there was performance behind the big horse. It was well proved that, after a
long, long journey, under the crushing bulk of his master, he had met the
challenge of the swiftest coursers in that neighborhood, and held them at
least even, or better than even. So the judge looked and looked again, and



for a moment he forgot the foolish situation in which he stood; he forgot his
anger at the colonel; he forgot the watching girl who was drinking in all
these happenings.

“What a king of horses!” cried the judge. “What a grand fellow he is.”
“In all his life, he never has failed me,” said Thunder Moon solemnly.

“When his mother foaled him, I Thunder Moon, riding the plains and
watching, saw the colt and knew that he was great. It was known by the
white star in his forehead and by the bigness of his bone and the goodness of
his legs. From his back to his belly there was also room for a good heart and
strong lungs.

“I helped the colt to its feet the first time that it stood. I helped it up.
Since I was the nearest to it, it came nibbling at me. The mother was very
angry, but I led her son to her, and watched him feed, while I rubbed her
between the eyes and said to her: ‘Little fool. Great fool. Hereafter, you will
know me better. Let your son know me better, also. The Sky People witness
me, whether he grows big or small, straight or crooked, I shall be a friend to
him, as I have been a friend to you.’

“Now this foal grew into a colt and, when the herd galloped, he ran in
the lead, until the old mares threw their heels at him. From a colt he grew
into a horse. He was so filled with fire that when he was only two years old
he met the great stallion in the herd and beat him, and he became the king of
the herd from that day. I watched him. When he was three, Big Hard Face
said: ‘Let him be ridden.’ But I watched and waited. I said that no man
should ride him save me. I watched him, and when his fourth year was
almost ended, one day I saw the herd running at full speed, and all the
fastest stallions and the swiftest mares were working with their heads
stretched straight before them and their tails whipped straight behind by the
wind of their going. But in front of them ran this great horse. His tail was
arched, and his head was high, and he looked carelessly from side to side as
he galloped, and yet for all their straining they could not gain upon him. It
seemed that the wind blew him forward.

“Have you seen a hawk with broad, still wings sail swiftly, even against
the wind? So it was with him, and at that moment I shouted with all my
might. He ran on as though he did not hear me, but I knew him, and I would
not call again. Yet I began to grow a little angry, and to fear that he had
become too proud from running unmastered so many years. However, all
was well. He presently threw up his head, and came heading back for me.
Then he ran indeed. He flattened his ears upon his neck. The herd could not
stay with him. He leaped away from them. They disappeared in his dust. So
he rushed up to me. He stopped and put down his head and began to pretend



to crop the grass carelessly, but all the time he was watching me from the
corner of his eye to make sure that I had noticed his greatness.

“Truly, I was not blind. I stretched up my hand to Tarawa, and gave him
thanks for the horse and the friend he had sent to me.”



CHAPTER FOURTEEN  
SAILING HAWK

W��� T������ M��� had said this, he made a pause and gathered
himself in great composure for a moment, for his eye had begun to shine
wildly. Even though he commanded himself with some difficulty, he could
not wholly master his enthusiasm as he went on:

“Since that day, I have hovered over all the prairies like a sailing hawk
dropping from the sky on a victim, and then sweeping away again out of
sight when pursuit was attempted. I have been like a swift hawk or an eagle
falling from above when prey attempted to escape from me. When the
Pawnee line charged upon us, on the back of Sailing Hawk I have been like
a lance flung through them. Their arrows flew behind me; where they aimed,
already I was not. To strike me with their spears was like striking at the
wind, so swiftly Sailing Hawk bore me among them. The warriors have
praised me many times when the glory should have been to Sailing Hawk.
For with a sound of the voice or a pressure of the knee he can be made to
swerve, to turn, to halt, to leap onward again. With him beneath you, you
think your way through danger. Where you would be, there you already are
in an instant. I have said many things, oh, my friend, though I know that he
who praises his horse is praising himself. But look on him yourself, and you
will see that all I have said is true.”

The judge stared enviously and hungrily upon the stallion. As has been
said, he was a round man, built to fill a most comfortable chair, and his
weight staggered the beam of the scales to an amazing figure. When the rest
of his neighbors, and even the ponderous Colonel Sutton, floated across the
fences on their Thoroughbreds, the poor judge was forced to labor in the rear
upon some stiff-shouldered nag whose hot blood had grown cold. As a rule,
therefore, he broke down more fences than he cleared, and he could not help
knowing that he was more or less a joke in the hunt.

Now, when he looked on the tall horse from the prairies, he saw none of
the stirring battle scenes such as Thunder Moon had been describing, for he
had no desire to hunt down personal enemies, and he himself had no foes
with whom the law could not deal adequately. What was far more important
to him was a dazzling mental image of his stalwart form blown forward
against the wind and leading the hunt at a terrific pace, with a good double



wrap taken upon the pulling jaw of the stallion. To the judge it seemed, at
the moment, that there was nothing in the world comparable with the beauty
of this thought. He turned to Thunder Moon with a sigh.

The young man went on: “You have heard and you have seen, and I see
that you believe what I have said. Now, oh, my friend, I give you this great
horse. I separate myself from him. I thrust his spirit away from me. . . .” He
was slightly interrupted in the midst of a dignified gesture, for the stallion
caught at his beaded sleeve and held it mischievously in his teeth. “I give
him to you,” said Thunder Moon, increasing the volume of his voice as it
became suddenly a little husky. “I give him to you,” he went on, his arm
under the head of the big horse, “and in exchange, I ask you to remember
that if your daughter comes to my lodge, she does not come to be the
common squaw of a common warrior. The fleshing knife need not strain her
hands, and the back of my woman shall not bend under heavy loads. I go,
my friend. Take my horse and this thought into your heart and consider
well.”

He laid the reins in the hand of the petrified judge, looked once full into
the eyes of the horse and then turned and hurried away. Behind him, as he
walked down the drive, Standing Antelope turned his pony and followed his
chief respectfully.

“Wait!” called the judge. His voice did not carry far. “Wait!” cried the
judge again, but this time Thunder Moon had turned the curve of the
driveway, and a rising breeze drowned the call.

Mr. Keene looked helplessly around him, and now he saw in a lower
window of the house the grave face of his daughter. She came outside and
said: “It seems to be settled, Father.”

“Settled? What is settled?” asked the judge, growing crimson.
“The exchange seems to be made,” the girl said.
“Hang it!” exclaimed the judge. “What exchange do you mean?”
“I don’t think you’ve done badly,” said Charlotte. “After all, I was bound

to marry before very long. And, ordinarily, you wouldn’t have such a horse
as that to fill my place in the house . . . in the stable . . . or at the hunt, you
know.”

“Charlotte,” declared her father, “the fool of an Indian. . . .”
“Indian?”
“He is. An infernal wild, red Indian. My dear, what am I to do? Tom!

George!”
Two Negroes instantly appeared.



“You infernal scoundrels,” called the hot-headed judge, “have you been
eavesdropping?”

They had heard him call, and that was all that brought them. They rolled
the whites of their eyes as they declared it.

“Take this horse,” said the judge, “and get him back to the Sutton place
as fast as you can. George, jump on his back and take him over. You can
walk back across the fields. Hurry!”

“Yes, suh!”
Into the saddle went George. The stallion did not seem to move

violently; but though George was an expert rider, out of the saddle he sailed
far more gracefully than he had swung into place. Out of the saddle he went
and reached the lawn in a sitting posture with an audible thud.

“You ride like a fool,” said the judge. “You, there, Tom, you worthless
Negro, you. Get into the saddle and ride that horse home.”

Tom, settled his tattered hat on his head and setting his teeth, cautiously
got into place. The same swift, soft move of the stallion followed. Daylight
showed beneath Tom, but he kept his stirrups. Not for long, however. There
followed something like the snapping of a whip, with a sixteen-hand
chestnut playing the part of the curling lash, and Tom rose into the air with a
screech like a skyrocket and landed with a louder yell.

The judge looked on in amazement. These two Negroes rode as well as
any men in the district, white or black. “How did it happen?” he gasped.

“Big medicine,” suggested his daughter.
“I would have been murdered!” breathed the judge. “That last fall . . . it

would have broken my back. Tom, if you can walk, you and George take the
head of that ugly brute and lead him back.” He turned his back resolutely on
the stallion and stamped into the house with Charlotte at his side. “You were
in here listening?” he asked savagely.

“Of course,” Charlotte said, smiling.
“A lady . . . ,” began the judge hotly.
“Is always human,” Charlotte said.
“It is much better,” said the judge, “to admit one’s errors frankly.

Charlotte, to eavesdrop. . . .”
“After all,” she said, “when one is being sold. . . .”
“Charlotte. The ignorant bland-faced ruffian.”
“I thought he was a glorious figure!” she said.
“Glorious, child? Glorious? A man who is fool enough to think that I

would exchange my daughter for a horse and. . . .”



“Not a horse,” interrupted Charlotte, shaking her head. “Not just a horse.
He was offering you a part of his greatness. He was offering you half his
glory. And, besides, I’ve an idea that he loves that horse about as well as
most men love their wives. And . . . why shouldn’t there be some
exchange?”

“Do you think I want a horse to help me take scalps?”
“Look at it from Thunder Moon’s viewpoint, not the viewpoint of a

Keene or a Sutton.”
“Charlotte,” cried the judge, “I think that you want me to marry you to

that man.”
“I don’t know,” she said, “but certainly it’s true that I’ve never seen a

man before that I could think of marrying so easily.”
The judge recoiled in horror. “Little fool!” he shouted. “Go to your

room. Go to your room at once.”
Charlotte went. Even before she was upstairs, she was singing most

cheerfully, and the judge, agape, listened to that cheerful voice as to a voice
of doom.



CHAPTER FIFTEEN  
WHAT IS GREATNESS

N�� it was that events began to group around the families of Keene and
Sutton. Trouble had been gathering head for some time and now had reached
such a point that it was time for danger to be stirring. It began, indeed,
almost at once. Trouble stepped first into the shoes of a woman—no other
than Charlotte Keene. For when she went singing into her chamber, as her
father had commanded, she did not linger there very long.

She stood at the window and looked out at the trees and above their tops
at a cloud which was blowing up the sky; and something about the solitary
beauty of that cloud, filled with shadow and with liquid radiance as it swept
through the blue fields of heaven, made her think of Thunder Moon, who no
more would rove the prairies. Now he plodded homeward, but his head was
high, and in his heart there was the hope of an exchange which was worth
his war horse. She smiled a little.

Suddenly she wanted to be out and away. Anywhere she told herself,
rather than in this house and its shadows. Her father had told her to go to her
room; not necessarily to stay there. With such shallow sophistry she
defended herself, and walked out of her room, and through the empty guest
suite, and so down the side stairs and out. She might have walked, but she
was dressed for riding, and she still held her riding crop. Moreover, fate put
a grizzle-headed old Negro in her path almost at once.

“Go get Sir Toby for me, Uncle Jerry,” she said. “And hurry. Hurry!”
She watched him shuffle on ahead, pretending to hurry, but never

actually getting out of a walk. However, presently Sir Toby was captured
and saddled. Charlotte mounted and shook her riding crop at Uncle Jerry
and a pair of the stable boys.

“Don’t dare to tell Father that I’ve gone away and taken the back path.
Don’t any one dare.”

“There ain’t nothin’ but your own conscience gunna report on you,
honey,” said Uncle Jerry.

Away went Miss Charlie over the fields toward the house of Colonel
Sutton. Why need she have ridden that way? She would have told you that it



was the direction of the setting sun, and that she was merely riding toward
the light.

In the meantime, big Thunder Moon and his young companion had
passed down the road. They had not gone far when Standing Antelope
slipped from the back of his pony and offered the place to his chief.

“No,” said Thunder Moon, smiling. “My heart is now so high that there
is only one horse in the world that I would ride.”

“And where is that horse?” asked the youth darkly.
“Let him stay where he is,” said the warrior, making an effort to control

himself. “You are young, Standing Antelope, and therefore you cannot
understand what I have done.”

“Can I not?” asked the boy. “But nevertheless, I can understand the
value of the horse, and I know that he is worth the hundred horses which run
in the herd of my father. A hundred good ponies are in that herd, and each of
them is worthy of carrying a brave into battle. But my father gladly would
give them all for the sake of one Sailing Hawk. For there is no price on
glory and on honor.”

“It is true,” Thunder Moon said, “but now hear me when I tell you that if
I had a herd of a hundred, and each of the hundred was as great as Sailing
Hawk, I would part from them all to make up the price of the woman I have
seen.”

Standing Antelope said not a word. He began to strain to keep pace with
his long-legged companion, and it was only by chance that he glanced
behind him.

He cried out at once. “Look. Look. This is the work of Tarawa. He has
blinded the man so that he thinks even Sailing Hawk is not a sufficient price
for his daughter. And here comes the stallion back to us, oh, Thunder
Moon.”

The latter, amazed, turned and saw that the boy had spoken the truth, for
in the distance he could see two men leading the great horse. They came a
little nearer, and now the Indian could see Sailing Hawk rear. The two
Negroes were snatched from their feet and dropped again to the road, while
the stallion galloped to his master.

Around Thunder Moon he played more like a dog than the king of a
herd, but Standing Antelope said bitterly: “Go back to the stable of the
stranger, Sailing Hawk. Go back to the white men. You are not wanted here.
Many a time you have saved this master, but now he has thrown you away,
and will a great warrior pick up the worn moccasin which another has



thrown away and left in the dust of the trail? Go away, Sailing Hawk. Never
come back again. You are worthless here.”

Thunder Moon, however, laid his arm across the neck of the stallion and
stood for a moment in deep thought. At length he said gloomily: “What does
it mean, Standing Antelope?”

“It means,” said the boy, “that you cannot please a blind man with a
great light. This man does not want glory. It is too dangerous to own it. He
knows that fame as a warrior always must be fought for, and that a great
reputation must continually be kept bright. What does he care for glory?
What care have the rest of these white men? What coups have we heard
them count? Did they count coup on me when I was taken, or on you when
you were taken? No. And because this man does not love honor, how could
he love Sailing Hawk? A horse to him is not a means of coming up with an
enemy. Let enemies keep as far from him as possible and he will be best
pleased. Let them keep far away, for if they come too near he will not shelter
himself with his strength and his speed, but he will rear between him and his
foe the great wall of this thing called the law.”

The bitterness and the contempt of Standing Antelope fairly bubbled
over as he spoke, and Thunder Moon listened with a good deal of sympathy.
“However,” he said, “one cannot learn Pawnee in one day, and in one day
we cannot expect to understand the white men. They are much greater.”

“In what way?” asked Standing Antelope. “How are they greater? We
have seen some great villages filled with them. They have black men to do
their work for them while they lie in chairs and on couches and become soft
and fat and lazy and useless as a horse with a broken leg. What is their
greatness?”

“The lodges which they build!” said Thunder Moon. “Is there not greater
work and more medicine in the making of one of these houses than in all the
teepees of the Cheyenne nation?”

“Ah,” answered his companion readily, “a house that shelters a man with
no heart is a house which is worse than useless, because it has been built for
nothing. Consider the house of a swarm of bees. It is small, but far more
wonderful than even the house of the white man. Will you say that bees are
greater than Indians, then?”

By this comparison, Thunder Moon was struck to silence. After a time
he drew his hunting knife, and with a careless flick of his hand he turned the
heavy blade into a streak of light that struck four inches deep in the side of a
poplar near by. Then, walking on, he took the knife by the handle and drew
it out again, saying as he did so: “Who brought the Indian the knife?”



“Knives of bone and rock also may be used,” said Standing Antelope
sullenly.

“Who gave us powder and lead, and guns to use them?”
“The arrow will kill a man and also it will kill a buffalo.”
“But tell me, Standing Antelope, what do we know about the white man?

Have we seen him go out to fight in companies?”
“I have more than once looked for scalps in his lodge, and I have found

none.”
“We have not been long in this land,” answered Thunder Moon. “But

remember that I myself am a white man.”
“Your skin. Your skin alone is white,” said the boy, in the greatest

excitement. “But Tarawa has made your heart as the heart of a Cheyenne.
And, so long as you may live, you cannot change yourself and make
yourself white. You may give all your life to these people, but in the end still
you will not be able to understand why any woman should be worth more
than Sailing Hawk. Come! Go with me. Let us leave them. Let us hurry back
to our people, oh, my brother.”

So said Standing Antelope, but he spoke in vain. Thunder Moon had
raised a hand to silence his companion, and had begun to stare straight
ahead. Standing Antelope, staring also, saw a woman galloping across the
nearby meadow toward the setting sun.



CHAPTER SIXTEEN  
THE SKY PEOPLE SPEAK

A� if the stallion indeed were a hawk, starting suddenly a-slant through the
air at sight of prey, so Thunder Moon on Sailing Hawk rushed down the
road, with the pony of Standing Antelope laboring helplessly in the rear. As
Charlotte Keene jumped her horse over the hedge which rimmed the road,
the great stallion drew up beside her.

She, drawing rein, played to perfection the part of one surprised, except
that her color was perhaps of an unusual richness. Yet she was more than a
little frightened, also. Even when many friends stood around, the presence of
this wild man from the prairies seemed not altogether without danger, and
now as he lifted his hand and greeted her with a deep-voiced “How!” she
was half of a mind to wheel her horse about and flee. She felt that if she did,
she might be followed; and though her own mount was the fastest horse in
the stable of her father, yet she guessed that it could not escape for a moment
from the flight of Sailing Hawk.

Like the difference between the life of red man and white was the
difference between Sir Toby and Sailing Hawk as they touched noses. Sir
Toby, with thin mane and thinner tail, with his skin carefully polished by
long grooming, was like some formally dressed gentleman. Sailing Hawk’s
luxurious tail and mane were braided and inwrought with feathers worthy to
appear in the headdress of a great chief of chiefs. The Indian saddle
appeared clumsy on his back; as for bridle, he had hardly more than a halter,
with thin reins of rawhide. At his breast was the rawhide loop through which
an Indian thrust his left arm when he disappeared over the side of his horse
and opened fire with bow or gun beneath the neck of his running charger.

Charlotte did not miss any of these contrasts. What the eye did not note,
the sense was vaguely aware of. Sir Toby was reaching out his nose
curiously and sniffing at the other horse; Sailing Hawk was a dark-red
statue. Like a lifeless thing his master sat upon his back, except that his
keen, wild eyes were burning.

“What a lucky thing that we’ve met!” she said. “I was going over to see
your father. Now we can ride together. Are you going to send Sailing Hawk
to the races? Or does he need some schooling over the jumps? I don’t



suppose that you’ve had much chance to jump him on the plains, and that’s a
pity, of course.”

Thunder Moon did not know how the conversation had been made
casual, and how the tension of their meeting had been relieved. His stallion
was quickly walking down the road, and he was looking down at the top of
Miss Charlotte Keene’s hat, and now and again he had a glimpse of her
bright face as she tilted her head to look up at him. It was distracting.
Thunder Moon became more and more silent.

“But he could be schooled,” she went on. “He has the legs and the
stamina for it, and I suppose that he has the head for it, too. And what a
glorious thing if you should win the cup the very first year of your return.
Your brother Jack has a perfect seat and a lovely pair of hands. He could
handle Sailing Hawk. Unless Sailing Hawk bucks every one off. Did you
teach him to do that?”

“I?” said Thunder Moon in surprise, “I never have seen him buck. He
never was ridden by another man.”

“What? Never?”
“Never.”
“When he was out in the pasture, didn’t some of the young men slip out

and put a saddle on him to try his pace across the flat?”
Thunder Moon smiled faintly at her. “No,” he said.
“But what could keep them from doing it?”
“He is a medicine horse,” said Thunder Moon gravely.
“Medicine? What is a medicine horse?”
“I do not know the words in your language. Only, it is true that the Sky

People are in certain things. They give them power. And those things are
medicine. Here is a medicine gun.” He touched the butt of a Colt.

“Why is it medicine?” she asked.
“It cannot miss a man.”
“A man,” she exclaimed. “Have you fired it at men?”
He did not stare. But one quick glance of wonder flashed at her. “At five

men,” he said.
“Good heavens!” said the girl. “Has that revolver murdered five men?”
“Ah, no!” said Thunder Moon, “only one it killed. That was a

Comanche. But in battle, it knocked down four Crows; and the young men
who ride behind me in battle, they counted the coups and finished the fallen
men, and took the scalps.”



Charlotte was utterly silenced, though she was a girl to whom words
came easily enough.

He could not help misinterpreting that silence. “When I first got this gun,
I prayed for a long time to the Sky People to make it a medicine gun. I had a
painted robe. An old man had worked for five years painting it. I sacrificed
that robe to the Sky People, and they accepted the sacrifice and made this a
medicine gun which cannot miss.”

A bird flitted above the road.
“Try the pistol on that!” she cried, pointing.
Thunder Moon shook his head, replying: “A medicine gun is a sacred

thing. It can only be used in battle, and with men or a grizzly bear. For other
things, it would have no more power than a puff of wind.”

“Do you really believe that?”
“Yes.”
She was silent again, fumbling blindly across the great void which lay

between her and the mind of this man. She began to see that he had not been
living a thousand miles away, but a thousand ages, and in another world.

Then he said: “Daughter of the judge chief, hear me.”
“I hear you,” she said.
“Every man has a secret heart. What is the secret of your father? What is

it that he values? I have offered him a great thing. He would not take it. But
what is there in the world more wonderful and valuable than a perfect horse?
If a horse cannot touch the heart of your father, what will he want? I have
prayed to the Sky People. I thought that they told me with a clear voice to
give Sailing Hawk. But I was wrong, and I did not understand. Therefore,
you tell me. It is not right that a man should ask a woman what price her
father puts upon her, but I must ask you.”

Charlotte Keene grew brightest pink. Then she made herself look her
companion fairly in the eye. “Women are not bought and sold among us,”
she said.

“Ha?” he cried. “Are they given away?”
“Yes . . . I suppose that they are. Not by their fathers, but by

themselves.”
Thunder Moon cried softly: “This is very wonderful. If I am a father, do

I raise a daughter and teach her how to prepare hides and do bead work, and
then give her away for nothing to labor for her husband?”

“That is the way with our fathers,” she said. “All that our fathers ask is a
kind and good husband for their daughters. But the daughters give



themselves away.”
A great brown hand seized the reins of her horse. Sailing Hawk swung

suddenly closer; and the nerves of the young girl were put under a terrible
strain as Thunder Moon leaned above her. “Then give yourself to me!” he
said. “It is good to be the wife of a chief. I have many horses on the plains.
Also, my father is not poor, I have many robes and much beadwork. Your
hands are soft and the fleshing knife has not made your fingers hard and
strong. Well, I shall take a second wife and she shall do all the work for both
of us. Tell me, then, that you will go with me to my lodge.”

It was not the first time that Charlotte Keene had been asked personally
in marriage. Smooth-spoken men of the world, and young neighbors who
had grown up with her, and suddenly smitten men of every sort had told her,
stammering or with much eloquence, that they loved her and wanted her for
a wife. Never before had she listened to such a speech as this. She looked up
to the bronzed, powerful face of Thunder Moon and, to her own amazement,
she knew not how to answer. For she felt that with a single word or the
lightest gesture she could thrust him away from her forever; but she felt as
though that were the very last thing in the world that she wanted. So,
seeking desperately for words, she finally said:

“You are a great chief, Thunder Moon. I know that on the plains all the
nations know you and fear you. But here you are William Sutton. Don’t you
see that that makes a difference? I like you. I think you are brave and strong.
It makes me happy that you want me. But I do not know you? You are not a
Cheyenne Indian; but still you are hardly a white man. How can I know
you? And if I don’t know you either as an Indian or a white man, how can I
ever answer you?”

“I understand,” he said at once. “Women make a foolish noise with their
tongue. But I understand you. You are not like the others. I must be a white
man. I shall become one. Only tell me, what I must do? What sacrifice do I
make? To what spirits do I offer it?”

Charlotte answered simply: “There is no sacrifice to make. Your father is
a good man, to whom everyone looks up. Watch him and simply make
yourself like him. See that your clothes are like his clothes, and your . . .
your hair no longer than his.”

At this, Thunder Moon took a great handful of his long locks and held
them out before his face to regard them strangely. “I should be then like a
woman who mourns,” he said.

It was nearing sunset. The western sky was dark with clouds as Thunder
Moon, with a stroke of his hunting knife, severed a dark mass of his hair,



and held it up streaming in his hand. “Sky People,” he said in Cheyenne
tongue, “if this is wrong, give me a sign; if it is a right thing to do, give me a
sign also.”

So he rode on, with his hand still raised above his head. Gradually the
red of the fallen sun streamed up through a cleft in the clouds and strained
them with gold, and filled them with crimson. Thunder Moon had received
his sign.



CHAPTER SEVENTEEN  
AN EARTH MAN ADVISES

I� had been the firm intention of Charlotte Keene to continue her ride to the
house of Colonel Sutton, for she wanted to talk to him for five minutes and
tell him how sorry she was that, on her account, her father had allowed
trouble and ill-feeling to come between the two families. She fell into a
sudden nervous panic now, having given her advice to the big white-Indian.
Whether or not he intended to do as she said, he had made such a strange
figure, holding up that tuft of shorn hair to the wind and the sky and calling
upon the spirits, that she was fairly shocked. The growing dimness of the
light, the shadows which swarmed so thickly through the trees, and the low
flight of the homing birds, all combined to make her ill at ease. She
managed to flash a smile at Thunder Moon.

“I’m going back,” she said. “I didn’t realize that it was so late.” She
swung Sir Toby straight to the side and at the nearest fence. Once her back
was turned, she had a dreadful feeling that she was being followed, but she
dared not make sure until the horse had winged across the second fence.
Then she glanced over her shoulder and was struck dizzy by fear to see that
Sailing Hawk was, indeed, on the nearer side of the first hedge. There his
rider had pulled him up. His first wild impulse to follow her had been
checked. It left her white—and laughing—as she rode on to Keene House.

She was rather sure that never before had she known a man, and she was
also sure that she was barely approaching the outside limits of a knowledge
of this one. Many a trail would have to be broken across the dark continent
of his soul before she could say that she understood.

A moment later, she was really shocked with terror when a shadowy
horseman broke out of the woods at her right; but she recovered with a gasp
when she saw it was Harrison Traynor, tall, slender, and grimly handsome.
He came up beside her, whip and reins in one dexterous hand; and, in spite
of the wild twistings of his horse, he made the most graceful of bows to her.

“Hello, Harry,” she said.
“Hello, Charlie. You came across those fields as if you were being

hunted.”
He did not glance behind as he spoke, but she knew that he had in mind

the distant figures of Thunder Moon and Standing Antelope, now



disappearing down the road.
She laughed at him, laughing with relief and a sort of hysterical

exultation: “I’ve had the wildest time . . . like bearding a lion, or being in an
ogre’s cave, or something like that.”

“Rather a nice giant, then,” suggested Traynor.
“I’ve been a missionary, Harry.”
“It’s Thunder Moon . . . William Sutton, I suppose we should call him.”
“I’m civilizing him.”
He shook a finger at her and his lips smiled, though his eyes remained

grave. “Barbarism is more catching than civilization,” he said. “You’d better
be careful, Charlie.”

“What are you heading for now?”
“You ought to know. He has a lot of dash. He’s been something in the

way of a scalp-taker, or whatever it is that makes a man distinguished on the
plains. And then, he’s strange. That’s the great distinction. Before you know
it, you may be dreaming about that flying long hair of his.”

He knew her very well, and she knew him. She looked firmly at him, at
first, rather tempted to take offense; yet she merely said: “I’ll show you how
wrong you are. I’ve been encouraging him to cut off his hair.”

“Will he do it?”
“He chopped off a handful right away and asked the Sky People if they

would send him a sign. He did it in the most tremendous way, Harry. You’ve
no idea.”

“I have, though. Suppose,” mused Mr. Traynor, “that he were a sham,
after all.”

“What an idea.”
“Well, think it over. Someone sees the rich Colonel Sutton, whose eldest

son was stolen many years ago. Then in the West he comes across an Indian,
or a half-breed, who looks a vast lot like the colonel. He coaches him for the
part of the stolen son. And, granting a little touch of genius to the actor, that
would account for everything that we have heard or seen of Thunder Moon
since he came to this part of the world.”

Miss Keene tried to think of some arguments, but all she could find to
say was: “He couldn’t fool a mother’s instinct so thoroughly.”

She was sorry that she had made such a lame remark and she blushed
angrily. Traynor did not take advantage of the opening, but smiled a little, as
though in sympathy.



“Of course, one wants the romantic side to triumph,” he said, “and the
hero ought to win in the last act. However . . . just considering the
mathematics of the probable . . . there’s hardly a chance in ten million that
an Indian horse thief would carry a squalling baby so many hundreds of
miles across the plains, as it’s claimed the Suhtai chief did. That’s the first
improbability. The rest are stretched nearly as far.”

“But how do you explain,” began the girl, “the quality of the horse and
the color of that chestnut and. . . .”

“I don’t explain,” interrupted Harrison Traynor, “I haven’t anything to
gain by unseating Thunder . . . I mean, William Sutton. Besides, he ought to
amuse us all for a few years. Unless you tame him too quickly, Charlie.”

“You’re a cruel fellow,” she told him. “I know that you’re gibing at me.
You’re beginning to make me angry, in fact.”

“No,” he said, “I know that I annoy some people. But I wouldn’t dare try
to annoy you.”

“That needs a little explaining,” said Charlotte.
“I have a sharp tongue, my dear, but it isn’t half as sharp as yours. I

heard of the remark you made to Missus Taliaferro about me.”
“I don’t remember.”
“You do, though. You said to her,” he went on remorselessly: “ ‘Harrison

Traynor doesn’t like to ride; but he knows that he does it well. That’s why
he’s in the saddle so much.’ ”

Charlotte bit her lip.
“I’m not wanting to bother you with personalities. But as a matter of

fact,” he went on, “I don’t dislike you for remarks that make me wince.”
“I don’t understand you,” she broke out. “You’re not a country squire,

and you could be at Washington or abroad . . . in diplomatic service or some
such thing. But you stay here, growing more and more metropolitan and
European and all that . . . and rather despising the audience that you perform
for. I don’t understand you, really.”

“There you are again,” he replied. “Some men pray to be understood, but
they don’t mean their prayer. How well you understand me. You’re quite
right. I’m a self-conscious fellow. You know it, and that’s why I’m afraid of
you.”

She stopped her horse. They had come to a little rise of ground and
looked down to a narrow run of water with a broken fence where the cattle
went to drink; beyond was a wide meadow, with big trees scattered over it,
and all was filmed over and bathed by the sunset mist and sunset color.



“What are you thinking of?” he asked her.
“Of how well you ride.”
“Yes?”
“And that you never seem to be going anywhere.”
He waited, and she went on: “If you were just seasoned with some of the

quality of William Sutton.”
“Skill in manslaughter, Charlie?”
“No. But there’s a touch of the child in him. He’s so extremely earnest

and simple. And he stands before life like a child before a mystery. But
you. . . .”

“Well?”
“You’re just the reverse. You’ve seen through everything, and you are

the sphinx with your hands folded, smiling at life as it passes by. I never
heard of men more opposite.”

As though the idea angered her, her whip flicked on the wet flank of Sir
Toby and made him gallop down the slope. Traynor took the water-jump
beside her and she looked across at him as they hung in mid-air, looked
across and smiled in admiration of his perfect balance. He had a wild young
horse beneath him, and he made the unschooled tyro perform like her own
veteran hunter. She pulled up Sir Toby, and they jogged softly through the
meadow beyond. A belated string of cows, driven in for milking, were fast
disappearing in the distance with a jangle of bells.

“You think things out extraordinarily well,” said Traynor. “Let me do a
little thinking for you, in turn.”

“Please do!” she said eagerly. “I want a clever head to help me think just
now.”

“Well, Charlie, this wild fellow has tipped you just a bit off balance.”
“Ah? Do you think that? What have I said?”
“Our thoughts have an aroma, or they’re like a shadow that falls before

us. I think I’ve guessed right, however. Have I?”
“I don’t know,” said the girl.
He saw that she was thinking frankly, speaking her thoughts aloud. “I

came over to tell you about hearing of the remark you’d made to Missus
Taliaferro, and how it convinced me, more than ever, that we ought to be
married. I’ll change that, and simply ask you not to marry William Sutton,
alias Thunder Moon. Not till you’re sure he’s honest.”

“What test shall I use?” she said, giving him no other answer.



“Well, watch him closely, and you’ll see how quickly he’ll shed the red
skin and put on the white. And if he changes too quickly, make up your
mind that he’s a faker, my dear. There’s Keene House and the pasture gate is
open. Good-bye, Charlie. I’m going home.”



CHAPTER EIGHTEEN  
LIBERAL EDUCATION

A� he had learned to concentrate on the war trail and the hunt, so Thunder
Moon flung himself into the task of becoming a civilized white man. He
took the model which had been suggested to him—his own father. He
worked through his difficulties with his gentle and patient mother. From her
he learned those little intricacies of deportment which the well-bred pick up
by degrees and hardly know how they have learned them, gradually drawing
in the precepts by force of example rather than by actual study. She was a
gifted teacher. Thunder Moon went forward so rapidly in his work that he
himself was amazed.

The dancing teacher came, and with gritted teeth and face burning under
the sardonic smile of the little man, Thunder Moon went through his paces,
and learned to bow, to enter a room, to shake hands, to go through the steps
of the various dances; but when he was ready to do murder and take scalps,
he had some slight recompense, for his sister, Ruth, would come down, and
his mother would play the piano, while he and Ruth waltzed up and down
the long drawing-room. Sometimes, he would stop suddenly, shuddering
with horror, and the blood rushed hotly to his head. He, Thunder Moon, the
great warrior, the famous brave, who had headed the great war dances so
many times—he was now dancing with a woman in his arms.

However, all these things were necessary. As he told himself, the girl,
Charlotte, had been right. Either he must be totally a white man, or he must
be totally red. Very odd it was, that the two best pieces of advice that had
been given to him had come from the lips of girls. Red Wind had made him
see that he never could be a true Cheyenne. Now here was Charlotte Keene
who had thrust him into this arduous apprenticeship.

Thunder Moon’s appearance was vastly changed, now. The cropping of
the long hair made his head appear smaller, his shoulders broader, and his
height greater. Moreover, the weeks of confinement indoors had removed
from his face and hands some of the layers of brown varnish which the sun
had baked into him on the plains. His clothes were properly tailored to his
form. He would have passed anywhere not only as a white man, but as a
white gentleman.



There was only an occasional touch of strangeness about him. He carried
himself with a dignity which was not to be seen in the young men of the
neighborhood. He had the air of one who has handled affairs of gravest
importance. On the other hand, now and again his eyes flashed fire.

“You are going too fast with him,” said Mrs. Sutton to her husband.
“You should not let him study so hard. All day long he’s busy. Writing,
reading, arithmetic, dancing, geography, spelling, history . . . and now even
Latin. Good heavens, Randolf dear, you’re going much too fast with him.”

“He has to learn!” said the colonel. “I tell you, Martha, that every
moment that young man is with us he’s a danger to the community until he’s
had a chance to adjust himself and learn what law and society mean. That’s
why I’m rushing him ahead. Because, if I can get him a little farther on, law
will be more than a name to him. It will be an instinct.”

“Danger in what way?” asked his anxious wife.
“I haven’t told what happened yesterday. I’ll tell you now to show you

the need for pushing his education ahead with energy. We went to town, as
you remember, and after we’d dismounted, young Marston came around a
corner, half drunk and wholly vicious. He shouldered William, cursed him,
and William simply walked on. Marston followed us. I told William to pay
no attention and I thought he would obey, but all at once he whirled and
leaped at Marston like a tiger. The sound of his fist striking Marston’s face
was like the clapping of hands together.

“And even before I could come up, he was throttling young Marston on
the ground with one hand and drawing a hunting knife with the other. By
good fortune, I got to him in time. I spoke. I had to speak twice, and then he
looked up to me with such a terrible glance, Martha, that it waked me out of
my sleep last night, dreaming about it over again. When he seemed to
understand me, he was quiet at once, stood up and put away his knife, but
not before some of the men who were running up had seen the flash of it.
We got Marston into a house. His face seemed to be literally beaten in; I’ve
never seen such effects from a blow of the fist.”

The colonel paused, and his wife, white and sick, compressed her lips
and said nothing.

“I tried to reason with William, and explained to him that a gentleman
must not do such things, that he must rely upon the law in most instances,
and that in others his riding whip will have to do. Or, in extreme cases, he
may call out the other man to a duel. I tried to explain all this; he listened
and nodded, but there was not much understanding in his eyes. However, I



never can tell whether my words have taken root. He slips his mask over his
face, and I’m talking to a blank wall.”

Said Mrs. Sutton: “Marston is of a good family, Randolf, he’ll call
William out for this.”

“No man in the country will commit suicide by challenging William,”
said the colonel dryly. “But that’s not the point. I can explain a little better
by telling you that as we left town we met John Exeter and he took me aside
and told me that I really must teach my son not to draw a knife on a stunned
and helpless man.” The colonel bit his lip and added: “I had to swallow that.
But if I had not been with William yesterday . . . he would be in jail for
murder today. Or . . . what if he had resisted arrest? Lord knows how many
murders would be charged against him by this time.”

Mrs. Sutton was overwhelmed and thereafter made no opposition to the
rigorous régime which the colonel had imposed upon his eldest son. So
Thunder Moon’s education forged rapidly ahead. The crowded weeks went
by, and his progress was bewilderingly fast. He seldom left the house. Books
which had been a labor became a pleasure.

Who could tell that the old devil often was up in him? He masked
himself carefully. There had been only that one exhibition of violence which
young Lawrence Marston suffered. For the rest, it was Standing Antelope
alone who was permitted to see the craving for the past freedom.

Standing Antelope was himself eager to be off to the Suhtai once more,
but a sense of loyalty restrained him. Moreover, he was learning a great deal.
He could speak English of sorts. He had a thousand curious details to report
to the red men when he returned to them. He could range through the woods,
with an excellent rifle or shotgun, and with all the ammunition that he cared
to burn up. More than that, however, he was devoted to the great cause of
winning his leader from the whites and taking him back, someday, to the
Cheyennes.

He was waiting with truly Indian patience for a good opening. One
evening the two friends walked their horses up a winding saddle path
through the trees. The summer day was turning cool. The shadows floated
over them and the sun was well down in the west. They had dismounted,
Standing Antelope leading his pony, while Sailing Hawk followed like a dog
behind his master. The book which Thunder Moon carried gave the boy his
opening.

“Among our people,” he said, “the old men and the women paint on the
robes the stories of the great things which other warriors have done. A
painted robe is good for the sake of wearing as well as for the story it tells,



but what good is in that book, except for what its words say? And can words
keep a man warm in winter when the north wind is blowing?”

Thunder Moon admitted that they could not. “These are not stories,
however,” he explained. “They are songs.”

“And what good is a song,” said the boy, “which is not sung aloud? It
goes into the mind of a man and stays there. What good is that? But a song
among the Cheyennes may send all the warriors on the trail or start them
shouting to celebrate some old victory. All white men are shadows and they
live like ghosts before they are dead.”



CHAPTER NINETEEN  
THE RESULT

A� the boy delivered this gloomy speech, they came to a winding country
lane, up which a team of mules drew a heavy cart, dragging it with much
labor through the deep, dust-choked ruts. Beside them walked a Negro slave,
his blacksnake whip in his hand, his eyes rolling with anger as he lashed the
poor straining mules before him.

At sight of the Indian boy and Thunder Moon, he winced a little and
hurried on with more blows of the whip.

“Look!” said Standing Antelope, taking advantage of this spectacle.
“They are all like that . . . all who live here. Some are called free and others
are bought and sold, but all of them are slaves. Some are in harness and
others are not, but all are drawing burdens. The mules are laboring, and the
driver is laboring also. His burden is not strapped upon his back, but it is
piled upon his mind, and it never can slip away. You are making yourself
like them, Thunder Moon. You are changing yourself and your face and your
soul. Between your eyes there is a deep mark of trouble. Is it true?”

“The mark is there,” admitted Thunder Moon slowly. “It is also true that
these men carry burdens . . . like the mules they harness to their carts.”

“And what is their purpose in living?” asked the boy.
“Tell me as you see it,” said Thunder Moon.
“All their days,” said Standing Antelope, “they labor to raise grain in

their fields or horses in their pastures, or else they heap up money with
which they can buy all they need. Otherwise, they do nothing.”

“In what way is an Indian’s life better?” Thunder Moon asked.
“Ask your own heart, which already has answered your question,”

exclaimed the boy.
“You tell me.”
“Gladly, then. The Indian trusts to chance and his own skill and the

medicine he makes to bring him on the trail of the buffalo herds and, when
he has found them, he rushes among them on his tireless horse. The
crowding herd is dangerous. The horns are sharp and the bulls are strong.
With blood and with danger and with life, the Cheyennes buy their food, oh,
Thunder Moon.”



“It is true,” admitted the warrior, his brow darkening.
“The Indian does not raise horses like a coward. He lets his horse herd

increase if it will. But when he wants more, he rides out and steals from his
enemies, and again he risks his life to gain what he needs. Is not that
glorious?”

“It is,” admitted Thunder Moon again, with a sigh.
“And every day in the city of the Suhtai there are stories of the great

deeds of other times, or else there are plans made for the next trip on the
warpath. Is not that true, also? Everyday is important. Everyday, something
is done.”

“Yes, that is true, also.”
“But here,” went on Standing Antelope, “the men, like women, live in

order to talk about the crops, the horses they are raising, and the lodges they
are building. And when, oh, my brother, when do they win honor on the
warpath?”

Thunder Moon was silent, and his brow was dark indeed. “They do not
need to fight,” he said. “Their tribe is so great that they have no enemies.
And they are kept from quarreling with one another by the law.”

“I have heard much talk of the law,” said the boy, “but I cannot tell what
it is.”

“The law,” said Thunder Moon, striving to work out the problem as he
spoke, “is something which has no substance and no body. It belongs to
every man and every man belongs to it.”

“That,” said Standing Antelope, “sounds like talk by Spotted Bull when
he is trying to put many words together just to bewilder the braves and make
them think that his medicine is big.”

“Law is medicine,” Thunder Moon said.
“Who makes it, then? What man?”
“No man. It has been made before.”
“It is dead medicine, I suppose. Being old, it must be stale.”
“No, it never dies. It never can grow old. And all the white men belong

to it. They are children, and it is the father.”
“Ha!” said the boy.
“It is true. If I strike another man, I have not hurt him, but I have hurt the

law. He cannot do anything to me. But the law will punish me.”
“It is true, then,” said the boy, “that all white men are like mules in

harness, and what they pull is the law. They do not live for glory or honor;
glory and honor may be bought only by danger. Alas, oh, Thunder Moon,



you are selling yourself and buying an empty load of law to pile in your
lodge. Is that to live?”

“All that you say,” replied the warrior, “I say also, in my heart. And yet
there is something more, I hope. What it is, I cannot tell. But I think that it is
the work of the mind that they live by and that they live for. We work with
our hands. But the work of our hands is forgotten, and only a few are
remembered by the old men of the tribe, and their true faces are not
preserved but only faint shadows of them go down. Who was your
grandfather? Who was his father? What were their deeds? Where did they
hunt and what scalps did they take?”

Standing Antelope was silent.
“Our lives are like our lodges, which must be made new many times in

one man’s life. But the white man builds forever. In my house my great-
grandson shall live. He takes from the past and he gives to the future; and in
his house, which stands forever, he puts the thoughts and the lives of the
great men of the past in the books which stand against his walls.”

“The white man’s life,” said the boy, “is spent in a chair. Is that life? It is
only a dream.”

“The buffalo,” said Thunder Moon, “travels more days’ marches than
any Cheyenne. Is his life greater than a man’s?”

This knotty question silenced Standing Antelope for a time. As they
wandered slowly up the bridle path, they heard the sound of hoofs before
them, and into their thoughtful silence rode Charlotte Keene and Harrison
Traynor, his sharp, intellectual face turned continually to the girl beside him.
The breast of Thunder Moon swelled instantly with jealous anger. The
malicious voice of Standing Antelope drove a veritable knife into his breast.

“And there is the white man’s way again,” said Standing Antelope.
“Your squaw has ridden out with another man, and she has not asked your
permission to go.” For he knew all that passed in the mind of his older
companion, and he could not resist this opportunity to deliver a thrust. The
pair checked their horses, as the man and girl came nearer. “How!” said
Standing Antelope gruffly, and raised his hand.

“Good evening,” said Thunder Moon, and, removing his hat, he bowed.
“Good heavens!” said Charlotte Keene. “Good heavens, Harry, it’s

William Sutton.”
Traynor did not answer. He merely smiled, and somehow Thunder Moon

could guess that that smile was a comment upon a conversation which had
passed between the man and the girl before this day and of which he,
Thunder Moon, had been the subject. His jealousy increased to a raging fire.



Charlotte, however, pressed closer at once. She stretched out her hand,
and Thunder Moon took it with a politely limp touch of his fingers. “I didn’t
recognize you,” she said, “but I’m so glad we’ve met. I’ve been wanting to
come over. Or to ask you and all the Suttons over. But Father is as obstinate
as he can be.”

Thunder Moon stood a little more stiffly. “Of course, I offended him,” he
said. “And I must come to apologize, if he will receive me. What I did
before, of course, I did because I did not know what was correct.”

“Of course!” said Charlotte. She bit her lip and glanced at Traynor, but
he with a pleasant smile regarded the glistening sunlight which slipped
through the branches of the trees. He would give her no help in this
conversation. The silence continued. Charlotte moved restlessly in the
saddle. “If you will come over . . . ,” she began, with forced cordiality.

As she paused a little, Thunder Moon filled in: “I shall write a note to
Judge Keene and ask for his permission.”

She was turning colder and colder. Thunder Moon wondered. Before,
there had seemed no barrier between them, though he was an Indian and
now he was surely in all appearance a white man. He was sure that he had
made no slip in manners, in language.

“We’ll expect to see you before long. Good-bye, Mister Sutton.”
“Good-bye, Miss Keene.”
He bowed to her again. It was very easy to do. Some lessons had been so

thorough that now he was performing instinctively.
Miss Charlotte Keene rode furiously, swept over a tall fence, dashed

across two meadows, and recklessly jumped a hedge and ditch beyond
before she allowed her Thoroughbred to pull up. She looked beside her.
There was the cool, calm face of Harrison Traynor, with the faint smile in
his eyes, but not on his lips.

“You’re pleased, of course!” she said.
“I?”
“Don’t be a hypocrite, Harry. You know you’re pleased.”
“About my prophecy, you mean? Well, it does seem odd that a man

could have turned into a real Sutton in such a short time. One wouldn’t
guess that he’d been raised since infancy among the Suhtai.”

Charlotte Keene sighed. “What do I care about the Suhtai and the rest of
the Indians?” she demanded. “All I know is that if he was an actor playing a
part, he played it delightfully. And now if he’s being his natural self . . .



well, I think that he’s given himself very dull lines. Heavens, Harrison, what
an awful bore.” She clipped her horse with her whip again.

Traynor allowed her to pull a length or two ahead, because he was
willing to be unobserved until his smile should have disappeared. For his
part, in leaving Mr. William Sutton, alias Thunder Moon, he had received a
glance so startlingly direct and filled with ominous lightning that he was still
quivering, but so long as the girl had not seen, all was well with his game.



CHAPTER TWENTY  
ONE BATTLE ENDED

T�� rift between the families of Sutton and Keene continued, simply
because the heads of the families refused to take a step toward a
reconciliation. Since her second meeting with William Sutton, whose Indian
alias seemed quite unworthy of remembrance, Charlotte Keene was less
worried by the alienation. Handsome Harrison Traynor filled her days and
most of her evenings with his attentions, and, for his part, he was perfectly
well contented with the progress of affairs. In the household of the Suttons
there was happiness for everyone save young Jack. Traynor saw him at a
coursing match one day, and touched his shoulder.

“You’re out of sorts, lately,” he suggested.
The youngster looked keenly up at him. “Can you guess why?” he

quickly asked.
“I can more than guess.”
They were old acquaintances and, besides, the bitterness of Jack’s heart

required a confidant. “It’s not the idea of the split inheritance,” he said. “It’s
the blindness of everyone, not seeing that it’s all a sham.”

“It’s always easy to believe what one wants to believe,” agreed Traynor.
“But I’ll tell you, Jack, a wolf looks like a dog until it shows its teeth.”

“What do you mean by that?”
Traynor already was moving off. Jack stared earnestly after him. It was

not difficult to put that suggestion into a plainer form: the way to make the
so-called William Sutton reveal his true nature was to stir him up with a
violent stimulus. Advice easy to give, perhaps, but who would want to
scratch such a tartar? However, the idea ate deeply into the memory of the
younger man, and he lodged it in his heart for the future.

In the meantime, a most unexpected stimulus was injected into the lives
of all concerned by the arrival of Adler and Kahn’s Greatest Circus on Earth.
They sent vast red bills ahead and splashed the countryside with streaks of
crimson advertising their hordes of dangerous jungle beasts and their
dazzling air acts. They were only to be in town for a single day, and for that
day the entire countryside turned out to be thrilled.



There was not much thrill to be found in the performance, however.
There was one splendid young tiger, with huge, supple shoulders, which
looked mighty enough to rip out the bars of its gilded cage, but the rest of
the beasts were a mangy lot. There was a moth-eaten lion minus its teeth, a
sleepy bear which ambled through some stupid tricks, a few acrobats in
dingy white, and the very popcorn and the pink lemonade were stale. Even
the children pronounced it a poor show and dozed in their seats. The evening
performance was attended by the merest handful.

Before midnight, however, the show of Adler and Kahn had given the
countryside a thrill and a start. The big tiger did exactly what had seemed so
impossible. He ripped out two bars of his cage, battered aside two others
with blows that would have done credit to a grizzly, and then squeezed his
way out and paid a visit to the bear’s cage. Half a dozen frightened, shouting
attendants fired blank cartridges into the face of the jungle monster, but they
could not keep it from sweeping open the cage and going in after the
snarling bear. It emerged quickly, leaving a dead carcass behind, and now it
left the circus and loped softly away into the nearby woods.

An alarm was sent out. The community armed itself. Excited searchers
went out in bands. The tiger had melted away in the shadows among the
trees, and not a trace of it was found. Rumor declared that in the earlier days
this beast had been an East Indian man-eater. At any rate, it seemed
marvelously artful in covering up its tracks, and for a whole day there was
no slightest report of it.

Then a fine three-year-old Thoroughbred was found with a broken neck
in a corner of the Harmon pastures, and the body had been partly devoured.
The trackers followed the prints of huge feet away from the spot, but they
led to a creek, and in the waters of the creek the trail was lost. In vain the
hunters watched around the carcass. The tiger did not visit it again. The
following day but one, Judge Keene lost a beautiful young mare, slaughtered
by the savage destroyer.

Panic seized the horsebreeders. They had in their midst an enemy with a
special taste for horseflesh, and they shuddered with fear. A price was laid
on the tiger’s head. Five days later the price was doubled, so that it stood at
two thousand dollars, for three more animals had gone down before this
crafty jungle devil. One was a common mule. Two were high-priced hunters.

People ventured out in the evening only in large parties, and there was a
general panic at every stir of shadows even during the broadest daylight.
Every midnight creak in every plantation house was felt to be caused by the
stalking foot of the tiger.



Standing Antelope came to Thunder Moon and, squatting on his heels,
he made a great print upon the ground. “That is the foot of the striped one,”
he said. “I shall find him, oh, brother, and we will kill him, and take the
price. It is the value of forty ponies. And I am not a rich man.”

Thunder Moon smiled and shook his head. He felt that he was pledged to
more serious work; but in the middle of the night he wakened, and the bright
moon was shining in his face. He got up and entered the adjoining chamber
where the boy slept.

Standing Antelope was already up, bringing a hunting knife to a fine
edge, and with a rifle laid out before him. He glanced keenly at his leader. “I
have been waiting a long time,” he said, “but now let us go.”

Thunder Moon, rather sheepishly, went with him out of the house and
into the woods. Just at the verge of the moon and the shadow, they lighted a
pipe and smoked, with puffs to the Sky People and puffs to the earth spirits,
alternately. Then Standing Antelope took up a handful of dust and pebbles
and blew the dust away. He closed his hand and face to the north, the east,
the south, and the west. Then he opened his hand and counted five little
stones.

“It is luck and medicine, brother,” he said. “Four days I have followed
the sign of this great one. This is the fifth day. Four times I rode behind you
in the other times, and the fifth time you noticed me and took me with you
and made me a man. Hai, Thunder Moon. We shall kill before the morning.”
He turned and began to run across the country.

Mile after mile they put behind them until they came to a group of
wrecked buildings, the site of a deserted farm house. There Standing
Antelope paused, and said: “Look at the great trees, brother, that go up
against the sky and the moon. All underneath them is thick, thick brush.”

“Good!” gasped Thunder Moon. “Is he in there?”
The boy smiled at him. “You are fat, oh, my friend,” he said. “You are

fat and your wind is not good, if a little walk as we have taken steals it away
from you.”

The long arm of Thunder Moon reached for him, but with cat-like speed
he avoided it. “Did you follow the tiger here?” asked Thunder Moon.

“I have followed it for four days, and each of the four tracks
disappeared. And each time the tracks pointed in this direction from
different quarters of the horizon. He could come by that stone ledge and lose
his tracks. Or he could jump from one fallen log to another, there. You will
see. Something will happen before long.”



They followed the line of the logs which the boy had pointed out, and at
the end of the last one, where the ground was soft, Standing Antelope lifted
a little patch of fallen leaves. He made a quick signal, and Thunder Moon
peered over his shoulder. There, plainly visible in the moonlight, was a great
round print of a foot. They spoke no more, except with signs.

“This was not here this morning,” said the boy. “Surely he is inside.”
Like snakes they advanced, writhing softly through the brush, until at

last Thunder Moon was gripped in the small of the back by a deadly chill.
He jerked his head over his shoulder and saw behind him two
phosphorescent disks of light, huge as lanterns in the dusk beneath the
shadow of the trees. He knew that the hunted had turned hunter. He touched
the leg of the boy who was crawling in front of him with the flying tips of
his fingers, and made the sign: “Danger is behind us.” Then he gripped his
rifle.

The brush confined him on either side, and he felt that before he could
swing the gun through the crackling leaves, the monster would spring. So,
he drew from either hip holster a long-barreled Colt, and cast up through the
boughs above him a single glance to the moon-flooded brightness of the sky.
Then he turned and planted a bullet straight between the eyes of the beast.

The answer was a roar that made his nerves leap. The giant shadow
lurched forward at him. He fell, firing as he dropped, and as he twisted on
his side a striped belly drove above him. Into it he sent a forty-four caliber
slug, and got to his knees again.

The thought of Standing Antelope was in his mind, but now he saw that
the boy was safe at one side of the path. The great tiger had leaped blindly
and cleared the bodies of both its enemies. Now it stood in the midst of a
patch of stout brush such as that through which Standing Antelope and
Thunder Moon had been forcing their way. It seemed like a vast cat, gone
mad with rage because a mouse had escaped it, and at the slashing strokes of
its forepaws the brush was uprooted, beaten aside, knocked flat.

Something more than rage had blinded it, Thunder Moon could guess.
Standing Antelope’s rifle spat fire. The tiger stood like a soldier at attention.
Then, with a quick shot from the gun which he had just picked up, Thunder
Moon drove a bullet behind the shoulder of the monster and through its
heart. So that battle ended.



CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE  
BIG GAME AND SMALL

T�� moonlight was failing as they began to skin the tiger. The dawn was
gray in the east when the pelt finally was stripped from the body. Still much
had to be done to clean the hide and, by the time the preparation was
complete, all the sky was rosy with the day. They had carried the pelt
outside the brush for better light, and here they were observed at a distance
by one of Paul Leicester’s slaves, who went to report to his master.
Leicester, riding over the meadow, came on the final stage of the work, and
saw William Sutton, stripped to the waist, laboring with a will. It was
Leicester who looked on the scene of the combat, and saw where the fight
had taken place, where the hunters had been hunted, where the tiger had
battered down the brush, and where it had fallen. It was he, also, who had a
pair of horses brought for the victors so that they could ride home with their
pelt.

There had been what seemed to them an equitable division of the spoil.
The reward for the killing was to go to Standing Antelope, as was the twenty
knife-like claws of the great cat which, their points blunted, already were
strung as a necklace to ornament the boy’s neck. Like a young savage he
went, rejoicing in the bloodstains which covered his body, his hands, and his
clothes. William Sutton, stepping out of the role of Thunder Moon, was
properly clad when he mounted the borrowed horse and tied behind his
saddle the share of the loot which went to him—the head and pelt of the
tiger.

Already he knew what he wanted to do with it, and he went straight as
an arrow across the countryside to the house of Judge Keene. It was still
early morning, but the judge and his daughter were at breakfast under a
pergola in the garden when Thunder Moon rode up.

He raised his hat, dismounted, and bowed to them again. Judge Keene
came hastily toward him. He was only waiting for some such chance as this
to show that he regretted the words which he had spoken in heat on the
subject of this young man and his novel courtship. He took the hand of
William Sutton with much warmth.

“You’re up early, William,” he said. “I’m delighted to see you. And isn’t
that the Austrian horse of Mister Leicester. Isn’t that Fregoli? Hello, though.



What have you been hunting?”
He saw the roll of fur which bulked behind the saddle and a moment

later Charlotte screamed with excitement, for Thunder Moon had taken
down the pelt, and the huge, grinning, head of the tiger appeared. At the feet
of the girl Thunder Moon laid down the spoil. He unrolled it, and the pelt
glimmered like black-striped velvet. Though the hide was empty, the great
fangs seemed locked with power and malice upon the stout stick which
Thunder Moon had placed between the jaws.

“This is for you,” he said. “If you will take it, I shall leave it here.”
She stared into the terrible mask of the jungle beast. “How can I take it?”

she asked.
“Why not?” broke in her father. “It’s a most magnificent present. Sit

down here, my lad. Ask your wild young friend to come here, too. I want to
hear all about it. By heaven, there’s still blood on that youngster. Did you
fight hand to hand? Sit down, William.”

Thunder Moon glanced toward the sun and marked its height. “In a few
moments,” he said, “my mother will ask for me, and she will be frightened if
I am not there. I must go back at once.” He stepped to his horse and gathered
the reins. Then he turned toward Charlotte for a last word. “I’m glad that
you’ll keep the skin,” he said. Leaping into the saddle, he bowed to them
over the horn with bared head, and presently his horse was scattering the
gravel down the driveway, and Standing Antelope was galloping in the van.

The judge could hardly finish his breakfast. He jumped up from the table
again and again to look at the trophy. Suddenly he said: “Charlie, the
scoundrel really loves you.”

Charlotte did not answer. She leaned over and felt the hide. “It still
seems warm with life!” she said.

So a double sensation was given. There was the killing of the tiger to
talk about, and more than that, there was the presentation of the pelt to
young Charlotte Keene.

“If he hadn’t done it quite so soon . . . in a few days . . . but to take it
there straightway . . . why, my dear, it was almost as though he had been
hunting the tiger for the sake of Charlotte Keene.”

So said the colonel to his wife, and she answered: “Well, and perhaps he
was.”

“But we don’t publish our affairs of the heart for the attention of the
entire world.”



“Let him go his own way,” said Mrs. Sutton. “It will turn out right in the
end.”

“Let me have another month with him,” said the colonel fervently, “and I
think it will. Let me have another month to train him, and then I think he’ll
understand what law means, and real self-control.”

Now, while the colonel was making this prayer aloud, young Traynor
rode through the woodland with Charlotte Keene. He was saying to her:
“This fellow William Sutton . . . or Thunder Moon . . . or whatever his right
name may be. . . .”

“We’ll call him William Sutton,” suggested Charlotte coldly.
“I thought he was quite sidetracked,” Traynor said, “but he seems to be

one of the sort who never fires single guns. Silence or a broadside, from
him.”

“You’re speaking very frankly.”
“Of course I am. What could be franker? I’m afraid of how he may get

on with you with these odd presents, given at odd moments.”
“There’s something devilish about your frankness,” said the girl. “It

always makes it harder to guess what you’re really thinking.”
“Like Iago, you mean? But tell me, my dear, when a fellow gallops out

of the heart of the morning, so to speak, and lays a handsome tiger skin at
your feet, doesn’t it open your soul to him a bit?”

“You may be as frank as you please,” she said, “I’d rather talk about the
weather.”

“Yes,” said Traynor, “he’s gaining ground with you, I see. One can feel
his cleverness. He won’t stay in the field for steady maneuvers, but he lays
ambushes, makes night attacks, and carries forward in five minutes further
than others go in years of effort.”

“Do you think he’s simply crafty?”
“Of course he is. Plenty of brains, he has. He’s not so sure of his

rhetoric, you see. Won’t trust himself entirely to words. So he sets up a tiger
skin to speak for him with all its stripes. And, by Jove, it seems to have
worked most successfully.”

“I think,” she said, “that he’s simply filled with impulse.”
Mr. Traynor laughed gaily. “You wouldn’t be so charming, my dear,” he

declared, “if there was not so much of the child in you. It’s delightful to see
the way you trust people. Mere impulse? In a fellow clever enough to play
such a role as he’s carrying off and. . . .”

Charlotte Keene checked her horse.



“I shouldn’t have said that. I really apologize to him and to you. My
tongue simply stammered it out, confound it!” he said.

“It wasn’t fair!” she said.
“Of course it wasn’t. It was like hitting from behind, and I never do that.

I’m eternally sorry, Charlie.”
Such a silence came between them that a squirrel which had been hiding

behind a little shrub ventured out a step or two, turning its bright little eyes
here and there, hungering bravely to cross the road.

“You’re angry, Charlotte,” Traynor said softly, at last.
“I am,” she confessed. “I think I’d better ride on alone and get rid of my

temper.”
“Do just as you think best,” he answered.
“Then I’ll turn back. Good morning, Harry.”
“Good morning, Charlie.”
He raised his hat to her and kept it off, watching her around the turn of

the road.



CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO  
LISTENERS

“I �� no more to him than a schoolmaster to a pupil,” said Colonel Sutton
gloomily. “If there is any emotion in him, I have failed to see it. And what
does he do when he sits with you here in the evenings? Does he speak at
all?”

The family was on the small side verandah of the house, facing the rose
garden.

Mrs. Sutton touched her husband’s arm. “I’m not worried,” she said. “He
cannot show himself to you as he does to me. Something prevents him. But
come tonight and sit just inside the window, so that you can listen. I don’t
know. Sometimes he says nothing at all. Sometimes he says such things as
no one else can say.”

Ruth asked softly: “May I be there, too?”
“I want you to,” said the mother. “And you, Jack. It will be a shorter way

of coming to know your big brother than any other I can think of.”
Jack stood up and shook his head. “It’s too much like eavesdropping!”

he declared.
It was after dinner, and William Sutton had not yet come down to the

porch. When he appeared, a little later, the father and the others excused
themselves. Mrs. Sutton settled to her needlepoint close to the hooded lamp.
Thunder Moon, when the rest were gone, stretched himself on the porch
floor, with his hands behind his head, so that he could stare up into the star-
strewn vault of the sky. For many minutes nothing was said. There was some
sound which was inaudible to the listeners inside the window in the dark.

“What was that?” asked Mrs. Sutton.
“A night hawk.”
Another silence.
“Who taught you the calls of the birds, William?”
“Big Hard Face taught me. Mostly when we went away to hunt eagles.”
“To hunt eagles?”
“Yes. For their feathers. They are a good medicine, you know.”



He still used some words out of his old Indian vocabulary, even when he
was calmest. When he was excited, they came forth in troops.

“But how can they be hunted?”
“It is best to go with a very wise and patient man. One learns to be

patient. Big Hard Face used to say that was the better part of wisdom.”
“Was he a patient man?”
“He is a patient man,” replied Thunder Moon, quietly correcting the

tense. “For many years he wanted to make me a great warrior and thought
that I was a coward. I could not stand pain.”

“But I have seen . . . why, William, of course you can stand pain.”
“No, I cannot. Even to think of it makes me sick. When Snake-that-Talks

was young, someone dared him to pick a coal out of a fire, and hold it to
light his father’s pipe. There is a way of handling a live coal so that it will
not burn. He did not know how. It stuck to his skin. The smoke went up
from his flesh while he held the coal to light his father’s pipe, but he would
not make a sign. Afterwards, when the burn healed, his fingers were stiff for
more than a year. And there were many other young men among the Suhtai
who despised fear, but I never was like that.”

“I am glad you were not!” Mrs. Sutton said. “Such absolute folly. Such
ridiculous pride in self-torture. I am glad that you were not so foolish, dear
boy.”

Thunder Moon was silent for a moment, watching the waving branch of
a climbing vine, like a dark arm against the stars. “Ha!” he said, softly, at
last. “That is the way with mothers. I have listened to the women among the
Suhtai, and even when many spoke at once, I always could tell when a
mother spoke to a child. I listened and came to know. I had no mother.”

“You had,” said she very gently. “For during all the time when you were
away, my thought was flying after you. My heart cried for you. Somehow, I
know, my prayers brought you back.”

“It is true that you pray,” remarked Thunder Moon after a pause, “but
you pray upon your knees, and not standing. Even the men kneel, as I saw
when I went with you to the church. Does the God to whom you pray hold a
whip? Why do you kneel, and why are all your faces sad?”

“Sad, my dear?”
“When I pray to the Sky People, I stand straight. I hold a dream shield in

my left hand and in my right I hold my spear. If I were weak and fell on my
knees, they would laugh at me and they never would hear my words.”

“Has your father told you nothing about our God, William?”



“I have heard a little about hell and heaven,” William said, carelessly.
“Also, among the Suhtai, Spotted Bull used to talk a great deal about
Tarawa. But every man must learn for himself. The Sky People have taken
me into the camp of my enemy and brought me out again with their
medicine bags in my hand. Twice they have done this. When I was a boy,
they lightened my feet so that I could win the races. In return, I have given
them good payment of buffalo robes, and buffaloes, and weapons. Once I
sacrificed three new rifles to the Sky People. And that same day I found the
trail for which my war party was hunting. But your people never give
anything. You only ask.”

Mrs. Sutton answered quietly: “Some day you will learn more about
these things. I’m not wise enough to tell you. Only this . . . that our God
owns everything and has everything. There is nothing that we can give Him
except our love.”

“I cannot understand,” said Thunder Moon. “Much asking and little
giving makes few friends, Big Hard Face used to say. But some other day I
may understand. Now I have another thing to say to you. My brother and my
sister do not love me. How shall I win their love?”

“You are very busy with your studies. When you have more time, then
you will be able to talk with them.”

“I shall find what they wish and learn how to give it to them,” he replied.
Then he sat up.

“That owl is very near,” said Mrs. Sutton, listening also.
“Yes, it is near.”
“Are you going to bed, dear?”
“Yes.” He kissed her good night, and disappeared into the house.
He tapped at the door of Standing Antelope. There was no answer. He

opened the door and saw that the room was empty. As though that made him
hasten, he slipped out the window, peered keenly among the shadows of the
garden beneath, and then climbed swiftly down the side of the house.



CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE  
THE OWL HOOTS

H������ down the side of the house, Thunder Moon clutched a drain pipe
and hung by one hand, listening for the long, soft hoot of an owl again
drifted through the air. The next instant he was on the ground and, heading
back through the shrubbery, he worked swiftly around toward the point from
which the call had seemed to drift.

A shadow stepped from behind a tree trunk. Thunder Moon swerved as
if from a pointed gun, but the quiet voice of Standing Antelope said: “I shall
watch for you and wait here, brother. Let me be your eyes.”

Striding forward, Thunder Moon stepped into a little open space among
the trees and saw before him a shadowy outline, and the starlight glinted
faintly upon two copper-red braids of hair. “Red Wind!” he said.

“How!” answered the calm voice of the girl.
“Red Wind,” he repeated, gasping out the words in Cheyenne. “How

have you come here? Who brought you here?”
“Someone who rode this trail before.”
“Someone who rode this trail before? But no other person ever came

here from the Cheyennes except . . . ah, do you mean Big Hard Face? Is he
here with you? Did the old man bring you?”

“White Crow is dead,” the girl said. “The teepee of Big Hard Face is
empty and sad. I could not fill it. So he came away to find you.”

“Bring me to him, then. Where is he? What could have made him come
into such danger, Red Wind?”

“He has many things to say,” she answered, “and it is not fitting that a
woman should speak the mind of a war chief! This way, Thunder Moon!”

Full of excitement, he hurried with great strides, and the girl began to
run to keep up and show him the proper direction, only murmuring to him:
“Thunder Moon, your feet fall on the ground like a stick on the face of a
drum. Everyone will hear in the great lodge. They will all come out and look
for you! Hush! Hush! Go softly.”

Suddenly he saw a tall form hooded in a great robe. “My Father!” cried
Thunder Moon.



“How!” said the old chief, and raised his hand.
Thunder Moon rushed in under the saluting hand and clasped the old

warrior in his arms. It was no trembling, time-worn skeleton that he took in
his grasp, for the years had fallen thickly upon the head of the chief but they
had neither bowed his shoulders nor made his step infirm. He had grown
slower, heavier, but he was as majestic as ever in demeanor and in presence.
The arms with which he embraced his foster son were like the arms of a
bear. “Come in with me,” said Thunder Moon, as they separated a little. “I
want to have light so that I can see you, my Father.”

“Would you take me into the lodge of the strangers?” asked the chief.
“It is my lodge also,” Thunder Moon said, “and if. . . .”
A gruff exclamation of anger stopped him. “Your lodge stands among

the Suhtai,” said the chief with emotion. “How can a man have lodges
among two people? Your place is back on the plains where the Suhtai wait
for you. How many warriors ride behind your white father into battle?”

Thunder Moon replied: “He does not ride to battle, and there are no
warriors behind him. Only friends. Things are not with the white man as
they are with the Indians, Father.”

“Ha!” cried the chief. “This is good. What has kept you so long then,
among people where there is no glory to be gained? What has kept you here,
Thunder Moon? Honor and fame call you back to the plains. The Suhtai
await you. Listen to me while I tell you a true thing. They let you live
among them and gave you only a little praise. Now that you have gone, the
Pawnees and the Comanches know of your going. The great chief, Falling
Stone, hangs on the edge of our sky and rides down and strikes us like a bolt
from Tarawa’s hand. The Pawnees charge and have no fear of the Suhtai,
because they know that Thunder Moon is not among us. Lame Eagle is
dead. Snake-that-Talks is dead, also. The leaders of the Suhtai look at one
another and no man wishes to take the warpath. We have no strong medicine
left. The Comanches are coming up from the south, and they sweep away
our horses by hundreds. Before long, the Suhtai will have to walk on the
plains. Dogs will pull their travois. All the Indians of the plains will laugh at
them. They will be beggars. They will have to creep up to the buffalo by
stealth. They no longer will be able to ride among them like warriors and
hunters.”

“Be silent for a moment!” broke in William Sutton. “You fill my heart
with trouble and misery, Father. Let me think and draw my breath again.”

Red Wind, as though she read his mind, stepped close and drew about
his shoulders her own robe, made of the lightest skins, delicately prepared



and dressed. He pulled it like a hood over his head, and covered his face in
the age-old sign of grief and suffering.

Big Hard Face seemed touched by this, and he went on in a gentler
voice: “Now that our enemies scorn us, the Suhtai are beginning to talk to
one another and they say: ‘It was not like this in the days when Thunder
Moon was among us. When he led out our young men, they came back with
scalps and they counted many coups. He was himself like a strong war party,
able to dash into the camps of our enemies and fill them with terror. He was
like a fire upon the fields. All the nations fled before him.’ ”

The imagery of the chief had taken wings. But Thunder Moon said
suddenly: “Still there is the wizard and medicine man, Spotted Bull, who
hates me and turns the hearts of the people from me.”

“Spotted Bull is like a young man who has never counted a coup,” said
the chief. “A few old women still listen to him but the men have turned
away from him, for they know that it was he who drove you from us.”

“He did not drive me!” said Thunder Moon. “And ten like him could not
have driven me. Tell me. Is it true that the chiefs and the young warriors
speak of me and wish me back among them?”

“Ha!” cried Big Hard Face. “Is it strange that their prayers for your
return have not walked even this far through the air to you. Come back, for
you will be made the chief of all the Suhtai. Come back, and by lifting them
from misery to greatness you will make yourself great also. At the last
council of the Cheyennes, the other tribes shrugged their shoulders at the
Suhtai, and the Omissis chief, Walking Horse, even the father of this
wretched girl, offered to take us among his people and add our teepees to
his.”

“Ha!” cried Thunder Moon. And his strong fingers, in the darkness,
found the haft of the hunting knife which was always somewhere in his
clothes.

“It is true, and the young men of the Suhtai listened and are disturbed
and they said that perhaps it would be wise for them to join the Omissis, and
so they could escape from the Pawnees and from the terrible Comanche
riders.”

“You spoke, however,” said Thunder Moon.
“I spoke,” admitted the old chief, “and I restored their hearts to them for

a little. But they will change again.”
“Ah, my brave and wise Father!” said the youth. “How much I honor

you. I shall go out with you and find my people again and, when I come, let
the Comanches and the Pawnees make their prayers to Tarawa, and let them



offer up their sacrifices, for I shall take them with a vengeance that our
grandchildren shall speak of. I shall carry off their horses and leave their
dead without scalps. I shall make the Pawnees howl like wolves. Do you
hear me, my Father?”

“I hear you!” said the old man, his voice trembling with joy. “I hear you,
and I bless you. Tell me that it is a promise and a true thing that shall
happen, Thunder Moon.”

“I tell you,” began Thunder Moon, when the soft voice of the girl broke
in upon him:

“Do not promise. Our people are red men, and your face is white. Live
here among the men of your own blood. You must not leave them. What
right have we to ask for your life.”

The riding whip of Big Hard Face hung by a noose from his wrist. He
raised it with a groan of fury and lashed the girl heavily with it. She did not
stir. It was as though she had not felt the stroke.

“Stay here,” she said, “and send the old man away. He has a name; but
he is no more kin to you than the dog that howls there in the darkness.”



CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR  
A DOG BARKS

S�������� in the night, a dog was calling mournfully for a moon which
had not yet risen. Thunder Moon was too amazed by this speech to speak a
word. His foster father stood with arm and whip suspended, ready to give
the second stroke but held back by some inexplicable force. At length he
dropped his hand and said bitterly:

“I know, now, why this woman followed me, and trailed after me for two
days before she came up to me on the plains. I know now why she cared for
me as a daughter cares for a father since the time when White Crow died. It
was because out of her malice, she wished to be with me when I spoke to
my son, and then she would destroy whatever I said. For that is the curse
that she brought to the Suhtai . . . she has lived only to send Thunder Moon
away from us, and now she will prevent him from ever returning.”

Thunder Moon stepped close to the girl and stood above her in the
darkness. “Why is it that you have hated me so?” he asked her. “What is the
harm that I have done to you? When have I struck you or reviled you? I
brought you back when you would have gone away with a Pawnee wolf
from our teepee. Otherwise, I have not injured you. But now you hate me
terribly. You would lay down your life, I think, to keep me from going back
to the Suhtai.”

“You will not go back,” the girl said. “They are not your people. Even
when you lived among them, you were not one of them. And now, if you
went back, you would see that they eat raw entrails of freshly killed game.
They would be horrible to you. No, you will not go back.”

“Why do I not strike her dead?” asked Big Hard Face, panting with
emotion. “Why do I stand and listen to her, as if my hand were numb? But I
do not need to strike her to silence her. I need only say to you that I, a chief
among the Suhtai, raised you as my son. I taught you the law of the tribe. I
gave you food and shelter. I gave you horses and arms. I enabled you to go
out on the warpath. If my flesh is not in you, my spirit is in you, and the
spirit is greater than the flesh. You have heard her speak, Thunder Moon,
and you can see that there is nothing but evil in her. Now tell her to go. I
think she would obey you.”



For answer, Thunder Moon whistled softly. Standing Antelope bounded
up to them, his foot making hardly a sound among the dead leaves which
covered the ground.

“Give me a light,” said Thunder Moon in English. The boy, with a flint
and steel and tinder, struck a light, kindled a bit of fir branch in the flame,
and stood up with the snapping fire in his hand.

This Thunder Moon took and, raising it above his head, he stood close to
the girl and looked down at her. The olive skin was as much lighter than that
of the Indian women as it was darker, say, than the complexion of Charlotte
Keene. The twisted, massive braids of her red hair fell like flowing copper
over her breast, and the dark, changeless, inscrutable eyes regarded him.

“So, so!” said Thunder Moon, stepping back from her. “I have seen your
eyes even in my dreams since I left the Suhtai. All evil things have a life of
their own, and so you have a life, Red Wind. Never since I was a boy have I
feared anything as I have feared you and, now that you have come to me
again, I know that there will be great trouble and danger before me. Why do
you haunt me like a spirit which has lost its scalp in the battle? No
Cheyenne ever has died under my hand. You cannot say that brother or
father or lover was killed by me. Why do you haunt me and hate me, Red
Wind?”

“It is of no use to speak with her,” said Big Hard Face. “Let her go.
There is nothing but evil in her. You were about to give me a promise that
you would return with me to your people . . . to our people, Thunder Moon.
Let me hear you speak it now.”

“I have heard you,” said Thunder Moon. “Someday, of course, I shall
return to the Suhtai, but it is true that my skin is white, and now the great
lodge is my lodge, and I have a place in it. Let me at least stay until I know a
little more of them.”

“No good journey can be made when the face is turned in the wrong
direction,” replied the chief. “It is the voice of the girl which has changed
you. Leave me, Thunder Moon. There is no joy in my heart. You have given
me nothing but pain. Go and leave me alone with my sorrow.”

He turned his back resolutely on his foster son and strode away, but so
blindly that he would have crashed against a tree, had not Red Wind, with
instant care, drawn him to one side. She sprang back to Thunder Moon.

“Go back!” she said. “I shall come to you again. Now, go back, for there
is nothing more that you can do tonight.”

He turned gloomily, and went toward the house. A dozen times he
paused, and a dozen times he was about to return to the spot where he had



left the old man. Each time he remembered the words of the girl, and the
strange surety with which she had spoken. Whatever was the strength of Big
Hard Face, or whatever was his own might, Thunder Moon could not help
feeling that in this girl there was an uncanny influence stronger than either.
He acknowledged it, and he wondered greatly.

In the meantime, moving as if in a trance, he came toward the house.
The night was warm and still. He did not want to go to his room so he went
out on the stretch of lawn before the house and paced up and down until a
stealthy form moved behind him. He did not stop to think that he was not
out on the plains. He whirled and leaped like a tiger, and instantly a
muscular body writhed in his grasp. He found the throat with one hand; with
the other he drew his knife—and then a gasping voice reached him. He
relaxed his grip at once and stepped back.

“Why are you here, Jack?” he asked. “And why did you sneak up on me
like that?”

“Good Lord,” Jack Sutton cried, “it’s Thunder Moon . . . William, I
mean. What a pair of hands you have. I thought my throat would be torn out.
Ah-h-h!” He drew a long breath, and then he added with a shudder: “I’m
still half alive, at least. Confound it, you’ve spoiled my cravat, I think. You
might look before you leap, it seems to me.”

“I’m sorry,” answered William Sutton. “But you slipped up behind me
. . . you shouldn’t have done that.”

“How the devil was I to know that it was you?” asked the irritated
youngster. “I saw a shadow out here on the lawn . . . everyone had gone to
bed . . . you’d gone to bed first of all. How was I to know that it wasn’t a
thief sneaking up on the house?”

He flung away into the night and disappeared.



CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE  
A MAIDEN SPEAKS

T�� estate of Colonel Sutton was so far-flung and his interests were so
many that he himself had only a vague idea of all that was going on over his
domain. He felt that while it was due to the property to show it a respectful
attention and interest, it was due to himself not to be troubled by details.
What details there were. There were lumbering and lath-making at one mill
and shingle-making at another. There were wheat-raising and the growing of
barley and oats and corn. The chief crop was tobacco, and to tobacco the
colonel gave some attention, a matter about which he had intimate
knowledge. The other crops interested him very little.

Thunder Moon said as they rode through the estates: “This tobacco is
very much. It will fill many pipes. All the Comanches and the Sioux and the
Cheyennes could fill their pipes from that one field. But still, those trees are
very many, and the creeks turn the wheels of the mills, and the wheat grows
thick and tall. There must be a great profit from those things, my Father.”

The colonel responded: “The rest are nothing. Look at the book of profit
and loss. Curly thinks I ought to sell out everything except the tobacco land,
and I’d do it, except that the fellow who wants to buy is a Yankee. I can’t
have a Yankee for a neighbor. However, it’s a temptation to sell to this one.
He offers a great price. For the timber alone he would pay . . . well, enough
to make your head swim.”

“Why should he offer so much?” William asked.
“Because the Yankees know how to make money.”
“What profit do you make from the lumber each year?” William

pursued.
“What cash return? I don’t know. I leave those things to Samson.

Samson handles the books. He could tell you, I suppose.”
Samson was a mulatto who had been made a free man a dozen years

before because of a long and faithful service. He was a big fellow with a
pleasant manner and a smile that never stopped, and the real management of
the great estate was in his hands.

“Next to you,” said William, “Samson is the chief of all these lands and
the people who live on them?”



“Chief? Well, he has many responsibilities. Takes a vast load off my
shoulders. Don’t you like Samson? Pleasant fellow!”

“Among the Suhtai,” answered William, “they do not choose a war chief
because he is kind, but because he can get scalps for the young men who
follow him. I do not think that Samson would be made a chief among the
Suhtai.”

The colonel made a wry face at this comment. “Don’t mix your
standards of judgment,” he said. “Remember that what’s true for the Suhtai
on the warpath is not true for white men living in peace.”

To all this William listened intently, but he reserved judgment. It seemed
to him that some lessons learned among the Cheyennes would be useful
among the white men, particularly that rule which declared that the war
chief who wished for success must make sure that every one of his followers
was well equipped.

In the meantime, he wanted very much to speak to his father about the
two visitors who had come to him from the plains; but the last speech had, in
a sense, made it impossible for him to talk of what was nearest to his heart.
A man who held that the white man and the Indian were different humans
could not be expected to sympathize with Big Hard Face and Red Wind.

This conversation had taken place during a recess of the morning’s work,
and after it the work began again. Labor, labor, labor! Thunder Moon’s head
was bowed, his brain staggered as it approached new problems of infinite
smallness. Of what real use was any of this book learning? Did it teach one
to strike harder, stand straighter, hit the mark more squarely, ride, tell the
truth, be faithful to friends and terrible to enemies?

Revolting for the thousandth time, he started up from his table in the
little summer house and strode impatiently to the window. All embowered in
rich greens, the landscape fell away before him. Through the vistas of the
mighty trees he could see the distant fields and the laborers moving through
them. He shuddered with sympathy as he watched them.

“It is true,” said a voice. “It is a smaller horizon than that of the plains.”
It did not startle him; it was no more, hardly, than an echo of his

thoughts. Then he remembered that he had not spoken and he stared wildly
around him. He saw nothing, at first, but then, not three steps away, hardly
screened by the showering tendrils or by the copper-bright blossoms of the
big, climbing vine, stood Red Wind. His face darkened as he looked at her.

“Where is the old man?” he asked.
“He did not sleep all the night. But now he is sleeping.”
“Why are you here where everyone can see you?”



“No one will see me. The people here are blind; even Thunder Moon
does not see very clearly.” Only in her eyes a faint smile appeared. He rested
a hand against the side of the trellis and looked calmly, thoroughly at her.
“No,” he said, “a thousand men could look at you and never see the truth
about you.”

“What truth, Thunder Moon?”
“I, in my life,” he said, feeling the familiar Cheyenne speech like a

charm upon his tongue, “I, in my life, have not sat all my days in a lodge
and looked at old women painting images of the world. I have ridden out
and beheld many things. Is it not true?”

“Men say among the Suhtai,” the girl said, “that Thunder Moon has
ridden from the great south river to the northern snow. However, a blind
man could ride forever and see very little.”

“Peace!” he said, stamping with anger. “I say, that I have seen many
things, splendid rivers, and noble mountains, and glorious horses, and young
and old people of the white men and the red, but never have I seen so much
beauty as there is gathered together and made into Red Wind. She is like a
thing molded of fire; and the image of her is burned into my mind. Behold, I
have not seen you for many moons, and much has flowed into my eyes since
we parted, and yet at all times I could not close my eyes upon the face of
Red Wind. By day and by night the thought of your beauty has blown
through me. What I see of you is good. It fills the heart, and the heart
overflows, and words of praise are on the tongue of him who looks. But the
mind sees you more clearly than the eyes. Now, that vine falls over you with
grace and with beautiful blossoms, but there is more grace and there is more
beauty in you; and yet with my mind I know you. Among the Omissis you
were a shadow of trouble and to the Suhtai you have brought disgrace and
ruin, and you have sent me away into a distant country. And what man in the
world can speak good of you? Do not call me blind, Red Wind? For I see
you and know you.”

“However,” said the girl calmly, “the bad horse suffers from the whip,
and I have suffered also.” She drew aside her robe at the throat, and he saw
the livid streak left by the whip stroke which Big Hard Face had given her
the night before. “Big Hard Face,” she said, “is a kind man. When he strikes,
he used only a whip, and after a while the mark of the whip is healed and
goes away; but other men strike heavily with words, and the marks that they
make never are healed and they never go away. Do not blame your father too
much. I have almost forgotten that he struck me.”



Thunder Moon gritted his teeth. “You say that I am cruel and wicked,”
he said. “Then come into this small lodge and sit down with me. I shall talk
to you. Tell me about my wickedness. I shall listen.”



CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX  
IN THE GARDEN

T���� was no chance for Thunder Moon to receive an answer to this, for
hoofs spattered sharply up the driveway, and two riders came to a stop not
far away, where Mrs. Sutton was busy with her trowel in the garden.

“Dear Missus Sutton,” called the voice of Charlotte Keene, “how lazy
you make me feel. And what a beautiful garden you have made here.”

“I openly potter around child,” said Mrs. Sutton. “We have such an
industrious member of the family now, you know, that he shames the rest of
us into some sort of labor.”

“That’s William, I suppose. Have you heard about the present he gave
me?”

“Oh, the skin of the tiger, you mean? He gave all the reward to the
Indian boy.”

“He has no business sense, dear Missus Sutton. But he couldn’t give
away the glory of such a killing, could he? Where is he now?”

“In the summer house, there. In this fine warm weather he prefers it to
indoors.”

“May I speak with him?”
“Please do.”
The hoofbeats crashed closer. Through the lattice work Thunder Moon

saw Charlotte swing to the ground, and now she was standing before him at
the little arched entrance over which the climbing vines streamed and
showered color and fragrance beyond telling. She came to him smiling and
took his hand.

“Are you too busy to see me for one moment? Thank you. May I come
in then? What a lovely place for work.”

Somehow he hoped that she would not look through the other window
and see Red Wind standing among the shadows. In the distance he heard the
quiet voice of that young aristocrat, Harrison Traynor, speaking to Mrs.
Sutton in the garden.

“You have it decorated, too, I see,” said the girl. “What a lance. Like a
knight of the old days, isn’t it?”



“What is a knight?” asked Thunder Moon.
“Ah, your father will tell you. But . . . a real bow and real arrows. Don’t

tell me that you’ve actually used them . . . not with your own hands.”
“I have.”
“But can you hit anything with them? Will they really go straight and

pierce through?”
For answer, he slipped the bow from the wall, saying: “I never could

handle a bow as the rest of the tribe manage it. But, still you can see how
rapidly they work . . . at short range they’re very good. You see?”

With a swift and easy motion he drew the bow, an arrow on the string.
Strong were the Cheyennes, and strongest of all were the Suhtai, but no
hand, save that of Thunder Moon, could wield this mighty war bow. The
twang of the cord was like the stroke of a finger upon the harp. There the
arrow quivered in the heart of a sapling twenty yards away.

She ran to look. The keen steel point had pricked through on the farther
side. Though the tree was young and slender and the wood was soft with
youth, yet Charlotte could not help a shudder when she thought of how that
arrow would have driven through human flesh. She touched the shaft; it still
was quivering in its lodgment. Then she came back to Thunder Moon.

“Well,” she said, “of course you make everything possible. But if every
Indian can shoot as well as this, why aren’t the white men wiped out of the
plains country?”

“I’ll tell you,” he answered. “Every Indian shouts as he fights. The white
man shouts afterward. The Indian fights so that he may tell about it
afterward, but the white man is willing to die in the battle. That is the great
difference, and that is why the white men grow stronger and stronger.”

“You say it sadly, William.”
“It is a vast country,” he said for answer. “And there should be room for

every one in it. But the white man is a king, and so is the Cheyenne. They
cannot live beside one another.”

He fell into gloomy thought, in the spell of these reflections. Charlotte
had an opportunity to turn her clear, bright eyes from one thing to another in
the room, and finally to the fatal book of geography over which he had been
poring. She smiled at him, then, partly in amusement, and partly in pity.

“I’m giving a dance tonight. Not a real ball. Can you come, William?”
“The Suhtai do not dance like the white men, who go around and around

with a woman in their arms,” he answered.



“You may dance as you please,” she said. “But there are a great many
young people in our neighborhood who want to know you better. Say that
you’ll come.”

He thought of Big Hard Face in the woods nearby, of Red Wind, of all
the trouble that lay before him, and of the many decisions which he would
have to make.

“I cannot come,” he said.
“Is it your father?” she asked, tilting her head a little. “Is he still very

angry with my father?”
“My father?” he answered, with a start. “Which father?”
Charlotte stared. “Which father?” she asked in bewilderment. “Oh . . .

but if your foster father is here also. . . .”
“I don’t . . . ,” he paused.
Among the Cheyennes social lies were not in favor, so he checked

himself in the midst of a denial. He glowered at her, and she drew back a
little toward the door, almost as though she were afraid.

“Everyone said that you wouldn’t come,” she declared. “Of course, you
wouldn’t have to dance, unless you wished to. You could sit and talk. My
father would talk to you. And I’ll talk, too, if you let me, and if I’m able. I
wish you’d think it over.”

He began to smile a little.
“You’re relenting, I think,” she said, and her smile was much broader

than his.
“Why do you talk like a child?” he asked her suddenly.
“I?” the girl cried.
“Yes. You make your eyes open wide, but your heart is not so open. You

speak very simply, too, like a child; and yet I am sure that you are much
wiser than I am, and that you know a great many things which I do not
know. Why do you talk to me like a child, when you are not a child?”

She bit her lip. It was the first time since early girlhood that anyone had
spoken to her in so blunt and frank a fashion. Her color grew high. She was
about to make a quick and keen retort, but she checked herself and said: “I
suppose I do play a part and that I’m not always entirely honest. But, really,
that’s what we’re expected to do, you know. However, I see that you want
me to go. . . .”

He stepped a little closer and did a thing which no other young man
would have dreamed of doing. He laid a hand upon her shoulder in order to
detain her. The other hand he put on top of her head, and bent her head



gently back, so that she was forced to meet his eyes. Why she did not
exclaim angrily at this familiarity, she herself could not have told. Yet there
was something about his manner and his air which was not in the least rude.

“Do you think it would be well for me to come?” he asked her.
“Only if you wish to.”
“If I come, it would not be to see the others, but only to see you.

Because of all the people I have met here, there is no other who puzzles me
so much as you do. And of all the people in the world, only one has seemed
stranger to me.” He released her. “I shall come,” he said.

“I am glad of that,” answered Charlotte, much sobered. “Who was the
other strange person, William?”

“An Omissis girl who came like a curse to the Suhtai,” he said. “She
lived in my teepee and brought the curse into my life also.”

Miss Keene grew very white. “She was your squaw, your wife,
William?”

“She? No, I would not take her with that curse on her. Besides, she
would not have taken me. She hated me.”

“But you were a great and rich chief.”
“No chief was great or rich enough for her. The rivers that run from the

mountains to the sea are filled with wisdom, but they are not so wise as she.
They are beautiful, but no so beautiful as she. Nothing in the world, I think,
is so beautiful as she.”

“Ah?” said the girl coldly.
“Nor so evil,” he finished.
“It makes an attractive portrait,” she replied. “What was her name?”
He stopped at the door and picked up a bit of dust. “May her name be

forgotten and may she disappear like this dust!” he said, and he blew it into
the air, where it hung in a thin mist, and then dissolved.

“That seems like magic,” she said, and laughed a little shakily. “You will
come, then? Please do. Good day, William.”

She got to her horse and rode from the place.
“You were hardly civil to Missus Sutton when you said good bye,”

remarked her companion, Harrison Traynor, “and you look like a thunder
cloud just now. Nothing went wrong with your talk with William, I trust?”

“I’m not going to bother with him,” she exclaimed. “He’s simply too
different to understand. He . . . he makes my head spin. Do you know, I
think that his foster father . . . the Indian one . . . has come out of the plains.



Think of that. But . . . he talked to me as if I were a little fool, Harry. And he
actually made me feel like one.”

Harrison Traynor said not a word. The least syllable might break the
train of thought, and he wanted her to utter her thoughts aloud.

“He put his hand on my head and looked into my eyes and said that I
shouldn’t try to talk like a child. Am I such an affected fool? Heavens, it
makes me furious when I remember. What unutterable impertinence.”

Again he was wisely silent; and very grave was Harrison Traynor then.
“I’ve half a mind to go back and tell him that I can do without him at the

dance tonight.”
Traynor checked his horse. “Shall we turn back?” he said.
“Of course not!” she said. “I can’t be so rude as that. But, oh, Harry,

what a man among men he is. There’s no other like him, is there? Did you
see him drive that arrow through the tree? The point came through on the
farther side. It would have gone clear through a man, I think.”

“No doubt.”
“He told me about a fascinating and beautiful Indian girl, too. Do you

think that Indian girls ever are truly beautiful?”
To have resolved that question, she should have looked not to her

companion but back to the summer house, where, at that moment, Thunder
Moon turned from the door and saw Red Wind standing at the opposite
latticed window.

“You have stayed to listen to me, then?” he asked. She smiled at him and
glided away. “Come back Red Wind. I have something more to say and to
hear.” When he strode to the window, she was gone, and instinct told him
that he could not overtake her or find her. Afterward, he puzzled for a long
time above his book, but he found that the letters were dancing before his
eyes.



CHAPTER TWENTY-SEVEN  
THE CONSTABLE AT WORK

M�. T������ was a polite man, but also he could be astonishingly direct.
He was when he saw young Jack Sutton later on that same day.

“No one seems to see through him,” exclaimed Jack peevishly. “It’s as
plain as day that the fellow is a sham and a farce, but no one seems to be
able to make it out. Not even,” he added with a touch of keener malice, “not
even Charlie Keene. She’s come over to ask him to her dance tonight, you
know.”

“You’re right.” Traynor nodded. “You have me there. Or rather, Thunder
Moon has me. It seems to me, old fellow, that something should be done
about him before long. And I have, in fact, the idea of how we can work it.”

“Good!” said Jack Sutton, a glint in his eyes. “What shall we do, then?”
“Nothing. But make him do something.”
“I can’t guess my way through that puzzle. Be a little more explicit.”
“Well, Jack, we both know that the fellow is a ruffian at heart, eh?”
“Naturally.”
“And the great idea is to make him act like a ruffian, too.”
“But how to do that?”
“I had the key to the situation today, I think. From a hint that was

dropped, I believe that the father of Thunder Moon . . . the Cheyenne father
. . . is hanging around in this vicinity. Well, the last time he was here, some
horses were stolen. And lately Patterson missed that good bay mare of his.
One might put two and two together.”

“It was three weeks ago that Patterson lost his mare.”
“That makes no difference. It isn’t the matter of a horse that’s important

to us. It’s the chance to get Thunder Moon into trouble.”
“Get his father into trouble, you mean?”
“My dear fellow, you don’t follow me at a great distance. Consider this:

they’ve put the fighting talents of young Larry Marston into service by
making him constable, and he’s doing the work for the fun of it. But we all
know that he hates William Sutton, so-called, and would do anything to take
a knock at him. Now, then, go to Marston and let him know that a vagabond



Indian is hanging around the Sutton place . . . and isn’t it likely that he’ll
find the man and lock him up?”

“So far, so good. William will be annoyed.”
“Is that all? My boy, he’ll be so annoyed that he’s apt to rip that jail apart

in order to get the red man out.”
“Hello! I hadn’t thought of that. And if he does, why there’s an excuse

for Marston to raise a posse to help him capture the escaped criminal. And
then Thunder Moon intervenes to protect his father . . . and then there’s
grand trouble . . . and perhaps Father is tired of the disgrace of the thing and
cuts Thunder Moon off . . . or comes to his senses and sees that the man is a
mere pretender.”

“Jack, you argue like a sleuth. The next thing is to carry the message to
Larry. Will you do it?”

“As fast as a horse can take me to him.”
“Not too fast, though. It’s just a casual thing thrown out . . . an old

vagabond Indian has been seen near your house, you’ve heard. Let Larry
think out the rest for himself. At any rate, he’s as keen as mustard to make
every arrest that looks dangerous, and I suppose that arresting a Cheyenne
chief ought to appeal to him.”

Those were the instructions under which Jack rode to find Larry
Marston, and he found him, luckily in the very act of galloping from his
home. Young Mr. Marston had become a new man since he had taken over
the office of constable. However wild his antecedents had been, he now
proved that excitement and not mere trouble was what he wanted. The
slaves dared not run away since this new power was in the field. The
ruffians dared not group in their familiar gangs. The solitary criminals, who
drifted across the country looking for bank safes to crack and houses to rob,
rapidly began to desert this hot region. Larry Marston had been considered a
black sheep, not many weeks before. Now, he was an honored and most
valued member of the community.

He frowned a little as young Jack Sutton came up to him. For the marks
of William Sutton’s fist still were on the face of Marston, and there they
would remain until his death-day. His nose had been crushed a little at the
bridge, and there was a ragged red scar running up one side of his upper lip.
So he scowled a little as one of the hostile family came up to him.

“Well met, Larry,” said Jack Sutton cheerfully. “Are you hot on a trail?”
“I’m riding over to Everett. Old fool there has got a jug of moonshine

and locked himself into his house, threatens to blow off the head of anyone
who comes near him.”



“That’s an ugly job for you,” said the boy. “Why don’t you wait for him
to sleep the jag off?”

“He has a wife, you know, and it’s really not right that he should be
allowed to keep her out in the cold, is it? Besides, he’s defied the law, and
we can’t stand for that for a minute.”

The business-like tone of Marston made Jack Sutton smile a little. “Best
luck, old fellow,” he said. He began to turn his horse. “Hold on!” he cried as
an afterthought. “If you happen to come by our way, you might have a look
through the woods for an old vagabond Indian who’s hanging about there.”

“What? An Indian?” Marston brightened with keen interest. “You don’t
mean it, Jack. A red man . . . in this part of the country?”

“It’s not the first time that they’ve come this far from the plains . . .
according to history,” said Jack. “Horse stealing, I suppose. You know
Patterson lost his fine mare not long ago.”

“Of course, I remember all about it. Let Everett sleep off his jag. No use
making blood flow for the sake of a fool like that. I’m coming back with
you, Jack.”

Back he turned, bubbling over with questions—and looking to his rifle
as he went. He wanted to know when the Indian had been seen, and where,
and how he looked, and how old he was, and how he was mounted—or was
he on foot? To all of this, Jack returned vague answers. If Marston found an
oldish Indian, it would be sure to be the right man. Once the fellow was safe
in jail, then it would be time to ask many questions. Marston agreed.
Straightway he cached his horse in the woods, and he started out on foot
through the late afternoon to comb the place for the suspect.

There was no keener hunter in all the district. From the days of his
boyhood, by himself or with his dog, he had worked every inch of the
country. With Indian woodcraft, he knew how to stalk with speed and with
silence, and he knew how to cast through a countryside with scientific
precision. All his art was brought into play on this occasion, and it mattered
not that the evening came and thickened the woods with shadows. Now he
could not read the trail, but he could hunt with his keen eyes for other
shadows moving among the trees, and with his keener ears he could listen
for every unusual sound.

Once, coming close to Sutton House, he saw the big carriage rolling off
beneath the stars with Jack and Ruth and William Sutton in it. He heard the
gay laughter of the girl, and could make out distinctly the wide, strong
shoulders of William. The sight of them made him touch his bruised, scarred
face, and he gritted his teeth in revengeful anger. Someday, fate willing, he



would make the fellow pay for that. Yet how it would be managed he could
not tell. Strength of hand and skill with weapons were his chief attributes,
but he knew that in neither quality could he stand for an instant before this
newly reclaimed hero of the plains.

So he stood among the shadows and stared, and saw the carriage wheel
away, heard it crunching the gravel out of sight among the trees, heard the
big, wrought-iron gates scream on their hinges as the lodge-keeper opened
them wide, and then he was left alone with his gloomy imaginings of the
future. No, not quite alone. Presently there was a stir not far from him—
hardly to be heard but rather to be guessed at. Out of the woods stepped a
tall man in a blanket up to his neck. His head was distinguished by long,
flowing hair such as Thunder Moon had worn, and, in silhouette, the
watcher could perceive several long feathers at the crown of the man’s head.

This undoubtedly, was either a masquerader or an Indian, and what
masquerader would show himself like this, at the verge of the silent woods?
The young constable was about to steal up from behind, gun in hand, to
make his challenge, when he saw a second form come out of the darkness,
and then a woman’s voice addressed the first comer in a language which
Marston never had heard before. His heart jumped. If a woman were here—
why, it was as though an entire Indian tribe had slipped through the
settlements and come to this rich and cultivated section of the country. Fear
thrilled the constable, and then keen eagerness for the work which he saw
before him.

He heard the man answer in gruff, unintelligible words, and the girl went
swiftly away among the trees. So skillfully did she step that after one or two
slight sounds, there was no further trace of her. The mere whisper of the
wind had been enough to efface all trace of the noise she had made. He
listened again; then he stepped out behind the statuesque giant. Not William
Sutton himself was wider of shoulder than this man. Again the heart of the
constable failed him a little, but he went on, as a brave man does, fearing
shame more than danger. When he was very close: “Who are you, friend?”
he said in a firm voice.

The answer would have surprised most men, but Marston was nerved for
almost anything. He swerved to avoid the knife-thrust that was aimed at his
throat, and with a sidelong blow of his rifle barrel, he felled the giant.
Kneeling above him, he bound the hands of the unconscious man. Then he
felt for the place where his blow had fallen, and found that no blood was
flowing.

After that, he waited for consciousness to return. He knew that a shout
would bring slaves from the Sutton place to help him, but he scorned



making any appeal. In the meantime, he watched the woods behind him with
a scrupulous eye. A dozen times he felt that he saw forms drifting to the
edge of the trees, stealthily preparing to spring out at him, and a dozen times
he told himself that he was mistaken, and steadied his nerves by gripping the
rifle harder. There is nothing like the touch of steel to bring the mind to
focus. But no danger leaped at him from the wood. The fallen man stirred, at
last, and groaned faintly; but, as consciousness returned, it was easy to make
him stand erect, and then to walk forward, impelled by the muzzle of a rifle
pressed against the small of his back.

They came to Marston’s horse, which he mounted, and so he rode on
into the town, and the big man still walked with a long, soft tread before
him. The first lamplight from a window on the outskirts of the village
glinted on him, and Larry Marston felt his heart bound. This victim was
older than he had expected; but, also, there was an air of surpassing
greatness about him and Marston felt very much like some Titan who dared
to grasp the thunderbolt of Jove and found it obedient to his hand. Just
before them was the jail.



CHAPTER TWENTY-EIGHT  
THE OWL HOOTS AGAIN

I� was Thunder Moon’s formal entrance into society, and the rumor that he
was to be at Charlotte Keene’s dance made every other invited guest certain
to be present. He was unused to many of the ways of the white man, but he
was familiar enough with the peculiar hum of voices which arose when he
entered the Keene house. That same hum, less subdued, he had heard many
times before, as when he entered the lodge where the wise men of the Suhtai
held council, or when he stood in the center of the circle at the scalp dance.
There was a little pressing toward him, but Judge Keene captured him the
moment he appeared and carried him off to his library.

“You’re not interested in dancing, William,” he said, confidentially.
“And I had to chat with you for a moment. I want to bury the hatchet.
Naturally, I’m referring to the first visit you paid me. On that day, frankly, I
played the fool. It takes a wise man to look through surfaces to the inner
man. I was not wise. Now, William, I want to tell you that I’ve changed my
mind. Because you killed a tiger? Not at all. But because you’ve shown
conclusively that you’re going to become a respected member of our society.
You’ve changed yourself profoundly, most profoundly, and in a few short
weeks.”

He scanned William Sutton from head to foot; certainly nothing was
wrong with the costume of that youth. The soberness of his clothes merely
added emphasis to the dignity of his demeanor. The judge continued: “You
came to me, on that first day, to tell me that you wanted to ask for . . . er . . .
in fact . . . that you looked rather kindly upon my girl but, since that time, of
course, you’ve seen a great many of the beauties of this county and no doubt
you’ve changed your mind.”

It would have required a duller wit than that of William to fail to
understand the drift of the judge, and he said quietly: “I have seen many
other faces. They are like pictures which stay in the eye for a moment and
then are rubbed out by a little time. I haven’t seen another woman like your
daughter.”

“Well said!” exclaimed the judge heartily. “And I hope, my lad, that no
matter how long you live among us, you won’t lose the outland flavor which
you have in your speech. Now, William, I shall come straight to the point,



for I’m a man who hates circumlocution. You saw Charlotte on the first day
and wanted her. What she feels about the matter I really don’t know and,
even if I did, I wouldn’t be free to speak about it. The girl has a mind of her
own and she’s only too apt to use it. But from my viewpoint, I don’t know of
another young man in the community who would suit me better as a son.”

He held out his hand. William grasped it firmly and, leaning forward a
little, looked deeply into the eyes of the judge. “No matter what she says
when I speak to her,” he declared, “tonight we have become friends. And my
father will be happy.”

“Of course he will,” said the judge. “Randolf and I have been as close as
brothers all our lives, and we’ll be close again. I was an ass, that was all.
I’ve half a mind to ride over to see him now, but first I want to know what
Charlotte says to you. Find a chance to slip out into some quiet corner with
her and tell her what’s in your heart. And the best of good luck to you,
William. By heaven, I think you’ll have it. Now run along. Strike while the
iron is hot.”

William Sutton stepped from the library and into a swirl of light, of
music, of color. Kind eyes smiled at him and welcomed him. It was as
though every one wished to enter into conversation with him. This homage
filled him with delight. He heard the murmur of compliment and light
laughter, as though pleasure overflowed in these people at the sight of him.

“The tiger was a half-wit to tackle such a man.”
The heart of William Sutton swelled in him, and he felt, for the first time

since coming to the new world, that he was a part and portion of these
people. They were his, and he was theirs. The universe in which they lived,
so petty once in comparison with the war and the hunt on the distant plains,
now seemed a universe indeed, not bounded by physical horizons but
stretching dimly on the endless plane of thought. As for the dry labor to
which he was confined, it no longer seemed dull or pointless, but rather it
was the alphabet through which he would eventually become conversant
with the vital spirit of this strange life. As the immensity of all these new
dimensions crowded in upon his brain, so he felt a mental strength waken in
him and expand to meet the new necessity. It was not vanity. In the midst of
that murmuring applause and under the light of those kindly eyes he felt the
humility of the worker, ready to assume the burden of his task.

Yet something was lacking, something was out of joint. He stood in a
corner, watching gravely the whirl and the gaiety of the dance, and the
sound of the violins pierced his mind like arrows pointed with sweet pain.
The circles of the dance dissolved into confusion as the music ceased, and



the floors were filled with couples moving toward the chairs or toward the
lighted coolness of the garden beyond. Charlotte came by him with a red-
faced youth.

“Run along, Jimmy,” she said to him. “There’s Mary waiting for you,
and I have to talk to William Sutton.”

Jimmy grinned affably at William and nodded as he vanished.
“Do you like it?” said Charlotte.
“It is a pleasant thing to see, but not to take part in,” said William. “I am

used to people who are happy and celebrate because they have done
something real. But here the people are going through motions and imitating
happiness in order to be happy. But I think these are jumbled words which
make little meaning.”

“Not the sort of things that usually are said at dances,” she said, looking
up to him and frowning a little. “You seem to be an extraordinarily serious
person.”

“Is that a fault?”
“No. But, come out in the garden and let the night wind blow the taste of

the dance out of your mind.”
They went into the garden. The great bare face of the night pressed close

down above them and subdued the voices of the girls and boys; even the
fountain in the farthest corner dared no more than a whisper, and the wind
lifted its falling spray and shook it out like silver hair. They paused beside it.
As they watched, the music began again inside. The crowd swept back into
the house. From indoors they heard only a throb and rhythm of music, and
the night noises began to grow audible, the rattle of leaves, and the booming
chorus of the bullfrogs around the pool in the next meadow.

“Now you are thinking of what?” Charlotte asked.
“This wind comes from the west. It has blown over the lodges of the

Crows; over the teepees of the Suhtai, over the Father of Waters, and it
comes to us here. I breathe of it and try to smell the wood smoke from our
fires; but a man is less than a coyote and cannot read the wind with his
nose.”

She began to laugh a little, though her eyes were still grave. “You still
want to be there,” she suggested.

“A frog goes by land and water both,” answered William. “He lives in
the water, and yet he is not a fish. I have been taken out of the water. I never
could be happy in the old life again, but still I want to get back in the pool. I
am used to it. Sometimes I crave for unseasoned meat and air in a teepee,



choked with wood smoke, and the harsh songs of the young men at night. I
shall always turn back to those things, even when I am an old man among
the whites. That is a weakness.”

“No, that is a strength, I should say. You have two ways of being happy.
Other people only have one.”

“But a man cannot divide his body or his spirit into halves and live in
two lives at once.”

Charlotte was silent. “No,” she said at last. “One has to make a choice. If
I were you, I’d hardly know what to choose. I’ve never known anything
else, but still I’m frightfully bored with life here more than half the time.
Perhaps that’s because we’re never satisfied with what we are. We want to
step around the corner. But around the corner there are other people just as
restless.”

“Horses, guns, men, women are real,” he said. “We fill our hearts with
such things on the plains. Well, there are horses, guns, men, and women
here. But they are not real. The horses do not give you speed to escape from
an enemy, or to catch him. They simply help you to follow a fox. The guns
do not save your life or kill your foe. They simply make a noise and drop a
bird or squirrel. They do not even give you food. The men live in chairs. The
women do not make the teepees or take care of their children. Even the
shadows of the dead Cheyennes chasing the shadows of the buffalo through
the sky live more, really. But still, there is something else in this land and
among you white people. I first guessed at it when I leaned out of a window
at Sutton House and looked down into your face.”

He turned as he spoke, and looked down in her face again. Her eyes
grew larger to receive his glance. The talk had taken this personal turn so
quickly that she caught her breath.

“Ah,” he murmured. “Whenever I look at you, I see the thing again. It
makes me want to take you and possess you. It makes me want to come
close to you. I wanted you for my squaw when I first saw you, but even then
I knew that if I had you even in my teepee something of you would not be
mine. Still I would be trying to capture you. I might be a hundred marches
away from you, and yet closer than when I stand beside you near this water.
Do you understand?”

She did not answer, still receiving his glance.
“Hai!” cried William Sutton softly, like a hunter on the plain. “Stand

farther away from me. My arms open to receive you. I have a song in the
hollow of my throat. I want to tell you . . . well, that I shall kill many buffalo
for you if you let me take you to my teepee. You see, I forget that you do not



live on buffalo meat. Let us go back to the house. There is nothing that I can
say to you.”

He turned away in obedience to his own suggestion, but the girl did not
stir and, stepping back to her, he saw that she was smiling.

“Are you laughing at me?” he asked.
“Not altogether.”
“You had better come back into the house with me.”
“I can’t,” she said. “I wouldn’t dare to show my face to them all.”
“You wouldn’t?”
“No. I’m frightfully red.”
He touched her face. “Yes,” he said, “your face is hot. You tremble. Are

you afraid?”
“Heavens!” cried Charlotte. “You will drive me mad.”
“Are you angry?”
“I am so excited, William, that I’m almost fainting. My heart is beating

like ten hammers. I can’t possibly go inside.”
He paused. “I almost think,” he said, “that you want me to talk to you

some more.”
“I thank heaven,” said the girl, “that you see that much.”
She made a little gesture as she said it, and he caught the hand deftly and

none too gently in mid-air.
“Charlotte!” he said, hoarsely.
She began to laugh brokenly, and William was drawing her closer and

closer when the steady soft hoot of an owl sounded from the nearest woods.
He dropped her hand as though at a spoken order.



CHAPTER TWENTY-NINE  
CAPTIVE

“T���� is danger?” asked the girl, with a gasp, not of fear but from the
strain of recovering suddenly from her emotion.

“Go inside,” William Sutton said. “There is always danger,” he added
bitterly. “No, not danger to my life, perhaps.” He waved her toward the
house.

She started in instinctive obedience. Half way to the door, she turned and
glanced back, but he was still waiting, tall, stern, passive. Realizing
somehow that a crisis was upon him which was a crisis for her also, she
hurried on to the house and closed the door behind her hastily, almost like
one who has escaped from pursuit.

William, as he saw the door close, turned from the garden, leaped the
hedge with a single bound and, upon the farther side, touched by a faint
glimmer of the light from the house, he saw Red Wind and the gleam of her
hair.

“I did not mean to drive you away from your squaw,” said the Omissis
girl quietly. “Only, I came with something to tell you.”

“It is something evil,” he answered sternly. “You never have come to me
with good of any kind.”

“It is neither good nor evil to you,” replied Red Wind. “When Thunder
Moon was a Suhtai, the lives and the happiness of the Suhtai were life and
happiness to him, also. But now he is changed. What happens to them is
nothing. They are like a dream. And he is awake.”

“It is Standing Antelope!” exclaimed Thunder Moon. “He has stepped
into some trouble. Tell me, Red Wind. He has struck a knife into someone.
That is it . . . and nothing can tame him.”

“It is not Standing Antelope,” she answered, and he saw that she smiled
faintly. “It is Big Hard Face.”

“He is sick?”
“He is worse than sick.”
“He is dead. Sorrow and trouble have broken his heart.”
“No, he is worse than dead.”



William was silent. He waited for the great blow to fall.
“To be shamed and captured is worse than to die,” said Red Wind. “He

has been taken. I followed as fast as I could. It was hard to follow without
being seen, but I saw him closed into a house and I saw armed men come to
watch at the entrance. They have taken him, and he never will come back to
us. I went to Standing Antelope. He said that you were here. So I left
Standing Antelope putting on his war paint, and I came on alone to tell you.
I am sorry that I troubled you. Go back to your squaw and forget the Suhtai.
Alas, they never can forget you.”

Thunder Moon laughed softly. “That is a small thing,” he said. “My
father has great power. I shall say a word to him, and he will set Big Hard
Face free.”

The girl shook her head.
“You will see,” he said. “Go back toward the Sutton House. I come at

once.”
In the Keene stables he borrowed a horse easily enough and, sweeping

down the driveway, with no pause to make excuses to his host, he drove the
poor animal at frantic speed up the highway until the lofty trees that
clustered around his father’s house were visible. He was out of the saddle
and on the front steps with a single movement, and then into the high,
hushed hallway, where a Negress in white uniform shrank with frightened
eyes from before him.

“Where is the master?”
She seemed too disturbed to answer. She ran before him and stopped at

the library door. William tapped softly at the door and waited until the deep,
familiar voice bade him enter. So he went inside the room, and saw two
pools of lamplight, where his mother sat with her needlepoint, and where his
father sat, pouring over the white pages of a book.

“Now what’s up, William?” asked the colonel. “What’s happened to
bring you back so soon?”

“My foster father has come back from the Suhtai,” William said, “to find
me. And he has been taken and closed into the jail in the town. Will you set
him free?”

The colonel and his wife started up, she with a faint cry.
“Be at ease, Martha,” said her husband. “There’ll be no trouble about

this. You go along to bed . . . it’s time for you to sleep. William and I shall
handle this little matter, eh?”



He led her to the door, but she broke from him and ran to her tall son.
Clinging to him and peering up into his face, she begged: “Nothing will
happen to you, dear? You will do nothing rash? You’ll trust everything to
your father?”

The colonel answered cheerfully: “Good gad, my dear, what else would
he do, and who’s the person to handle this other than I? Of course, I’ll look
into everything and, if Big Hard Face has done no wrong, of course I’ll have
him set free.”

He drew his wife from William and ushered her up the stairs. He was
back at once. Not a word was said while he swung into an overcoat and
ordered a rig. But as he drove his high-stepper toward the town, he said to
his son: “Did you know that Big Hard Face was back?”

“Yes.”
“When?”
“Yesterday.”
That was all. The silence of the colonel was eloquent to William. He

could feel the criticism which it implied—the lack of perfect confidence in
his parents which had led him to keep back the fact of the Suhtai’s arrival.
For some reason the sense of opposition in his father caused in him a swift
revolt. He set his teeth, and looked down at the hands of the colonel as they
held the reins tight upon the trotting horse. The trees shot back behind them
on either side, and the road spun inward, as though upon a reel.

The lights of the town loomed up before them, and presently they were
within the fencing rows of houses, within the mingled sounds of many
voices, lost upon the colonel but audible to those wilderness-trained ears of
William Sutton. The little city seemed to him the very face of civilization,
huddled, confused, filled with significance at which he could guess rather
than intimately understand. No outlying guards rode post around that swarm
of people. All their wealth of horses, cattle, sheep, of garnered grain, and of
houses, and all the treasure within the houses was open to the hand of
violence to strike and take where and what it pleased. The mysterious spirit
of the law had extended its arm around the place and kept it secure. Yes, and
now that that same spirit of the law had taken within its grasp the wandering
chief of the Suhtai—what then?

The jail loomed on the left, squat, dark, with little windows like many
eyes in ranges, regular and level. Within it lived the very spirit of the law
itself. They drew rein, they dismounted, and went up the steps of the
building, William last, after tethering the horses, the colonel in the lead.
William, looking at the squared shoulders of his father, felt that surely there



was no force, even in the law itself, to withstand the dignity and the power
of this man.

The colonel rapped at the door. A heavy sound came back, and he could
guess at the strength of the solid slabs of wood which made the door. With
the silence of oiled hinges, with the slowness which testified to its weight,
the door swung open. Out to William came the thick, strange air of
confinement, like the air of a cave, but without the fresh earth-scent. Before
them stood the jailer.

“Good evening, Colonel Sutton,” he said, touching his hat.
In his other hand he held a sawed-off shotgun, ready for instant use.

William knew that weapon. At close range, three rifles and half a dozen
revolvers could not make up the sum of its deadliness. Then he looked into
the face of the jailer, calm, square, lined, with the dull eyes of a fighting
man. Such were the ideal warriors upon the warpath; such were the enemies
most to be dreaded.

“You have a man here,” said the colonel, “an Indian. I want to know
what charge he’s held on.”

“Mister Marston just brought him in,” said the jailer. “Horse stealing is
the charge, I think. That’s the usual Indian thing, ain’t it? Will you step in,
sir?”

The colonel passed in, and William entered guardedly behind him. He
did not like the place. Neither its odor nor the solemn sense of strength
which it exuded like a human being. He became all eyes and, though
looking only before him, he saw every detail of the interior as he walked.

They were shown into a little office where Marston was sitting. He rose
to meet them with no air of surprise, so that William guessed he had
expected this visit. The colonel repeated his question.

“You know that we’ve been missing horses in the neighborhood, sir.”
“I didn’t know that.”
“No? There was the Patterson mare.”
“That was weeks ago.”
“Of course, these fellows steal and then send their spoil west by their

confederates. As a matter of fact, you’ve suffered at their hands yourself,
Colonel Sutton, I believe.”

“A good many years ago, Marston. May we see this man?”
“Certainly. You have some reason to be interested in his case, I

suppose?”



The colonel looked at William, and the latter said slowly: “He was my
foster father among the Suhtai.”

He half expected to see the face of Marston harden and his eyes glitter,
and he was not disappointed. Quite by accident, the young constable had
been able to strike a blow at the man he most feared and hated, and it was
plain from his expression that he relished the accident.

“Certainly you may see him then,” said Marston, politely. “Just come
this way. Of course, I’m very sorry. Very!”

He led the way with a lantern. There was no other light in the place, and
as he swung it the shadows of the bars of the cells striped the ceiling and the
walls in crazy patterns.

There was no other person in the jail except one old vagabond, lying
face downward on his cot. He reared on one arm and blinked at them. They
came to the cell where Big Hard Face sat Indian fashion on the floor. He
rose to greet them and raised one hand above his head.

“How!” he said.
A little silence came over the group. There was such a world of

uncivilized dignity about the chief that they could find no words to answer
at the moment. Then William said in Cheyenne: “We have come to help you
out of this place, Father. This man declares that you have stolen a horse.”

“He says a thing which is not true,” said the Indian.
“Big Hard Face,” translated William, “says that he stole no horse. He has

been in this neighborhood only two days. How could he have taken the
mare?”

“I’m glad to hear it,” said the constable. “But of course I can’t set him
free . . . not on his bare assertion. We’ll have to have some proofs.”

“My dear Marston,” replied the colonel, “the burden is put on the state in
maintaining that the man it suspects is guilty. Isn’t that the law?”

“We have to have special ways of handling the Indians,” said Marston.
“You surely realize that. If he didn’t come to steal horses, why did he
come?”

“To persuade me to come back to the Cheyennes,” William said.
“Ah, yes,” murmured Marston. “We’ll pan the whole thing out at the

trial. I wish the man all the luck in the world, of course.”
His eyes were grim, and it was plain that he would not relax his grip on

this prisoner if he could help it.



CHAPTER THIRTY  
A THUNDERCLAP

T�� colonel, in the meantime, took stock of the situation in silence, looking
once or twice at the captive, but giving more of his attention to his son.
William seemed profoundly troubled and, gripping one of the bars, he
frowned in at the Cheyenne as though about to tear a way open through the
steel and take the chief away with him.

He could see that Marston had marked the same instinct in his enemy
and he could make out, furthermore, that the young constable was not
unpleased. Why, could be understood without too much difficulty. A long
revenge was what Marston wanted, and any attempt at violence on the part
of William would give him his opening.

“Marston,” said the colonel at last, “even if Patterson may prefer and
prove a claim against this man, I’ll stand good for the price of the lost mare
if need be. Turn the Cheyenne loose, like a good fellow, will you?”

The constable flushed a little. Colonel Sutton was a great man in the
community, and it would not be the wisest political move to win his
hostility. However, his heart was set. He took refuge behind a legality. “It’s
my job to bring in the suspects,” he said. “It isn’t my part to turn them loose
again. You must know that, sir.”

The colonel made no further effort. “You see, William,” he said, “that
nothing can be done. Just tell your friend that we’ll do what we can for him,
have a lawyer to defend him, of course . . . and that everything doubtless
will turn out all right.”

The deep voice of William, strangely musical now that it was burdened
with the language of the far plains, translated obediently.

The chief was greatly moved, though he wore his usual mask of
indifference. “Tell him,” he said to William, “that I had no reason to expect
kindness from him. I have raised my hand against him. But behold, Thunder
Moon, you are armed. The enemy is only one. You and your father are two.
Strike him down! He wears the key which opens this door. Take me away
now, because otherwise you never will free me with words and with
money.”



“Let me be alone with him for a moment,” said William to his father and
Marston. “You can let the jailer watch to see that I pass nothing to him
through the bars,” he added scornfully.

Marston flushed as he withdrew to his office with the colonel, but
nevertheless he took the suggested precaution and placed the jailer on guard
at a little distance from the occupied cell.

“I cannot shoot him down,” explained William, when he could speak
freely without danger that his meaning might be guessed by the gestures of
the prisoner, or by his own. “Here in the land of the white men, weapons are
not used except to kill cattle or birds. It is the law that holds you, Father, and
the law cannot be broken.”

“Is it medicine?” asked the chief solemnly. “One man came and stole up
behind me and struck me down, yet I am not on the warpath. I have done no
harm to these people. They lie about me and say that I have stolen horses.
But I came not for horses but for you. If they have medicine, you have
medicine, too. You have a greater medicine than their law. Pray to the Sky
People. They will tell you what to do for me.”

“Farewell,” the foster son said sadly. “I shall come again in the morning.
Perhaps there will be someway. My father is a great chief. Through him I
shall work.”

“Farewell, my son,” said the old Suhtai. “But beware of a gift from the
hand of an enemy.”

William, moving away, from the corner of his eye saw the chief draw a
blanket over his head. He went to the office. The heavy door which closed it
against the interior of the jail had been left accidentally a trifle ajar and, as
he came closer, he heard a phrase of the voice of his father which made his
heart stop.

“. . . but what I really want is to see this Cheyenne jailed the rest of his
days.”

William halted, aghast. The warning of Big Hard Face was yet in his ear,
and now he heard this.

“I hardly follow that,” said Marston.
“My lad,” said the colonel, “there’s no doubt that the Suhtai deserves

something worse than a cell. If he had justice for his murders, probably he’d
hang at once. I don’t want that. But so long as he’s in jail, I have assurance
that my son will not be turning his heart west. He’s still restless. This
civilization of ours is a heavy load on his shoulders. I know, Marston, that
you have no reason to like him. But in this case you and I can work together,



and afterwards perhaps I can show you that my help in this county is not
worthless.”

“Colonel Sutton,” said Marston, “nothing possibly could please me more
than to feel that I had won your confidence. If I can do it in this way, which
lies right in line with my legal duties, of course, I simply welcome the work.
In the meantime, you’ll let William think that you’re really working for the
freedom of Big Hard Face?”

“Naturally. We’ll keep the little secret, you and I. You might let the judge
know beforehand how I stand on the matter. I’ll have a lawyer hired.
Perhaps young Trowbridge. But you can let the judge know that I’m against
the cause I am ostensibly representing.”

“Certainly!” Marston chuckled. “Nothing could be simpler. Judge
Whittaker has a sense of humor, as everyone knows.”

A sense of humor? William set his teeth and controlled himself sternly,
and then he entered the office. There was no purpose in letting the pair know
that he had overheard them.

He and the colonel left at once and started back for the house. On the
way, his father was most amiable, and talkative beyond his wont. He talked
kindly of Big Hard Face, spoke of the magnificent presence of that worthy,
and hoped that the time would come when he could see the chief in his
house. All the time, as he listened, the heart of William swelled big against
this hypocrisy. If love for him occasioned it, and if nothing but care for his
welfare was behind this duplicity on the part of his father, nevertheless he
could not forgive the sin. He made himself answer. He forced himself to tell
stories about the greatness of Big Hard Face and his deeds upon the plains;
but all the time he was telling himself that there was no trust to be put in
anything now, except in the strength of his own hand—and perhaps in the
cunning of Standing Antelope.

When they reached the house, therefore, and he had gone to his room, he
was not surprised to find Standing Antelope waiting for him, hideous with
paint, and busily at work cleaning a rifle. He gave Thunder Moon merely a
glance. “I knew that you would fail,” he said.

William went to the window and leaned out into the night. It was very
late now. No voice rose and no lights shone from the huts of the Negroes
from beyond the trees. All of the house was still. He had come to a turning
point, he knew and, once having put his foot on this trail, how could he tell
how he might withdraw it peaceably? He was about to raise his hand against
the whites; and such a raising of the hand never was forgotten and never was
forgiven, as he understood. It was not against a mere human. It was against



the figure of the law, and in the deathless memory of the law the act would
be enshrined and held vividly until penance had been done. So William
thought, staring into the night.

He closed his eyes and drew before his mind the pictures of all who slept
in that house. Jack and Ruth still were at the ball, quite unconscious of what
was happening here. His mother slept, and perhaps she dreamed of him,
happily, unaware of any rift in their quiet family life. There was his strong-
minded father, too, now falling asleep in the smiling consciousness that he
had hoodwinked his troublesome son. William set his teeth.

There were other things, however, to hold him to this place. Now that he
was thinking of leaving it, the house itself appeared to him a thing worthy of
love, almost like a human being. All the broad acres of the estate had a
meaning to him—not the meaning of wealth alone, but a sense of unity and
the rich pride of a small kingdom obedient to the master as to a king. That
estate would, in time, pass into his hands. What was a chieftainship among
the Suhtai compared with the overlordship here? The Suhtai could put their
swift volleys of warriors in motion across the prairies, strike down the
buffalo, and set up their white teepees in the spring. Under the first war chief
there were other chiefs, each with a personal following. The medicine man,
in many matters, was actually the head of the tribe. The authority of the head
chief, in many respects, was limited to the extent of his own lodge.

How different on this place! Fenced with wilderness here, the river there,
and on the other two sides bordered by wide roads, the estate held within its
bosom great woods where the axe never had fallen, springs leaped from the
ground in the scarcely explored depths of the forest shadows, swift creeks
ran chattering across the meadows, and the broad acres were sowed with
many crops. How vast were the barns and sheds to contain the harvest, how
many the houses of the slaves who tilled the fields, and each of those houses
far richer in all things than the stateliest lodge of the richest man among the
Suhtai.

These were things to think of more than once before deserting them.
William sighed as he looked out on the dark of the night. The stars were out,
but gave only enough light in the central heavens to indicate the great
masses of cloud which were rolling across their faces.

“Bring me,” William said, “bring me the dream shield and the lance.”
Instantly they were placed in his hands. He stepped out onto the little

balcony outside his chamber. There he raised shield and spear to the dark
face of the heavens. The Christian teaching of his kind mother was blotted
from his mind in this tense emergency.



“Sky People, wonder workers, keepers of the medicine of the spirits of
the air and earth,” said Thunder Moon, “you have heard my voice on the
prairies and given me a sign. If you can hear me and see me now that I stand
in the land of the white man, give me a sign here, also. If I may stay here
and let Big Hard Face die of a broken heart in the jail, be silent. I shall know
that your silence, like death, concerns him. But if I am to raise my hand and
strike for him, and then flee away from my father and my mother, my sister
and my brother, and from all of this life around me, let me hear you, or show
me a sign.”

He stretched his hands high above his head laden with the long lance and
the dream shield. For a long space he waited, and he heard behind him the
superstitious groan of the boy, Standing Antelope, as the latter read the
silence of the Sky People as an eloquent sign. Then, ripping boldly across
the face of the sky, a bolt of lightning split the clouds and dropped jagged to
the earth.

There was a faint, choked cry of joy from the boy. Almost instantly, a
vast double roll of thunder shook the very house. The sign had been given in
no uncertain form.



CHAPTER THIRTY-ONE  
RAIDERS

W��� W������ came back into the room, pale, his eyes fixed and staring
as one who has been looking into the face of a deity, young Standing
Antelope drew back from him, thoroughly frightened. His opinion of his
celebrated companion had passed under some shadow of late months when
he saw him taking so swiftly to the ways of the whites, but now he changed
his mind violently, for a man to whom the upper spirits shouted in strong
thunder and upon whom they looked with flashing lightnings was a dealer in
medicine so dreadful and so strong that the boy was overwhelmed. Never
again would he entertain unworthy doubts.

He had brought out the Indian clothes which Thunder Moon wore when
he first came to the house of his father and had laid them upon a chair. Now,
since he could not speak, he hardly dared to point toward this costume.
Thunder Moon, with flashing eyes, went to it and picked it up. In another
minute he began to tear off his clothing, saying to Standing Antelope that it
was time to get the horses. The youngster was through the window and away
in a moment.

The warrior now dressed in the fringed and beaded suit of softest
deerskin. Moccasins were upon his feet. About his waist he belted two heavy
revolvers; in his hand he took his rifle, and over his shoulders he slung the
dream shield. Even with all this accouterment, he was able to descend deftly
and swiftly to the ground. On the verge of the trees he found the boy
waiting. There, too, was Sailing Hawk, whinnying softly with delight as
though he felt in this midnight excursion a promise of some more of those
wild rides which they had enjoyed together upon the prairies. Thunder
Moon, rapt in his grim determination, hardly noticed that Standing Antelope
had taken for his own use the favorite charger of Colonel Sutton himself. A
thing which the stern master of Sutton House never could forgive. The led
horse for Big Hard Face was a chosen beauty.

Now they were in the saddle and away. Going softly beneath the trees,
they cut out across the meadows, gained the roadway, and then fairly flew
toward the town. The rush of the horses and the keen cutting of the wind
against Thunder Moon’s face raised his heart to a fierce exultation such as
he had not felt before during all these weeks. He wanted to shout and, from



the corner of his eye he could see Standing Antelope swaying in his saddle,
laughing like a mad creature.

They drew rein as the lights of the town glimmered, twinkled, and grew
into long, bright rays before them. Quietly they rode into the village. There
were no voices now. All was still, but there seemed to be a lurking danger in
the silence. For no Indian town was like this at night. There never was a
time among the Suhtai when dogs were not fighting and barking and
snarling, when infants were not crying in the teepees, and when horses were
not tramping or neighing. So it was through a strange silence that they went,
and Standing Antelope instinctively allowed his mount to draw closer to the
side of Sailing Hawk, and his keen glances went eagerly to this side and to
that, prying beneath the hedges, seeking in the shadowy doorways.

“The law never sleeps,” Thunder Moon had been told by his father, and
that they saw no danger before them was no real reason why they should
think all was safe. Restless as two wolves, the pair came before the jail.
Close under the shadow of the jail wall they halted, the grass muffling the
tread of the horses and there, in a whisper, Thunder Moon told his young
companion to hold the bridles and wait for him.

A groan answered him. With all his heart, Standing Antelope yearned to
have a part in this expedition, but he dared not protest against the orders of a
leader at such a moment as this. He gritted his teeth and remained behind.
Thunder Moon, rapidly adjusting a mask over his face, spoke quietly to his
companion.

“Keep their heads turned toward the mouth of that street which leads
north,” he said. “We must not let a soul suspect that it is William Sutton who
takes part in this rescue. Arrange the feathers so that they stand up in your
hair. Now I wish that my long hair could be replaced by a wig. But, wrapped
in this buffalo robe, I must seem an Indian if I can.”

He went straightway to the front door of the jail and knocked. Had he
known it, the instant reply was suspicious.

“Who’s there?”
“A friend!” William said, his voice going husky.
“Friend? What name?”
Purposely, William made his answer a blur.
“Wait a minute.”
There was a noise of a bolt turning, and then a little iron shutter a foot

square was opened near the side of the main door and a ray of light darted
out against the masked face of William. His long arm drove through the



aperture; his hand fastened on a throat; and, as he jerked the victim to the
small port, he saw the fear-distorted face of the jailer.

“Give me the keys,” said William sternly, pressing a gun against the
man’s head. “Give me the keys to the door and to the cell. Point them out in
your bunch.”

In a choked voice, for the grip that held him was cutting off his breath,
the jailer answered as he obediently held up the keys: “Give me air. For
God’s sake don’t murder me. The biggest one for the door . . . this new one
for the cell of the Indian.”

How did he know so instantly which cell was to be opened? Thunder
Moon did not pause to think of this. His mind was too thoroughly filled with
the work which lay before him. He merely murmured: “If you give an alarm
and call for help, I’ll shoot you down when I come inside the jail. If you
stand fast and make no sound, I’ll reward you.”

The jailer nodded. He was past speech now and, as William’s iron grip
relaxed, the poor fellow staggered back, gasping heavily. The big key fitted
the jail door, the lock turned smoothly back, and the next instant William
stepped inside the building. There was not a sound. The jailer had sunk into
the shadows. William walked lightly down the central aisle until he came to
the cell where Big Hard Face sat in the darkness.

“Father, are you there?” he asked in Cheyenne.
There was a moment’s pause. His heart stopped with fear lest the old

man had been removed. But then the deep, quiet voice of Big Hard Face
made answer: “You have come, oh, my son, and all is well.”

The next instant he fitted the key into the lock and turned it. It was only
a slight, grating sound that the key made, but it seemed to be a signal which
was instantly answered, as from three different portions of the big cell room
three lanterns were that instant unhooded, and their well-focused shafts of
light struck full upon the cell, Big Hard Face, and Thunder Moon.

“Thank God for the mask!” thought Thunder Moon.
The very first cry was: “William Sutton, in the name of the law I call on

you to surrender.”
They knew! And how? He was acting too swiftly to allow much thought,

and he cast the door wide and letting Big Hard Face rush out into the aisle.
“Shoot!” shouted someone—and William thought it was the voice of the

jailer. “You’ve let them get together already.”
Thunder Moon had placed his rifle in the hands of his foster father. A

heavy Colt lay in each of his. As the warning rang, a gun belched with a



terrible roar, not like the metal clang of an exploding rifle, and then they
heard the clattering of a charge of buckshot as it scattered among the steel
bars of the cells, striking out sparks of fire. That charge was aimed not at the
old chief, but at Thunder Moon, and he heard the keen hum of the shot
around him. Something stung his leg, but it was only a scratch. For the rest,
perhaps the bars of the cells saved him. Imperious chance intervened on his
behalf, and he was unscathed. But not relieved from all danger, for as he
heard the unlucky marksman cursing, two rifles spat at him with tongues of
flame.

“Shoot to kill! Shoot to kill!” shouted the voice of Marston. “The two
devils are together, and they’re both armed now.”

Though he had laid the trap with consummate skill, he had forgotten one
most important item, which was that the light of the lanterns, shining
through the bars from different angles. They filled the room with a
bewildering madness of shadows, and through those shadows two men were
running, by no means an easy target, in spite of the close range.

“Straight ahead . . . the door is open!” cried Thunder Moon, and as his
foster father rushed ahead of him, he snapped a shot to the right and shot to
the left at the shadows which crouched near the lanterns. Either an
intervening bar or carelessness made the first shot miss; but the second was
answered by a wild burst of cursing and he knew that he had struck his
mark. He knew it, and his heart failed him, and he set his teeth. All that he
had done hitherto might be condemned by skillful lawyers, but nothing in
the world, his father so often had said, could make up for the shooting of a
fellow man. The law, now, would follow him like a relentless bloodhound to
his death. However, if the man were not dead he. . . .

In that hope, he sped on with his foster father. Again the rifles crashed
behind them—two of them. The door was close before them. Ah! A
wheeling shadow swung across the open gap, and the door shut with a heavy
slam in their faces.

“Drop! Drop!” commanded Big Hard Face, instantly and coolly. “Drop
and let us kill these devils and take their scalps. Afterward, we shall find a
way out of the place. They are only two to two, now.”

Well for them was it that they had dropped to the floor at the suggestion
of the old chief, for the straight-focused fire of two well-aimed rifles was
now turned toward them. They heard the thud of bullets striking against the
iron plates upon the inside of the door. Little shreds of lead fell upon them.

The odds still were not two to two, however. Yonder lay one fellow
groaning and moaning and cursing, quite out of the battle, but making more



noise than a fatally hurt person should be able to do. Marston and some
other fellow, with a supply of weapons at hand, were keeping up a steady
fire. Now from the side the jailer opened with a revolver. He it was who had
mustered his resolution to fling the door shut in their faces.

Knee-high, Thunder Moon aimed his shot. There was a gasp, and the
jailer was down. Big Hard Face, moving sideways across the floor, came to
a pause and fired, the heavy report of the rifle was half drowned and then
prolonged by the shout of a hurt man.

“Are you done, Mike?” cried Marston’s voice, in agony of fear.
“I’m a dead man, Larry,” said the other. “Make terms with Sutton or

he’ll murder you too and. . . .” The voice trailed away.
“Will you surrender, Marston?” called Thunder Moon. “Will you

surrender?”
“You’ve got the odds against me,” said Marston. “I’ll surrender, then,

and . . . no, damn you, I’ll fight on to the finish. I have you now, and I’ll
hang you for tonight’s work.”

There was a reason for this change in his speech, for loud and heavily, at
this moment, a hand had beaten against the door of the jail, and the sound of
many voices could be heard calling from the street.



CHAPTER THIRTY-TWO  
WHITHER?

“S���� low! Shoot low!” whispered Thunder Moon to Big Hard Face.
“No, shoot no more. He has stopped firing. . . .”

“Kill him,” said Big Hard Face through his teeth. “Now I praise Tarawa.
I shall die fighting, and leave the dead men heaped around me. There shall
be something for you to say when you reach the Suhtai and sing to them of
how your father died. For now you have killed the whites in their own land,
and they cannot forgive you. They will hunt you back to your people, my
people, the Cheyennes.”

“It is true,” Thunder Moon admitted, “but we shall fight our way out
together. How shall we leave this place, oh, my Father? Listen! The people
are gathering in the street. Soon there will be hundreds of them with guns.
And the coward, Standing Antelope, fired no gun and made no stand against
them to keep me protected, or warned at least of the danger.”

“That boy is brave and wise,” said the old chief. “You will find that good
comes of him. Now I see a way, I think. See, they press against the door and
beat on it.”

For many voices were raised on the outside calling: “Marston! Marston!
Open the door. What’s happening?”

The loud voice of Marston answered with a shout: “Murder has
happened! Three men are down in here, dropped by William Sutton and his
Indian father. Break in the rear door because that is the weakest.”

“Throw open this door,” whispered the chief to his foster son, “and then
we shall rush out through them.”

“We shall rush through them,” agreed Thunder Moon. “The Sky People
sent me to you tonight, and they would not send me to my death.”

“But first, let us kill the dog who barks at our heels in this room.”
“He has hidden among the shadows and waits. Let him live. We have

spilled enough white blood, and the white law never forgets.”
“Let your way be my way, then,” said the chief. “Here! I have the handle

of this door.”
He had been fumbling in the darkness, for under the deadly fire of

Thunder Moon and Big Hard Face the jailers had extinguished the lanterns.



Now, with a strong pull, the chief flung the heavy door open, and half a
dozen men who were beating against it and shouting on the outside, lurched
in with cries of alarm. Beyond, on the narrow platform, clustered on the
steps of the jail, and scattered in the street, were fully fifty armed men. In all
the adjoining houses lamps were being lighted, casting yellow, glowing
streams into the street so that all these figures were faintly illuminated.

“The gun-butt,” said Thunder Moon, “and save the bullet for the last
crisis! Charge them, Father!”

As he spoke, he beat the heavy barrel of his revolver into the face of a
big man who lurched toward him, arms outspread. The man went down, and
as Thunder Moon fired rapidly into the air the others fell back with shouts of
fear and confusion. Guns were raised but, before bullets could be fired, the
two had swept on through the crowd and a shot was more apt to strike a
fellow townsman than one of the fugitives.

Those behind were hindered by their own numbers. Those ahead had
something to do to guard themselves and escape from the rush of danger for,
as Big Hard Face strode forward, the rifle circled with crushing force in his
hands, and the revolvers of Thunder Moon spat fire in the faces of the
crowd. How could they mark that the bullets were not aimed at them, but
just above their heads?

It was a lost battle, however, and Thunder Moon knew it, and groaned as
he set his teeth. These fellows were not like red men of the plains, who
could be startled into flight by the surprise attack of a bold handful. They
gave back a little, to be sure, but they came again, and their numbers were
beginning to mass together.

“Ah hai!” cried Big Hard Face. “We have come to the last battle, oh, my
son. Stand with me, and guard my back as I shall guard yours. Let us pile
the dead around us before we die. Stand with me, Thunder Moon. A few
great deeds, and then the end.”

It seemed, indeed, that the last moment had come. A knife flicked the
shoulder of Thunder Moon. He barely swayed away from the stroke of a
clubbed shotgun. Then, piercingly sweet in the ears of the two, the terrible
and familiar war yell of a Cheyenne rang up and down the street. As the
startled whites gave back a little, there was heard the volleying beat of many
hoofs, and again the screaming, wailing, battle cry of the Suhtai, pitched
high, stabbing at the eardrums and curdling the blood.

Four tall horses were rushing into the crowd, and the townsmen gave
back with a shout of fear and astonishment. It seemed as though a whole
tribe were pouring to the attack. Through an opened avenue in the press



Thunder Moon made out the familiar front of Sailing Hawk sweeping
toward him, and then he recognized the furious voice of Standing Antelope
as that young brave fired a revolver blindly to either side and came on,
screaming like a demon. There was a second rider. As the horses came to
them Thunder Moon recognized by the light which glimmered on the copper
braids of hair, sleek as metal, Red Wind.

“Brave girl!” cried Big Hard Face, leaping to his saddle.
“Little brother, well done!” called Thunder Moon to Standing Antelope,

and all four turned their horses into the mouth of the nearest street, which
opened before them a black gulf of refuge from their danger.

Guns were roaring behind them, but roaring vainly, for the street bent
sharply to the right, and in another instant the Indians were flying safely
through the night. The last lights of the town shot past, and the open country
received them.

“Ah hai!” shouted the chief. “Four Suhtai strike through four hundred.
This is a night for singing. This is a night the tribe shall remember. But do
not ride out your horses, my children. Slowly and softly. The race will be
long. The white devils will rise up against us. They will hunt us with horses.
Dogs will show them the way that we have gone, and we and our horses
shall need much strength.”

They heeded his caution, and drew back to a soft trot. They left the road,
and went into a pasture, so that they would not leave behind them a stain of
dust in the air to direct their immediate pursuers. Now that the grass muffled
the tread of the horses, they could talk. How the picture of the stern and self-
composed Indian would have vanished had that group been seen and heard
by many witnesses, and how Big Hard Face laughed and boasted.

“They shut me behind iron,” he cried. “There was around me more iron
than goes to the making of a thousand guns. Thunder Moon came and struck
the iron, and it turned to rotten wood. He took me by the hand, and I stood
up. The white men shot at us. We killed them to the right and to the left. The
head man was left. Like a frightened prairie dog in its hole, he dared not
speak or move. We threw open the doors. We walked out through hundreds
of warriors. We struck at their faces and they were blinded by our might and
by our valor. And then a boy and a woman rushed at them and made them
flee, screaming. But the boy and the woman were Cheyennes. And a
Cheyenne woman has more courage than the bravest men of other tribes.
Look on her, Thunder Moon.”

“Look on her!” said Standing Antelope. “Yes, you have said that she has
made bad medicine. But she came to me and warned me that there was



danger gathering in the town and that the people were awake in their houses
though they showed no lights. She came to me riding a fine horse and so,
when the crowd poured out and the shooting began inside the jail, I would
have charged at their faces, shooting to kill, but she was wise and told me
that I should go away and wait to help you as you left the jail. I saw that she
was wise and I followed her.”

He paused. The girl, who had ridden with downward head, now turned a
little and glanced at Thunder Moon. One glance, and that was all.

“I have been a fool,” said Big Hard Face. “I have not seen what was in
her. Tarawa sent her to us as a blessing. For her sake, I shall offer up five
painted buffalo robes when I return to the Suhtai. She shall have honor
among the warriors and even the oldest women and the wives of the chiefs
shall stand up and wait on her. On all things she was made to be the squaw
of Thunder Moon. Take her hand. Ask her if she will belong to you and cook
in your teepee and flesh the hides and cure them for your sake and be the
mother of your children.”

“Hush! Hush!” the girl said. “You talk and talk.” She galloped her horse
ahead.

“Go after her, Thunder Moon!” the chief said. “Go after her. She rides
just fast enough to be overtaken. Ah hai! Go! Go!”

Thunder Moon did not go. He was too filled with wonder at the state of
his own mind. For after all these months during which he had felt that the
red men were divorced from his thoughts and his life forever at a touch all
the old glamour came back to him.

It had not been life. It had been like sleep. Only two faces looked in on
his heart—his mother and Charlotte Keene. Though Charlotte was beautiful,
she had no beauty such as the wild loveliness of this Omissis girl. Though
she was graceful, she had no grace such as that of Red Wind. If there were a
delicate mystery and the sense of a soul surrounding her, nevertheless there
was no such bewildering strangeness as that which surrounded the Cheyenne
maiden. What friend had he won in all his stay among the whites equal to
the friendship of Standing Antelope? Ay, and what was the love of his stern,
thoughtful, busy father compared with the devotion which had drawn Big
Hard Face out of the plains and across the long marches to his side?

He began to breathe deeply. He listened to Standing Antelope and his
foster father laughing gaily together, as though they had struck upon some
capital jest, and a lump rose in his throat. Whether it was joy or sorrow he
could hardly tell. As he looked at the stars above him, he knew that they
were traveling the West, the West, the West; and the goal of their travels was



the safety and the peril of the open plains. Suddenly he was hungry for it. He
wanted again the smell of the lodge fires, and the noise of the dogs and the
children in the village, and the chanting of one of the old criers, inviting to a
feast. He wanted again the rush and the dust of the buffalo hunt, and the long
and terrible marches along the warpath.

Westward then. Now, at a rousing gallop, they swept down a slope and
came upon Red Wind, who was giving her horse water in the brook which
glimmered in the heart of the little valley. She raised her hand, and they
halted around her.

“There is no pursuit,” murmured Standing Antelope. “Listen! There is
no sound of the hoofs of horses behind us. We are safe. The white men are
fools, as I have told you a thousand times, Thunder Moon.”

“You are a child,” said the girl gravely. “We are all in danger, except
Thunder Moon. There is no easy way for us, except through Thunder Moon.
He could make our peace and let us go. But then he would have to stay
behind us.”

“The evil spirit comes into you again, Red Wind,” said the old chief in a
fury. “You speak with no wit.”

“Look!” said the girl. “Up that valley lies the house of your father. Are
you willing to leave it behind you?”

“I have killed,” said Thunder Moon. “I cannot turn back now.”
“The white men have ways of dodging the white man’s law,” said the

girl with perfect surety. “Do not let fear drive you. Go look at your father’s
house. We shall wait for you here. For a little while there is no danger to us
if we stay.”



CHAPTER THIRTY-THREE  
BLOODHOUNDS

T�� pursuers, however, were not men to give up without an effort. There
was not a saddled horse in the street to follow the flight and, by the time the
mounts were ready, the swift galloping of the four had put them well beyond
the reach of immediate detection. They might have followed anyone of a
whole great network of trails, roads, and bridle paths which was flung down
over the face of that country. Other citizens in similar circumstances might
have settled back and cursed the stupidity or the negligence of the officers of
the law who had been detailed to guard the jail. But the men of this town
were of better stuff. They paused to inspect the interior of the jail, and there
they found Larry Marston busily tying up the wounds of his three
companions. One was shot deep through the shoulder; two others had
wounds in the legs which would not have kept them from handling guns if
they were heroes. Heroes they were not, and they had had enough of
Marston’s little party.

He himself was grimly set on revenge; his words were few; his face was
set; and a glare was in his eyes. Calmly, in a hard, rapid voice, he told his
fellow townsmen what to do. The four had escaped from them. All of them
had been seen, and having been seen they might be trailed. There was the
Indian chief; there was the Indian boy, Standing Antelope, now a wildly
familiar figure at Sutton House; and there was William Sutton upon whom
the eyes of the entire county had been fixed for so long. In addition, there
was the mysterious figure with the dress of a man and the face and braided
hair of a woman. She, too, should not be hard to find. To find them, let not
the townsfolk worry about spotting particular trails, but remember that they
could often strike a target by firing rather blindly with scatter shot. So
Marston bade them mount their horses and ride furiously, urged on by the
consciousness that if they allowed this jail break to be consummated without
catching the guilty, the whole community would become a laughing stock to
every other village and every other town throughout the state.

In the meantime, let them go coursing through every road and every path
near the town and ride on and on until the morning brightened. Wherever a
house stood near, let them rouse the sleeping people with shouts and with a
fury of excitement and tell them what had happened and describe the



fugitives. So, by the time that morning light came, the entire circle around
the town would be aroused and, after that, it could hardly be that the pursuit
would miss the trail. However, should this broadcasting method fail,
Marston had another thing to do as a final resource, and let all his fellow
citizens trust that he never would give up this work, no matter what days or
weeks or years were required. William Sutton had broken open the jail
which was in his charge. William Sutton had managed it with incredible skill
and audacity in spite of the fact that a special committee had been arranged
to lie in wait for just such a raid. Now Marston would have blood for blood
in repayment.

The villagers heard these bits of advice and promise which were
something more than advice and something less than commands. They
hurried to do as they were bidden. And so it was that the hasty, earnest riders
of the town rushed away through the countryside. Wherever they reached
the cottage of a slave, they beat on his door until he came, trembling. To him
they shouted the word. Let all eyes be tensed with suspicion. There was a
liberal reward for the finding of the criminals. Enough to buy the freedom of
a whole family of slaves.

Wherever they came to a great house, two or three would strike at the
door until the proprietor came down, or flung up a window, usually gun in
hand, to find out what the uproar meant. Then they gave him the word, and
sped on toward the next plantation. It was true that, the farther out they rode
from the town, the fewer were the houses, whether of masters or of slaves,
or of solitary small landowners and hunters. When the morning came, they
themselves would be lying in a great ring, ready to take up the trail should
any rumor of its direction come to them, ready also to spread the news of the
trail-finding through their entire far-flung band. Once a clue was picked up,
the whole force of the township instantly could be flung in that direction.
Altogether, it was a skillfully organized effort. Even a novice could have
seen that the work would by no means be easy, for they were pursuing
Indians, instinctively wise in all matters of war and concealment, and in
addition most nobly mounted. All they needed to do, then, was to fling
straight out on their courses, and it would be most hard to overtake them.

Marston was not prepared to trust everything merely to the numbers of
his followers or to the eagerness with which they would go about their work.
Several times he had had to chase runaway Negroes, and he had hunted
them, on every occasion, with a pack of sturdy bloodhounds. They belonged
to one of the oldest settlers in the district, a queer, solitary fellow named
Kingston. Men were apt to say that Kingston kept the hounds not for the
trail of deer or other four-footed game but for the pleasure which it gave him



to hunt men. Whenever there was call for them to chase the fugitive Blacks,
not only would Kingston give them readily, but also he himself was sure to
ride in the hunt. To him Marston rode now, accompanied by seven of the
best fighting men in the town. They were not of the upper class. They were
square-jawed warriors, every one, men used to the handling of guns, and too
familiar with the shooting of big game to hesitate a great deal in pointing
their weapons even at human targets. He had selected them by degrees, and
every one of them he had used before and recompensed out of his private
purse. For the constableship to Marston, was not a political plum, but a
luxury and game. Now, well-mounted, keen for their work, armed to the
teeth, they followed their leader down the road to the house of Mr. Kingston.

They did not have to complete their journey, for half way to the place
they encountered the pack, brought forward by Kingston himself and
handled by three mounted Negroes. A dozen great beasts, tugging at the
leashes which secured them to the horses, they lurched down the road, keen
to be at some important trail. Kingston came rapidly on through the
darkness.

“Is that you, Marston?”
“It’s I, Mister Kingston. How did you happen to turn out your pack

tonight?”
“I had word from someone passing the place. I heard that young Sutton

has finally kicked over the traces. Well, I’ve been expecting it. I’ve been
expecting it.”

He spoke with sort of exultation in his tone. He turned back with
Marston toward the jail.

“This may be bitter work for the dogs,” said Marston, as they cantered
on. “We have four people to follow and though one of them is a woman she
seems to be an Amazon. I don’t think that, if we come up with the quarry, all
of your dogs will be alive to tell the tale tomorrow.”

“I’ve hunted the boar and the deer,” said Mr. Kingston savagely. “And
I’ve hunted desperate fugitives and never regretted a dog or two lost along
the way. Why should I begrudge a few of my best now that we have
something worthwhile on foot? And tell me. If we get at William Sutton, do
you think he’ll shoot . . . at men?”

The constable laughed harshly. “It’s a point on which I don’t think. I
don’t have to,” he said, “because I know. I’ve seen something of him, as you
know. And if he’s not a natural killer, then I’ll admit that I’ve learned
nothing about human nature from my work as a constable. He’ll shoot to kill
and, furthermore, he will kill. We’re going to pay, on this trail. We’re going



to pay, both in dogs and in men. Are you unwilling to keep on the trail
Mister Kingston?”

Mr. Kingston laughed in turn, a crooning brooding laughter. “We have
only one life to live,” he said. “Sport has been the greatest thing for me, and
yet I’ve never had a chance at real sport before this evening. Is it likely that
I’ll turn back? Four of ’em . . . and one a woman. Why, my dear young
friend, this is going to be something to remember . . . or to die for.”

Marston did not answer. Words were failing him somewhat, as he looked
for the first time into the nature of his companion and found him with the
soul of a sleuth hound. It turned his own blood a little cold. After all, this
was the sort of spirit which he could use to the best advantage for such work
as lay ahead of them.

They got back to the jail, and the pack was brought inside the building.
First they were taken to the cell where the Indian had been confined. After
that, they were shown and allowed to smell and mouth the buffalo robe
which Big Hard Face had been wearing, which had been left behind when he
fled from the jail and attacked the waiting mob outside. It was as good a clue
as possibly could have been given to them. Next they were pooled at the
spot where many signs of horses showed where the four mounts had been
brought up in the street so that Big Hard Face and William Sutton could
escape.

The scent of man and beast now was in the nostrils of the pack, and they
gave tongue in a mellow thunder the instant they were loosed. Straight down
the side street they drove, close together, letting one high-shouldered veteran
take the lead in person and in tongue. Behind them rode the constable and
his men in company with Kingston. Altogether there were twelve souls,
though no doubt the expedition would be reinforced by others who would
flock to the music of the dogs as they headed across the country.

“We’ve started late,” Marston said, “but I think this trail will lead to
something.”

“It will lead to blood,” replied Kingston, fiercely prophetic. “I feel it,
man, I feel it.”



CHAPTER THIRTY-FOUR  
WHIPS AND SPURS

W���� these things were happening in the town, William Sutton had left his
companions and galloped up the way toward the house of his father. Under
the trees nearby, he left Sailing Hawk. Then he climbed up to the top of the
front porch and from that point came under the window of the room in
which his parents slept. He slipped in through the window and began to
cross the floor stealthily. A dim, white form rose from the farther bed.

“Who is there?” said a ghostly whisper.
He whispered back: “William!”
Instantly he saw his mother rise, saw her throw on her dressing-gown

and step into her slippers. He delayed no longer in the room, but went softly
into the little library adjoining. There she joined him, her slippers
whispering on the deep pile of the carpet. She came straight to him and
reached up her hands to his shoulders.

“What has happened, William? What have you done?”
“I’ve taken my foster father from the jail.”
“Ah!” she murmured. Then she added faintly: “I knew that it would

happen. I dreamed of it. I told your father; but he wouldn’t believe.”
“I couldn’t trust the thing to my father,” said William sternly. “If I had

been able to leave it in his hands, I should have done so.”
“And now, William? What will you do? At least, you weren’t

recognized? They won’t be able to trail you?”
“Yes, I was recognized.”
She moaned with fear and with grief. “It will make a great trouble,” she

said, “but your father will be able to handle the thing, I know. He’ll see that
no harm comes to you from it. I’ll go and wake him now. Wait here until
I’ve told him for the first time. If he’s very angry, you’ll control your own
temper, dear?”

“There’s no use calling him,” he said. “He can’t help me in this. I would
have left everything in his hands, but I overheard him plotting with Marston
to keep Big Hard Face in the jail forever. I overheard him betraying my
foster father and in that way betraying me as well. But matters have gone
too far for his help. No one can help me now.”



“What do you mean? And what have you done, in the name of mercy?”
“There are dead men lying in the jail, Mother.” She clung to him,

swaying and stunned by the blow. “I’m going back to the plains,” he said.
“After all, I never was meant to be a success in this part of the world. Sooner
or later I should have made a break, and, therefore, it’s as well that I should
make the break now. There are only two things that make my heart ache.”

“William, wait a moment. I can’t hear you. I don’t understand. You are
going back to the plains?”

“I’ll find a way to come to you again, now and then,” he said, with great
emotion in his voice. “I’ll find some way of doing it . . . once every year,
say. I’ll try to come back to you, and perhaps I can come back to Charlotte
Keene. Mother, this same night I’ve told her that I loved her. I think she was
about to say that she loved me, too, but just then the messenger came and I
was called away. You see, it is all the work of the Sky People. They don’t
want me here, and therefore they are driving me away.”

“There are no Sky People, William. There is only the kind and patient
God who. . . .”

“Mother, keep your own gods, and let me have mine. This same night I
called them for a sign, and they gave it to me.”

“The wind is up. The rain will be coming soon,” she said. “It’s turning
into a wild night. I shall die of grief and of fear if you go out into it, my dear,
my poor boy.”

“Shall I wait here, then? Listen?”
He drew her to the window. The gale blew fairly from the town and, as it

whistled around the corner of the building, they could hear something more
than the mere spirit of the storm in the sound, for there was a booming
voice, and then a chorus of voices, far away, but seeming to run up on them
with an amazing speed.

“Do you hear?”
“The bloodhounds!” she said. She added hysterically: “Go quickly. And

how shall I send word to you after this? How shall I let you know when it is
possible for you to come back to us?”

“I’ll find some safe messenger to send to you if I cannot come myself.
But it will never be safe for me to come back openly. Tell Charlotte Keene
that I shall never forget her. The lodge where she lives is my heart. But we
are drawn into different trails. I must go back to the plains, and she must
stay here and work out her own way through the lives of the whites. She will
marry. God keep the man she marries out of my path. I feel very sick,



mother. I have two hearts. And both of them are broken with sorrow. Good-
bye!”

She was sobbing so that she could speak no more. He kissed her
forehead and left as he had come, through the window and then down a
column to the ground below. There he did not hesitate, but with one upward
glance at the dark square of the window above him and the white, slender
form of the woman in it, he hurried back to the spot at which he had left the
stallion.

He found Sailing Hawk extremely nervous, alternately throwing up his
head and sniffing at the ground, very much as he often had acted when on
the debatable ground of a warpath in the old days upon the plains. As
Thunder Moon swung into the saddle, he heard the cause of the disturbance
of the big horse.

Far on the horizon was a cry of dogs, the unmistakable chorus of a pack,
not like the wild calling of a band of wolves in winter running down a blood
trail, but filled with the same deathless terror and malice. It seemed safely
distant but, as the wind fell a moment later and atmospheric conditions
altered, the full chime of the chorus beat suddenly and fully upon his ear. He
realized that the pack was rapidly closing in upon the trail.

What trail they followed, he did not need to ask. He was perfectly
familiar with the dogs which Kingston was in the habit of donating to the
constable and the officers of the law in that vicinity. Therefore he set his
teeth, but not in any ecstasy of fear. Rather, he was grimly determined to
make those who rode behind him realize that now they were not on the trail
of some frightened and desperate slave.

He rode rapidly back to the place where the three Indians waited for him,
and as he came to them he saw that they, too, had heard the calling of the
dogs and had understood it perfectly. Standing Antelope had warned them of
its significance. Now the boy called anxiously to Thunder Moon: “How do
we ride? Where shall we go to dodge them? They are coming fast, and they
never tire.”

They held serious conference upon the matter. Should they ride straight
down one of the main roads and trust to the speed and the wind of their
horses? Or, should they attempt to take half-known byways and cross water
many times in order to delay the hounds behind them as much as possible?

There were other possibilities, also, such as frequently taking a course
across some of the farm yards which might lie more or less in their way
where the strong odors of many animals might kill their scent. But this
Standing Antelope was against. He had been behind this same pack of



hounds when they ran down a fugitive who had tried that very precaution,
and they had captured the man and, indeed, nearly torn him to pieces, before
the posse of the constable arrived on the scene and rescued the victim. They
continued their grave debate, all speaking in turn except the girl, who looked
first at one and then at the other. At length Big Hard Face was addressed by
his foster son.

“Father,” he said, “on the plains you have been a hundred times upon the
trail. These hounds are very swift and their noses are sure, but I think that
they are not so sure and not so swift as Pawnees in pursuit. Now tell us what
we must do, and we shall attempt it.”

“Each man,” said Big Hard Face, “is only wise in his own country and
among his own people. The wise man in his own lodge is a fool in the
teepee of the stranger. This land is strange to me. I am used to the broad
plains and to the way of the plainsmen. Therefore my advice may be very
wrong, but I should ride by the broadest and swiftest way and put a march
between us and the enemy swiftly. Let it be, however, as my son wills it.”

“One march,” Thunder Moon said, “cannot take us away from our
enemies. We have killed white men, therefore the white law follows us. It
lies behind us and before us. It will follow us into the prairies. However,
what use have we for secret ways in a strange country? Even Standing
Antelope is not so familiar with it as are the white men. Father, let us ride
straight and fast and trust to the legs of our horses.”

He ended, and straightway they headed for the nearest road, and then
bore west along it at a brisk gallop. Presently Big Hard Face called for a
slower speed.

“We are not children in the saddle, Thunder Moon and I,” he said, “and
therefore we must save the strength of our horses, as wise men save water
when they cross the desert.” He drew his own mount down to a trot, and the
rest imitated the example, reining in their horses. They made less noise now
and, taking the grassy edges of the highway, where the softer ground was
better for the hoofs of the horses, they passed along with practically no
sound. Like four shadows they drifted across the countryside. Then the
moon rose and began to silver the tops of the trees in the woodland before
them.

“There may be traps and traps before us,” said Standing Antelope.
“Phaugh! This country chokes me. If ever I come back to the prairies where
the sky is a full half-circle above our heads, I never shall leave it again.”

“The shadows that may conceal our enemies from us may conceal us
from our enemies,” said Red Wind. “Have a great heart, Standing Antelope,



and we shall win through.”
“Woman,” said the boy, “you forget that you speak to a Suhtai warrior.

Be silent until I ask you for words.”
“Let her talk,” broke in the old chief. “Has she not fought for us tonight

better than any brave? Let her talk. I myself have said evil of her. But now I
look upon her as a daughter. Take heed how you regard her and handle her
with your words.”

“Look!” cried Standing Antelope. “The woods. The woods. Turn to the
side; whips and spurs.”

They heeded his warning and scattered to either side, their horses
bounding under the lash. At the same time a full dozen rifles rang from the
ambush and the bullets sang among them. The treacherous moonlight, and
the timely warning of Standing Antelope, however, had made that volley
bite only empty air.



CHAPTER THIRTY-FIVE  
AN INTERRUPTED DANCE

T� understand how that volley happened to be fired into the faces of the
fugitives, we must go back a little to a time when Charlotte Keene’s ball was
at is height. No one could be there and be unhappy. Charlotte herself went
around like one in a delighted dream. Harrison Traynor, pale and grim of
face, guessed at the cause of her absent-mindedness. He determined to ask
the question point-blank and, therefore, he drew her to a corner when he
could and said:

“Perhaps you don’t know it, Charlotte, but William Sutton isn’t here.
He’s disappeared quite mysteriously. Hasn’t been here for the last two hours,
I take it.”

“What makes you say this, Harry?” she asked.
“Someone was inquiring for him. That’s all.”
“Has there been any trouble?”
“No,” said Traynor, “not that I know of. He’s learned his lessons fairly

well, it appears, and he knows how to keep his claws masked behind the
velvet. He never lets people see the danger in him lately.”

“You always have an ugly manner when you speak of him,” the girl said
coldly. “You shouldn’t, Harry, it isn’t becoming.”

“Of course it isn’t,” he admitted, with a disarming smile. “Only . . .
you’re the hostess, you know, and you really ought to keep an eye on a tiger
after you’ve invited him to a party.”

“He was called away from the house,” she replied, “but I don’t think
there’s any trouble, really.”

“You knew he was gone, then?”
“Yes.”
“Ah?”
“Why are you so pointed about it, Harry?”
“You’ve been going about with a mysterious look most of the evening. I

don’t suppose that his disappearance has had anything to do with it?”
She hesitated.
“I think it has,” said Traynor.



“Well?”
“You don’t have to tell me anything that’s an important secret, Charlie,”

he continued, “but I have a right to know when it has become actual folly for
me to bother you with my attentions. Now, I have an idea that this William
Sutton has edged me out. Well, more power to him, if that’s the case. But at
the same time, it appears to me that I should be informed. Just tell me when
the door has definitely been closed in my face.”

“What’s made you so serious?” she asked gravely.
“Because,” he said, “you look to me tonight exactly like a person who

has been made giddy with good news. And I guess that the good news has
something to do with what you and Sutton have decided. Perhaps it’s
connected with his disappearance from the house this evening. I don’t ask
any details. I only want you to tell me when I must consider myself simply
. . . your best friend.”

“It’s true,” she said suddenly. “You have a right to know. And you’ve
guessed. It isn’t for general circulation, you must understand, but. . . .”

“I’ll never repeat until you yourself tell me that I may. Ten thousand
hearty congratulations, Charlie.”

He shook hands warmly with her. Afterward he managed to get out into
the garden, and there he leaned against a corner of the wall and closed his
eyes. He felt rather sick and helpless, for he had fought a long fight for this
girl. He was not rich, and she was. He was well placed in their social circle,
but not a whit better than the daughter of Judge Keene. From all viewpoints
it was a match most to be desired. Beyond this, it was undoubtedly true that
he loved Charlie for her own sake. He felt it now as he never had felt it
before. For five minutes he remained there, breathing deep. Even after that
interval, before he trusted himself to return to the house, he practiced a smile
and rubbed the color into his cheeks. Then he came back with apparent
cheerfulness, and had no sooner entered the room than there was a
disturbance and general confusion in the front of the house and immediately
thereafter young Luke Masterson came striding into the ballroom.

“Gentlemen!” he said. “I beg your pardon, Miss Keene, but will you ask
the ladies to excuse the gentlemen for one minute. I have important news for
them.”

“What is the news? You can tell it before all of us,” said Charlotte
Keene.

Harrison Traynor, tall and erect, came beside her. “Certainly,” he said,
“let’s have the excitement, Luke. Talk out, old fellow.”



“There’s excitement enough!” exclaimed Masterson. “The jail’s been
broken into by William Sutton. Three men are lying dead inside the place
now. Sutton has escaped with the Cheyenne Indian who was arrested this
evening by the constable. I’ve come to get you men on your horses. Will you
come along with me?”

Dead silence followed this stunning bit of news. All heads turned toward
Jack Sutton and his sister, and they themselves stood like statues.

Charlotte Keene held Traynor’s arm to steady herself, but her voice was
clear and firm enough as she called: “You’ve made a mistake, Luke
Masterson. William Sutton never would shoot to kill.”

“By heavens, Miss Keene, I had the word from the constable himself. He
said that three men were either dead or dying inside the jail when he started
on the trail.”

For that was the message with which wily young Marston had sent his
emissaries through the countryside. Afterward, when it turned out that no
one had been killed, he could easily say that he thought the wounds all were
fatal. He knew that it made a vast difference. A mere case of jail-breaking
was one thing—and, considering the motives which William Sutton had for
his action, he was apt to meet with a good deal of sympathy—but, on the
other hand, if it were felt that he had committed murder, then every man in
the community would be willing to ride hard and shoot straight to avenge
the deed.

As for truth, that could take care of itself. What Marston wanted was to
look into the dead face of William Sutton before the morning came, and
thereby wipe from his mind and his conscience the sense of a wrong
suffered and a blow endured perforce. Moreover, he felt that unless he
stirred the heart of the community deeply, the young men, brave though they
might be, would be most unapt to press hard on so deadly and desperate a
fighter as William Sutton. Give them murder as a spur, and they would
charge like cavalry into the teeth of overwhelming danger.

There was little chance that the information which had been sent out by
his messengers would be questioned, for there was no time for the true
report to follow on its heels. And so it happened at the house of Judge Keene
that the voice of his daughter was the only one raised in doubt. Among the
rest went a gloomy and deadly murmur.

“This comes of trying to domicile a wild man among civilized people.
Colonel Sutton should be held to strict account for this.”

If the men were stern, the women were no less determined. Murder!
Moreover, Thunder Moon had been too busy with his studies, and his



manner was too coldly reserved, to make him many friends. When he ceased
being a freak, he almost ceased being interesting.

“What’s the murder of three men to a cold-blooded devil who thinks
nothing of taking a boy along and trailing a man-eater into a forest at night?
Nothing’s beyond him.”

Such was the first reaction toward the news which was brought to this
house by Masterson. The constable’s call for volunteers brought a notable
response, for every man who was able to ride a horse rushed for his mount.
Those who had not come in the saddle were furnished with horses from the
judge’s stable. He himself, pale and troubled, was met by his daughter, who
caught one of his hands in hers.

“Father,” she said fiercely, “you sent William to speak to me tonight.”
“And he did?”
“Yes.”
“And you?”
“I told him that I loved him.”
“Wipe it out of your mind, Charlie. A murderer . . . a jail brawl . . . three

men dead . . . good heavens, how unspeakable. My daughter and such a
man?”

“Father,” she urged eagerly, “ride with the rest, just to keep them from
shooting at the critical moment. Ride with them and try to keep them back.
I’m going myself. He’s got to be saved. I don’t care what he’s done.”

“Charlotte!” cried her father, “I explicitly forbid you to do anything so
mad. I. . . .”

She slipped from him. He ran after her, but she slammed the door behind
her and turned the lock. By the time he had gone around through the hall,
she was lost to sight, and he knew that she would be mounted and off with
the hunt before he could prevent. So, grinding his teeth and groaning, the
judge rushed in turn to get a mount at his stables, and there he found a press
of hot-blooded youths, cursing William Sutton, and swearing that they
would do their part to take vengeance on him for his crime.

Charlotte was nowhere in sight. No one could give him word of her.
That was not strange, for the stables were like madhouses this evening, with
men calling for saddles and bridles, and then having to help themselves and
find what they could. Every instant, in little groups of three and four, the
riders pushed away into the dark of the night, past the pathetic figure of
Ruth Sutton, who stood beyond the gate imploring each wild-riding band to
wait until the next day had given them surer word of what had happened and



what guilt belonged to her older brother. She was unregarded. The judge
himself paid no attention to her, and dashed through the gate with a rifle in
his hands. Whatever the others had to spur them on, he had before him the
high goal of preventing for his daughter a most unfortunate, a mad love
affair.



CHAPTER THIRTY-SIX  
A LOST TRICK

F���� man from the house, on that night, and first to reach the stables was
Harrison Traynor. He had paused only to take the hand of Charlotte Keene
and say to her, with his heart apparently in his voice: “I’ve said that I was
your best friend, and tonight I’m going to try to give you a proof of it.”

“Dear Harry! God bless you!” she cried.
He went away, smiling grimly. He only paused at the gun room in the

back of the house. He was familiar with it and with its contents, and he was
able to select, even in the dim light of one small lamp, a fine new rifle, and a
quantity of ammunition. He took a Navy revolver of the newest stamp as
well. With this equipment, he hurried for the stables, cursing the fortune that
had made him leave his riding horse behind him on this night of all nights in
his life. However, he was the very first in the stables, and he could take his
pick.

He did not have to ask. A big-headed roan had taken his eye long before.
It was not a clean-bred one, but it had plenty of hot blood. It was just a trifle
over in the knees and went lame for the first ten minutes of a ride. But there
never was a gamer horse, a better winded runner, or a better head for cross-
country running, where horse brains truly tell. He snatched a saddle from the
saddleroom, and rushed for his prize. He had hardly started work when the
pale face of Jack Sutton gleamed under the lantern light, running for a horse
in a neighboring box. Fast though the hands of Traynor worked, Jack was a
little faster, and they led their horses from the barn together. Quickly and
softly, in spite of the turmoil which was beginning all through the stables,
Harrison Traynor developed a little dialogue with his companion on the way
to the open.

“Now, Jack,” he said, “you have your opportunity. You can help to polish
off the existence of this impostor tonight.”

“I?” cried Jack. “I’m going to help him if I can.”
“Help him? Good heavens, my dear Jack, you don’t mean that.”
“What else can I do? What else will people expect me to do?”
“They’ll expect you to stand up for law and order, no matter who may

have broken the law. A murderer is a murderer, Jack.”



“I’d be outlawed from every decent house.”
“You talk like a fool, Jack. Everyone would understand.”
Eagerly Traynor pressed his point. There was not a cooler head, not a

steadier hand, not a deadlier shot in the county than Jack Sutton, unless it
were Traynor himself. And he wanted the services of the marksman, wanted
them most terribly. Better one sure rifleman than a hundred bunglers. Better
and more to be trusted in this keen hunt which, fate willing, would end the
life of William Sutton, and the love affair of Charlie Keene.

“I couldn’t aim a gun at him,” said Jack.
“Tell me this, old fellow. Is he really your brother, or is he an impostor?”
“Lord knows, not I.”
“You do know. What’s your instinct in the matter?”
“I admit that I can’t call him a brother with any feeling.”
“Of course you can’t, and the intuition always is right. Trust instinct,

Jack.”
The boy turned suddenly, fiercely, on Traynor. “Harry, you’re older than

I.”
“A little, yes.”
“You’re an honorable fellow, and you know the world. Now, I don’t like

William . . . if he really is William. Not that he’s cut me off from the fortune.
I don’t think that’s what counts with me. But my heart doesn’t warm to him.
Never has. Harry, tell me on your solemn and holy word of honor: what
would you do if you were in my place?”

“I’ll tell you,” said Traynor. “I’d ride with the boys and I’d tell them that
you wanted them to do William no harm. That would gloss over your
reputation. But in the meantime, if I got a fair chance, I would say that I
wanted a shot at the damned Indians who were running off with your brother
and carrying him away to the prairies. I’d pretend to take a shot at them, if
the chance came, but by heaven I’d see that my bullet found the heart of the
impostor and murderer who is masquerading in the name of your house.”

Jack Sutton gasped. Then: “I’ll do it!” he cried. “I want to do it. And you
know what’s wisest and most right. I’ll do it, Harry.”

“Good, Jack. Then ride with me. For if anyone finds him tonight, I’ve an
idea that I’ll be the man. Do you hear? I have a premonition that I or
Thunder Moon will die tonight.”

They swung into their saddles, and now it could be seen that Traynor had
not wasted his life in that part of the world. When he was seen mounting,
half a dozen who were in the same act called to him that they would go with



him. For whether at the dinner table or in the hunting field, no man had a
better reputation than Harrison Traynor for surety and keen wit. These others
wanted a leader, and they turned readily to him in the emergency.

He ran them over with his eye. They were what he wanted. Not so many
as to make a clumsy crowd, but enough to push that fighting devil, Thunder
Moon, to the wall. Every man of them was armed to the teeth, and every
man of them knew how to use his weapons. Whether from the back of a
galloping horse or shooting at a mark, there was not one of them but had put
in long years of training. Moreover, they looked as thoroughbred as the
horses upon which they were mounted and, Traynor knew, as he glanced at
their faces, that he could count upon them in the fight which he hoped would
end up that ride. For, he told himself, with a swelling heart and with set
teeth, that life would not be worthwhile for him if he lost Charlie Keene.
And lose her he would, he knew, so long as William Sutton lived. Death
alone could end that affair perhaps, and the touch of the great healer, Time.

Traynor had in view a maneuver both simple and practical. Three roads
pointed toward the west. West toward the distant prairies he felt sure the
fugitives would press. If he could occupy those roads, he would be apt to
bag the four. People more familiar with the lay of the land might have been
apt to take secret ways and passes among the marshes and through the
woods, but the Indians were comparative strangers—even Standing
Antelope—and therefore Traynor was fairly sure that the band would take to
the highways.

In the meantime, he had only this handful of men. The others from the
ball had scattered here and there, each party with some idea of its own. Not
far away, there was a low, rolling ridge which crossed the three roads, and
ran on beyond them. Traynor put one man to watch each of the side roads
and he, with young Jack Sutton and seven others, took cover in the trees
looking down on the middle way. They dismounted and Jack Sutton made a
speech to the little group.

He told them, with apparent earnestness, that he must beg them not to
fire a shot at his brother, William. Let them try to take him alive. As for the
Indians who were with him, of course they should be shot down as quickly
as possible. It was for that purpose, he said, that he had joined their number.
His speech was received with respect, and Traynor tapped him lightly on the
shoulder.

“But suppose, Jack,” broke in one of the party, “that your brother opens
fire on us. He’s not the sort of man who misses a target twice. Are we
simply to stand up under his fire?”



“My friends,” said Jack with dignity, “I only can ask you to show some
restraint and try to give my brother some favor.”

“Aye, Jack,” said Traynor, “that’s spoken like a man, and of course we’ll
do what we can for him.” A moment later, he found occasion to whisper in
the ear of Jack: “Let the rest mark down the other Indians, if we have a
chance to fire, but you and I’ll train our guns on Thunder Moon. Agreed?”

“Yes,” said Jack through his teeth.
After that, silence fell over the party. Out of the west a wind was

coming; the boughs above their heads began to sway. Somewhere nearby
two branches were rubbing together with a dolorous mournful sound. Across
the stars vague shapes of clouds began to sweep. The moon had risen now,
and its light gave more surety and sense of power to the ambushers. Nothing
happened until one of the older members of the group declared he thought
that he heard the sound of distant baying like the voices of bloodhounds.
The whole group listened intently, but they did not make out the sound
again. In due time, they saw four shadows moving down the road just before
them, not with a rush and sweep as they had imagined that the four would
come, but merely trotting their horses.

“Cool heads, all of ’em,” said Traynor. “They’re saving their horseflesh
for a brush. Now, boys, there they come. Mark down your men, except for
William Sutton. No one aim at him.”

The wind suddenly dropped. Jack Sutton, as he lay beside Traynor, could
hear the hard breathing of his companion, and over a fallen log as a rest he
drew his bead with a steady hand upon the body of his brother. He changed
from the body to the head, for Thunder Moon looked so utterly formidable
as he came down the road upon his horse it seemed impossible that one
bullet could take his life.

The four riders drifted closer and closer. They were speaking, and the
faint sound of the deep voice of William came across to Jack. It touched him
as the sight of the man had failed to stir his heart and, putting his rifle down,
he murmured to Traynor: “I can’t do it, Harry. My God, how could I ever
have dreamed of trying to shoot such a man . . . and my own brother. You
were a devil to tempt me to it, Harry Traynor.”

“You fool!” said Traynor. “Don’t let your heart run away with your head
entirely. There is a. . . .” His voice stopped with a gasp, for suddenly the four
riders swept away from one another like dead leaves picked up by a
whirlpool of wind. Traynor caught his mark again with a deft shift of his
rifle, but as he closed his finger on the trigger a hand struck his arm and
made his shot fly wild. It was young Jack beside him.



“I couldn’t let you, Harry!” he said. “I know you mean the best for me.
There’s nothing for you to gain by his death. You’re only thinking of me . . .
but I couldn’t let you.”

“Damnation!” snarled Traynor. “You young fool, do you know that you
nudged yourself out of Sutton House that moment?” Springing to his feet, he
called on his companions: “We’ve turned them back. We’ll go after them,
boys, and ride ’em down or else turn ’em straight back into the hands of the
fellows that must be following from behind. We’ve lost the first trick, but
we’ll take the trick that wins the game.”

They mounted instantly and, flying across the open meadow, they drove
on into the trees among which the four were now out of sight.



CHAPTER THIRTY-SEVEN  
COURAGE OF A WOMAN

S��� was the cause of the ambush which would have stopped the flight of
the four before it had well begun had it not been for the hawk-like eye of
Standing Antelope, which detected the shadow of danger that lay before
them. Sweeping back toward the trees at one side, they spurred for safety.
Bullets still whistled around them, for the posse was firing as it came hot
foot after them. Thunder Moon, ranging beside his old foster father, was
suddenly aware that the noise of the pursuit had stopped and that the firing
had redoubled but drew no closer.

“They are shooting at shadows!” laughed Big Hard Face. “Come, my
son. The white men are fools. We shall slip through the hands of a hundred
of them.”

“Where is Red Wind?” asked Standing Antelope, pressing closer to
them.

“Red Wind!” exclaimed Thunder Moon. “She has gone back to make a
sacrifice of herself and let us escape. Listen! She is firing on them and
drawing their fire. Ah hai! Who would have thought there was such courage
in any woman! It is she! It must be she!”

With that, he whirled his horse about.
“Let her be,” said Big Hard Face. “Is the life of a woman worth the life

of a man? Let her be, I say. She is making a sacrifice that will be accepted.
Her spirit will find happiness forever and in our safe lodge among the
Suhtai, we will make her to be remembered.”

So said Big Hard Face, with a logic as stern as his name, but Thunder
Moon did not stop to listen. He lunged back through the woods toward the
center of the noise of the firing, and so under the bright moon he saw what
he had expected and yet could not believe. There was a thick natural hedge
of compact bushes, with a little strip of cleared ground in a semicircle
behind it. Up and down that hedge rode Red Wind, weaving back and forth
on her horse, and reloading and firing her rifle with such wonderful rapidity
that, taking into account the different points from which she was constantly
firing, it might well have seemed that the entire party of four had taken
cover there. The assailants had not yet worked around to the rear of the



position. When that happened, Red Wind would die. She must have known,
but she did not falter in her work.

Thunder Moon, looking at her, felt his heart swell and then almost stop
with wonder at the sight. He had looked upon her as a mysterious
combination of woman and devil, but he never had dreamed that anything
could have controlled her other than purest selfishness. And here she was
offering her life for the safety of the party—offering it without braggadocio,
but simply. He heard the crashing of the guns of the posse. He heard the
whistling of the balls. By miracle—or by dint of her constant shifting
position—she had escaped injury. As she rode she fired, loaded, and fired
again.

For a half second Thunder Moon endured the wonder of this spectacle
and then he swept down to her. She turned with a faint cry as she felt the
rush of something from behind and, as she had fired her rifle that instant, she
grasped it by the barrel and swung it like a club above her head as she turned
her horse around. Then she saw who was coming and let him take the bridle
of her horse and sweep away, leading her beside him.

“Who gave you authority,” Thunder Moon said, “to come back here and
fight like a mad woman. Listen! They still are firing into the covert. You
have baffled them more than all the rest of us had managed to do. But who
bade you come here? Red Wind, am I mistaken about you? Are you a great-
hearted woman, after all? Ah hai! What is a greater heart than that . . . to die
for the safety of one’s friends?”

He praised her as they rode. She looked neither to the right nor to the
left, but kept her face straight forward and gave no sign that she heard a
word he uttered. Thunder Moon was enormously excited. Before there had
seemed in this girl nothing but evil under well-controlled guises. Now there
appeared to be something more—a self-sacrificing nobility. Courage he
never had doubted that she possessed. But courage as a gentle and pure-
souled power was the last quality which he would have attributed to her.

What shall man say of Thunder Moon and his fickleness? That very
evening he had looked into the eyes of the white girl and told her that he
loved her, but now in one instant Charlotte Keene’s memory was dimmed as
by the passing of a whole year. His heart began to leap and thunder as he
saw the moonlight gleam on the red-metal braids of Red Wind’s hair,
brushed out the next instant as they swept on into the shadow.

Suddenly he said to her: “Somehow I knew at once what had happened
and what you had done. Well, I certainly must have thought better of you
than I guessed.”



This was not a polite speech, but it did not disturb the girl. She looked
more statue-like than ever. They rushed up to Big Hard Face and Standing
Antelope, who were working their horses to and fro.

“It was as I guessed,” said Thunder Moon, and he took the hand of the
girl and laid it in the hand of his foster father. “Look, Big Hard Face, what
she has done. They still are back there firing at the shadows. They are afraid
to come closer. I shall be surprised if she did not kill one or two of them. Ha,
my Father, what will you say of warriors who are killed by women? There is
more danger in Red Wind than there is in three war chiefs. I always knew
that. Take her. She is my sister. Twice she has saved us on this one night.”

“Keep the rear, Thunder Moon,” said the chief. “Keep the rear with
Standing Antelope, while I make the trail with the girl in front. Shall we
point quartering across that ridge?”

“Yes,” answered Standing Antelope, “because I know that there is
another road to the west running beyond that low hill.”

So Big Hard Face turned the head of his horse and rode without haste.
For though the men of Harrison Traynor had discovered that they had been
firing for some time at an empty covert, still it would take them much time
indeed to follow the trail by moonlight. The great opportunity of Traynor
seemed to have come and gone again when he saw big Thunder Moon
before him—and had his arm nudged as he drew the trigger.

Calmly, mildly, the chief spoke to the girl: “Tell me, Red Wind, if you
hate us so much, why have you done such things for us as you have done
this night? I cannot understand, and my head spins as I try to make out your
reasons. Have you a reason, girl?”

She looked sidewise at him. “I have a reason. It is no reason that I can
tell to you.”

“Is it a noble or a selfish reason?”
She hesitated, smiling at the naïveté which asked such a question. At

length she said: “It is noble. It is not selfish. It is surely something else.”
“But what else can there be?” asked Big Hard Face. “Everything in the

world must be done for one reason or for the other.”
“There are some things,” said the girl, “that even a wise chief does not

know about. Or if he has known them, he forgets afterward.”
“Ha? Well,” said Big Hard Face, “no matter what you may say, you have

earned the right of talking freely with me and with all the tribe of the Suhtai.
I shall not ask you questions which you do not wish to answer. When we
come safely back to the Suhtai, you will be admitted to the council and
allowed to sit with the chiefs and the wise men because of what you have



done tonight, Red Wind. Some old and wise chief will take you for a
squaw.”

“Peace!” said the girl sharply. “Listen! They are coming fast.”
Through the night the booming, chiming voices of the bloodhounds

swept rapidly toward them.



CHAPTER THIRTY-EIGHT  
BRAVE FIGHT

V��� deliberately, as men long used to peril in a thousand forms, the party
determined how they would baffle the dogs. So much time had been lost
when Thunder Moon went to say farewell to his mother that the whole
countryside was thoroughly alarmed, and men were willing to risk their lives
to arrest the flight of the little band. Nothing remained, therefore, except to
cut across country as fast as they could. This they did, riding steadily, but
never pushing their horses in spite of the cry of the hounds behind them. No
horse in the world could have lived with dogs over such running as this, one
moment through tangled woods, and the next struggling across marsh, and
then fording a river and staggering up the farther slope of the stream. The
hounds were sure to gain, unless the wits of the fugitives could turn them.

Presently they had an excellent chance. They came to a broad-faced little
river, so shallow that they could ride their horses into it. On its verge they
looked up and down and finally decided that here they must make their
attempt at a trail which would throw the dogs adrift. Upstream, therefore,
they went for well over a quarter of a mile, and by that time the voices of the
hunt were breaking through the trees and finally went echoing up the river
after them. Immediately afterward, they heard the sounds dying out, sure
sign that the pack was in the water. Then deadly silence as every dog was
swimming.

When the dogs recovered the trail, they would give tongue, of course. If
the wisdom of Kingston turned them up the stream, then a crisis would come
at once. In the meantime, the fugitives came to a spot where a shelf of rock
stepped with comfortable ease from the waters, and there they climbed out.
From the rock, a great trunk of a tree extended to the ground beyond and
over that natural bridge they led their horses, one by one, without mishap.
That this bridge might not be suspected, after they were across, Big Hard
Face directed that they should turn the trunk from its place. That was done
and the trunk struck the ground with a heavy impact. They stood listening,
fearing lest the cry of the hunt would be attracted by the noise. Then, indeed,
the cry of the pack did sound, but far, far down the stream.

“It is ended!” said Big Hard Face, in great relief. “One of the dogs has
happened upon a false scent.”



They remounted and pushed ahead through the woods, always aiming
west but taking what advantage they could of the terrain. The cold morning
was beginning when they entered a little natural pasture. All the world was
silent. The fugitives were overcome with fatigue. Here they determined to
make a temporary camp, rest the horses, and then move cautiously forward
once more.

Big Hard Face set the example and, having loosed the girths of his horse,
he stretched himself on the damp grass. They set no watch. All about them
were the deep woods. There was no noise except the sound of the horses
tearing at the grass, and not even a ghost could have come upon them
without making a sufficient disturbance to put them on their guard.

It was not the noise of anyone passing through the woods, however, that
wakened them before half an hour. It was a deep, rich burst of music as a
dozen hounds gave tongue. Their trail had been recovered. They mounted
once more. There was no sign of fatigue as yet from Sailing Hawk, and the
three horses which had been taken from the colonel were Thoroughbreds.
Thunder Moon made trail; the rest followed in single file. Ever the clamor of
the dogs grew. They could distinguish the separate voices as every hound
gave tongue, and now they knew that they had come to the end of their
tether.

They found a natural tunnel through the woods. By the morning light
they entered the path, and now they could make fair headway, letting the
horses go at a trot. Even such a speed would not do, as they could tell in a
few moments. Right behind them sounded the thunder of the pack, and the
noise, caught as in a funnel, confused their minds. Even Big Hard Face
nervously pushed his horse ahead, and Thunder Moon looked around and
saw Red Wind watching him with acute, expectant terror in her eyes. It
pleased him oddly, that sign of fear from her. It showed that she was not
above human weakness, no matter how mysterious her strength.

He managed to fall behind with Standing Antelope and, the instant they
were well to the rear, Thunder Moon flung himself from his horse and
motioned to the boy to do the same. Clear-eyed, grim of mouth, the
youngster waited for his orders. In either hand, Thunder Moon held a
revolver and, where the tunnel turned sharply to the side and made a distinct
angle, he placed himself and made the lad kneel before him, a knife gripped
in his hand.

“They are not like other dogs,” said the boy, taking up his position.
“Remember, I have seen them. They come to kill, and kill they will.”



“What pass my guns, your knife must count for,” said Thunder Moon
loudly, for the noise of the dogs was swelling. “Never slash at the throat.
Give them the point, always the point.”

As he spoke a great, reddish-brown beast turned the corner of the path
and his bay turned to a snarl as he flung himself forward. He was the tried
and tested leader who never had failed in a score of battles. In mid-air the
bullet found him but, he had sprung so far and boldly that, though he landed
dead, with a brief howl of agony, his weight struck full on Standing
Antelope and knocked him sprawling headlong to the ground. Two more,
straining abreast, lurched bravely at Thunder Moon. He gave them a bullet
from either gun. One shot smashed through the brain and one beast fell; the
second was no more than a glancing wound and, like a fury, the great beast
charged.

It would surely have gone ill with Thunder Moon then, but the Suhtai
boy, lying on his back, stabbed upward as the bloodhound passed over him,
and the poor brute writhed in convulsions of pain, dying slowly.

Still that charge came on as though the dogs were gallant cavalry. The
horn of Kingston was frantically blowing a recall, but they gave no heed.
They had heard the death cries of their leaders, and they went on for their
vengeance. A double stream of lead met them. Never had Thunder Moon
made better target practice. Twice a wounded dog managed to stagger on
after being struck, but on each occasion the cunning knife of Standing
Antelope finished the work.

The place became a shambles. Nine bodies lay there dead or dying, and
the remaining dogs held back, at last thoroughly daunted. They were the
weakest spirits of the pack. Now they shrank, turned, and fled yelping.
Voices of men were sounding down the green tunnel now, and particularly
the high-pitched yell of Kingston, demanding vengeance for his loss; but
here, Big Hard Face and Red Wind came back, guns in hand, thoroughly
alarmed.

“They are coming fast,” said the chief. “They will charge against us.
Reload. Reload, Thunder Moon.”

He laughed, pointing to the bodies before him. “They have lost these
lives already,” he said. “Do you think they will come on for more? No, no.
They never will follow us here. They will strive to block us at the farther
end of the path. Go with me, Father. Hurry! Or they will take us like snakes
in a hole.”



CHAPTER THIRTY-NINE  
NO WAY OUT

T��� came from the tunnel that passed through that jungle-smothered
marshland none too soon, for on their right they could hear horsemen
working through a thicket. Before them now stretched a long sheet of firm
ground and their horses swung away at a long gallop. As they started, they
heard a wild yelping well to the rear.

“It is the hounds!” said Standing Antelope, wiping his hands and knife
on the mane of his horse. “They are trying to whip the dogs onto the trail,
but they will never take to this line again.”

He laughed cheerfully as he spoke, adding: “Tell me, Big Hard Face,
were you ever on a better war trail than this? Were there ever such great
odds against you? Did you ever before make such fools of so many men?”

The old chief smiled at the boy. “We may talk afterward, perhaps. Let us
think only of what our enemies are doing with their wits and with their
horses. They are following fast, my friends.”

For at that moment nearly a score of riders came out from the marsh and,
seeing the distant fugitives, swung into a gallop in pursuit. Their mounts
seemed to have neither spirit nor strength left to them. They had been
floundering for too many hours through the steaming bogs of the marshland,
pushing aimlessly here and there, rushing to meet every alarm, swarming
out on many a false trail, and now the keenness was as great as ever in the
riders, but the horses could not answer. Whereas the fugitives had gone
steadily, without undue haste, conserving their horses at every turn of the
way. They reaped a harvest now for that forbearance. Without effort, without
a single whipstroke, they left the whole body of the hunt laboring far behind
them, and soon lost to view. Only, from time to time, they had a glimpse of a
few hardy riders who were able to keep their horses at a great effort by dint
of whip and spur.

In that body of skillful riders went Harrison Traynor, and at his side was
the constable. Never two finer riders had dashed across the country after fox
or chasing pure sport. They lacked that instinctive skill which comes to men
who have lived in the saddle, and all the four fugitives had spent almost as
many hours on horseback as they had on foot. They knew how to rate their
mounts at a slope; when it was wisest to dismount and lead the horse; when



a downpitch was too sharp to be negotiated with speed without taking too
great a toll of their animals. In addition, when the final test came, and the
run for life or death had to be made, they knew how to wring from their tired
horses the last bit of speed, strength, and service. For all these reasons, the
four drew easily farther and farther away.

The country was changing, now. The flat land, steaming marshes, the
straight, well-made roads gave way to rolling country, sometimes with hills
the size of mountains, and the roads were either bridle paths, or else the
roughest sort of wagon ways laid down with no pretense at engineering, but
simply going where streams of wandering cattle first had marked out a
course.

It had an advantage and it had a great drawback, this country. In the first
place, it gave them a chance to work freely ahead. In the second place it was
sure to place them under observation more easily, for they had only an
occasional grove of trees to shelter them.

Until noon, they kept steadily to the hollows, pressing on without
remorse for their flagging steeds; but, shortly after the middle of the day,
they saw before them a small house and Thunder Moon declared that there
they would take rest, find food for themselves, and grain for their horses.
Better rest now, when there was no enemy in sight, than wait for the night.
Because night was apt to bring them as much danger as it did security.

As they came up toward the house, they saw a man, a woman, and a
child break for the place and rush away toward the corral where, hastily,
each threw himself on a horse and plunged away down the valley.

“They are going to spread trouble ahead of us!” said Big Hard Face and
he unslung his rifle. “They must be brought back.”

“They shall be,” answered Thunder Moon and, beckoning to Standing
Antelope, they swept in pursuit. Tired as their horses were, like all
Thoroughbreds they were able to raise a racing gallop. Swiftly they came up
with the trio, and a shot fired over their heads by Thunder Moon made them
draw rein. They faced about in a panic of terror. The man had an old horse
pistol in his hand and a set expression on his face.

“You murderin’ devils,” he said, “you keep your distance, or I’ll count
for one of you.”

Thunder Moon rode in on him, his rifle under his arm. “Put up that
pistol,” he said. “If we wanted to do murder, we needn’t have stopped to talk
to you. You’ll have no harm from us. We simply want you to come back to
the house so that we’ll be able to leave this place before you go to spread the



alarm. We want food, too, for ourselves and these nags. If you’re there, we’ll
be able to pay you for what we have to take.”

The man hesitated, but the woman broke in: “We might as well die there,
as here, and besides maybe he means to do what he says. It’s William
Sutton, Ben.”

“I know who it is, well enough,” replied the man. “Sutton, we got your
word for this?”

“Yes.”
Standing Antelope had remained just beyond hearing distance during

this colloquy, ready at any moment to shoot but, as the three turned back
toward the house, the man and women pale and sick of face and the little
boy whimpering, the young Suhtai hurried to the side of his leader.

“There are three scalps and three coups for me,” he said. “You don’t
want me to go back to my people with empty hands?”

Thunder Moon raised a sternly admonitory forefinger. “Don’t touch
them,” he said, “with gun, knife, or hand. These people have done us no
harm, and they may do us much good.”

“No harm,” echoed the boy. “Are not the whites our enemies just as the
Comanches are? If you saw three Comanches, would you let them live?”

“Be still,” said William Sutton gruffly. “You speak of this which you do
not yet understand.”

Standing Antelope, however, was not appeased by this rebuke and, so
long as they were in the shanty, his wistful gaze was turned upon one or
another of his involuntary hosts, much like a dog eyeing a flitch of bacon
hung just above his reach. By the time they reached the house, they found
Red Wind already in possession of the kitchen, while Big Hard Face, in the
adjoining barn, was finding ample rations of oats for the horses. From the
moment the farmer’s wife saw Red Wind, her attitude changed.

“My sakes!” she cried. “Why, this ain’t no wild Indian. She knows
cooking. Here, honey, gimme that bacon and I’ll slice it. Willie, slap on
some water to heat. Ben, you hand me that coffee can. I dunno what these
folks have done but, now that they’re here, they might as well have a chance
to eat. They got their belts three notches deeper’n normal.”

Thunder Moon and Standing Antelope worked strongly and steadily
over the horses, rubbing them down, giving them from time to time a
swallow of water, and tending them with the most precise care. Then, as
they permitted the horses to bury their noses in the finest oats, they stood
back to watch, well contented. Indian ponies needed no such care as this. A
chance to roll after a long, heartbreaking ride, a little sun-withered prairie



grass to graze on, and a few hours of rest enabled them to take the trail again
with hardly diminished spirit. These long-legged, deer-like creatures were
different. Only Sailing Hawk seemed to combine the qualities of the desert
pony and the racer.

No matter what happened, they could be sure now that they would have
remade horses for the rest of their day’s flight. They were in no haste to
leave the shanty. They ate and paid for a hearty meal, and then they lay
down on the floor of the cabin, with Red Wind to keep guard because, she
said, she had no need of sleep.

She sat beside Big Hard Face, her eyes looking continually through the
open door and down the valley, but no sign of a pursuer troubled her vision.
Perhaps the trail had been lost by those who followed. Indeed, they had
come across enough stretches of gravel and rock to have discouraged even
the most expert Indian trailer.

The white family gathered to watch, big-eyed, enormously curious. They
had changed their opinion of these visitors a great deal. In the first place,
they had suffered from no violence. In the second place, they had been
handsomely paid for all that had been eaten by horse and man. And in the
third place, they were beginning to see that this was a distinguished
adventure that would make them talked about by all the neighborhood, and
envied wherever women or men met to gossip.

The three men lay in a row. They were asleep the instant that they closed
their eyes.

“How did you hear of us?” asked Red Wind, looking at the housewife.
“From the telegraph office at Stanley. Messengers were sent over the

whole country around here to get folks out to watch the trails.”
“What did they say?”
“That you’ve murdered about a dozen people up the way. There must be

near onto a thousand folks out looking for you right now.”
“But not in this direction?”
“No?”
“At least they haven’t looked for us here,” said Red Wind.
“Ah,” said the woman, “why should they have to do that? Because they

know that once in the valley here, there ain’t no chance that you’ll get out.”



CHAPTER FORTY  
THERE WILL BE A WAY

N� chance for them to get out. Red Wind said not a word to alarm the three
sleepers.

“Show me!” she said.
Straightway the farmer and his wife and son took her outside of the

shanty and to the hillcrest which overshadowed the house. From that point
of vantage she could sweep the horizon and now she saw what was meant.
All to the west and the north, beyond the hills, rushed a river of impassable
white water, and to the south lay marshes from whose boggy face a mist
exhaled visibly at that distance. From the east they had come, and that way
was still open but, if they returned, they would find the gathered forces of
their enemies ready to block the way.

Such was the prospect that she looked out upon. When she had seen it,
she asked anxiously: “There must be some way across that river. It is not
very wide.”

“Swifter than an arrow,” was the reply. “You couldn’t never cross it,
lady. Never in this here world, I’m tellin’ you; never at all. There has been
some that tried. Jake Mulvaney tried last year on a bet. Poor Jake, he didn’t
get halfway across.”

“The marsh, then!” said the girl. “Surely someone could get across that.”
“With a boat, perhaps,” answered the farmer’s wife. “If you was to take

a boat and drag it across the mud, and then float it off again, why, you might
get across that way. I don’t know. There’s the Baynes gang. They live in
there . . . a curse on ’em . . . and they manage to get across from side to side.
But who’s gunna be able to get that secret out of ’em?”

Red Wind seized upon that clue but, when she made anxious inquiries,
she achieved nothing. The Baynes gang of ruffians lived in the marshes, to
be sure, but how they managed it was a mystery by means of which they had
baffled all pursuit. Many a time strong expeditions had pushed out against
them, but in every instance the expeditions had failed. They were bogged
down and eluded and the robbers still issued time and again to commit their
depredations on the lands of their honest neighbors.



Red Wind, without another word, went back to the shanty and there she
sat down in the doorway. She turned again toward the east and looked out at
the horizon to see even a trace of dust that might announce the approach of
horsemen, but there was no sign of a disturbance. They were gathering
there, doubtless. They were gathering and making ready to stop the entrance
to the valley with a perfect security.

“An’ what are you gunna do?” asked the farmer of the girl, big-eyed
with fear and curiosity.

“There will be a way,” said the Omissis girl quietly.
“But what way, would you tell us? You ain’t got wings, I suppose?”
“Do you see the big man? The young one? Do you know who he is?”
“He’s William Sutton.”
“His name is Thunder Moon. The Sky People will not let him die. He

has many days before him.”
“Maybe he’s a kind of witch.” The wife grinned.
“You will see,” said the girl calmly. “He has been in the camp of the

Comanches. He has gone alone into the warrior camp of the Pawnees and
come out carrying their medicine bags and leaving their dead behind him.
You see that I am not troubled now. All is in the hands of the Sky People.
Now he sleeps. When he wakens, I shall tell him.”

Again and again they tried to shake her calm conviction by pointing out
the terrible imminence of the danger, but she merely smiled, faintly, in the
same way which had baffled and disturbed Thunder Moon in the old days, in
the teepee of White Crow. Fatigue kept the three soundly asleep until deep
in the afternoon, when Standing Antelope wakened, rose softly, and came
out to the girl. To him, in her soft voice, she related what she had heard and
observed. He in turn climbed to the crest of the hill and looked over the
countryside before he came back to her. He walked slowly, a sure sign that
his thoughts were profoundly occupied. Then he sat down cross-legged
beside the girl.

“We shall wait?” he asked at length.
“What else is there to do? What could we manage in the day? We must

have the darkness. In the meantime, our horses are growing strong. So is
Thunder Moon. The rest is in the hands of the Sky People.”

Standing Antelope made no answer, but he withdrew a little and began
to make medicine, picking up handfuls of dust and blowing gently upon it
until there remained a few pebbles or shining bits of rock. According to their



nature, size, and number he was receiving answers from the spirits; and the
answers seemed to trouble him gravely.

“There are four of us, are there not?” he said, coming back.
“There are four,” she agreed.
“One must be sacrificed,” said the boy with great seriousness. “I see by

the signs that have been given to me that only three of us can go free,
perhaps. Tell me, Red Wind . . . if a life were given freely to the Sky People,
would they let the other three go through to safety tonight?”

She understood his meaning instantly and caught her breath a little.
However, she answered with an air of surety: “One must be lost. But who
can tell which one of the four it will be? Who can tell which one the Sky
People have chosen for death? And what a fool one of us would be to lay
down a life which is not wanted?”

The boy considered this with a knotted brow. Nevertheless, he seemed
relieved by this reasoning, relaxed and began to nod his head a little. “You
are right,” he answered. “They do not wish to have us presume to read their
minds and understand their purposes. They are great spirits and jealous of
their secrets. However, the medicine that I have made is very sure. One of us
at least must die.”

Red Wind fell into a gloomy study and remained lost in it when Thunder
Moon and Big Hard Face came out of the shanty. With faces like masks they
heard the story, looking sternly to the east where the danger lay. Then
Thunder Moon looked to the westering sun and saw that the evening was not
far away.

He said to Standing Antelope: “Saddle the horses; look to the guns, and
see that they are clean. Tonight we shall have fighting.”

With that, he walked off by himself and was soon lost in a little copse
not far from the house. He was no sooner hidden there, than he sat down
cross-legged near a tiny spring of water and, taking out the ingredients of his
paints, he mixed them and began to daub his face. He took off his deerskin
jacket next, and his painting was continued upon his body to the waist until
Thunder Moon looked more like a devil than like William Sutton, heir of
Sutton House.

When he had completed his ceremonies, he stepped into a clearing in the
center of the trees and, taking his dream shield upon one arm, and his rifle in
the other, he extended both toward the sky, where the pink of the sunset was
beginning to gather in richer and darker tones. There he prayed as he had
prayed before in the critical moments of his life.



“Sky People, all that was dim to me before I now understand. When I
asked you what I should do for my foster father, you sent me with weapons
in my hands to take him from the jail. You promised me safety. So I went,
and it all happened as you said. There was danger, but you saved me from it.
Now I have come away with Big Hard Face, but still there is a part of my
heart that remains behind with my mother and the lodge of my father. I
think, too, of the white girl. For this reason you are punishing me. You have
drawn great dangers around me. You are catching me like a fish in the net. I
understand. I do not reproach you for having saved me once and threatening
me later. It is because you do not want to take me back to the Suhtai when
my heart is still with the whites. But now I see the truth. I must go back to
the Cheyennes and be one of them. Behold me. I have put on the sacred
paint for the warpath. I denounce the God of the white man and accept you
only. I give myself away from my father’s lodge forever and take the teepee
among the Suhtai. Let their way be my way. Let me be a weapon in their
hands in the time of trouble, and let all my friends have red skin. Hear me
Sky People, and if you accept my prayer, give me a sign.”

He remained for a long moment, his shield and his gun extended in arms
that began to tremble with fatigue, and great beads of perspiration formed
upon his forehead and rolled swiftly down across his face. He said again:
“All that is good has come to me from your hands. All that is evil has come
out of my folly. Do not ask any wisdom of me except the wisdom which you
have given me. Hear me, Sky People, while I make you this pledge and
promise. When I come safely back to the tents of the Suhtai, where their
enemies oppress them, I shall gather the warriors and go out and cover the
plains with blood of the Pawnees. I shall make them howl like wolves, and
then I shall take three living prisoners and sacrifice them to you to make you
happy. All this I shall do for your glory, that men may recognize your power.
But now give me life. Give life to the old man, and to the young warrior
who rides with me, because he came into trouble through his love for me,
following me from his distant country. Save the girl, too. But all that I have
been among the white men I give away. Let whoever will pick it up.”

He ended. His shoulders ached and his whole body began to shudder
with exhaustion, and darkness swam before his eyes. It seemed to him that
the darkening sky lighted a little and turned to a deeper rose and now, by
degrees, the edge of a cloud pushed above the edges of the dark-pointed
trees, a great cloud in which red fire was living, flooding the world with
terrible light.

“Oh, Sky People! Oh, my Fathers!” cried Thunder Moon. “I accept the
sign, and I shall drench the world with blood for your sake!” He fell forward



and lay upon his face in the cool of the grass.



CHAPTER FORTY-ONE  
A VOW

N�� it was while Thunder Moon lay there, semiconscious, overwhelmed
by what he felt to be the direct manifestation of the will of the spiritual
world and, while the evening rapidly darkened toward night after this final
burst of crimson light that the watchers from the shanty looked anxiously at
a small dust cloud coming up the valley trail. It seemed, at first, large
enough to be the sign of a great body of people, but as it drew nearer and
nearer it seemed more and more insignificant and Ben, the farmer, in a
reassuring voice vowed that it could not be any large section of the posse.
More likely, it was some emissary come to offer terms. For the farmer and
his family had grown quite out of their first opinion, and now they looked
upon the fugitives with the keenest interest. Only, at times, the keen, roving
eye of Standing Antelope touched upon one of them and made them thrill
with dread. The others were filled with dignity, and their soft, quiet voices
enchanted the good wife, above all.

Now that cloud of dust drew nearer, and presently the farmer, with his
glass, was able to assure them that only two forms were revealed beneath the
mist. Standing Antelope was in a fury of excitement and eagerness.

“I understand!” he said. “That is the sort of thing that Thunder Moon
always does. And now two great warriors have come to fight against the
three of us. It would be good if Thunder Moon were with us now.”

He glanced anxiously toward the trees in which the hero was still
concealed.

“No,” answered Red Wind, with the faint smile of assured conviction.
“They haven’t come to fight. If it were Thunder Moon alone that they
expected to find here, no two men would dare to come against him.”

The boy breathed a little easier. Yet there was a shade of disappointment
in his eye—like a bull terrier glad to be freed from hopeless odds, and yet
sorry to have missed a fight. In the meantime, the riders came on with a sort
of fearless directness that made Red Wind, in spite of her prophecy, stand up
to look again. Now they could see that the two were magnificently mounted
upon long-striding horses.

Big Hard Face had picked up his rifle and risen to his feet when Red
Wind called suddenly: “One of them is a woman. Look!”



A moment later it was clear to everyone. They came up the final slope
side by side—Jack Sutton and Charlotte Keene. How different was she from
the county beauty, now. Her hair straggled from beneath her riding hat and
blew in wisps and tangles; her wrinkled habit was gray with dust; her eyes
were hollow with fatigue, and a remorseless sun had burned the tip of her
nose to a sharp red.

She came boldly on beside Jack Sutton, and the pair halted at a little
distance.

“Are you there, William?” called his younger brother.
“Let us go out to talk with them,” said Red Wind to the boy.
They went together and raised their hands in Indian greeting.
“Thunder Moon is not with us,” said the boy gloomily. “He is near but

he is not with us.”
“Call him,” said Jack Sutton. “Call my brother at once. I have important

news for him.”
“News that will take him back to your father’s lodge?” asked Standing

Antelope cunningly.
“No, no! God knows how he could return at once with three dead men

behind him in the jail. But news as to how he can get out of this trap.”
“He is away,” said Red Wind, breaking in, “asking the will of the Sky

People, and we dare not disturb him.”
“Good gad,” exclaimed Jack, “what utter nonsense.”
“It’s late,” broke in Charlotte. “We may be followed. In any case, let’s

tell them what we’ve learned.” She went on hastily: “We’ve found the leader
of the brigands who lives in the marsh and we’ve bought his help. If you go
down to the edge of the marshes a little after dark, he’ll be waiting for you
on this side of the bogs. He swears that he’ll show you safely through to the
other side, horse and man. But keep good watch on yourself. The man is a
villain, and he wouldn’t scruple to murder you all if he thought it
worthwhile. Do you understand what I’ve said?”

“I understand,” said Standing Antelope.
“You must go quickly,” said the girl, “because we’re afraid that another

man guesses what we have done.”
“Tell William,” broke in Jack, “that Harrison Traynor may have guessed

what we’re up to, and in that case he’ll try desperately to block you.”
“We shall tell him everything,” said Standing Antelope.
“And now,” said Jack, “can’t you call him in? I want to shake hands with

him, at least.”



“No, no!” exclaimed Charlotte Keene.
“What’s the matter, Charlie?”
“I’d rather not. What I mean to say is that . . . we mustn’t be here to

worry him.
“You,” she added, letting her horse make a step closer to Red Wind,

“you came with Big Hard Face from the Suhtai, did you not?”
“I came from the Suhtai,” replied the girl.
“You . . . you have been living with the chief?”
“I was given by my father into the lodge of Thunder Moon,” answered

Red Wind.
Charlotte gripped the pommel of her saddle. “You are his wife then, his

Indian wife, I mean to say.”
“I am only his slave,” replied Red Wind.
Steadily for a moment, they stared at one another, and there was fire in

the eyes of each.
“I’ve heard enough,” said the white girl, her voice breaking. “Let’s go

back quickly, Jack.”
“But you can’t believe that he has a wife, really?” said the youngster.

“You understand, Charlie, that William doesn’t lie about things. And he
never said a word about having a . . . a family among the Suhtai, you know.”

“It isn’t lying to be silent,” she replied.
“I know you’re wrong, Charlie.”
“Jack, Jack,” said she in a trembling voice, “you’re a child and you’re

blind. Look at her.”
Indeed at that moment, with the dim sunset light upon her, the massive

double braids of hair glimmering in the shadow, and the brilliantly beaded
dress flickering about her like a ghost of fire, it seemed that nothing in the
world could be half so beautiful as Red Wind. Charlotte gazed for one more
heartbroken moment, then turned her horse and fled down the valley as if
she were being hunted by armed men, while Jack followed in the rear, vainly
calling to her to ride slower, or to turn back.

The boy and the girl remained for a time, looking after them, and neither
spoke until the pair had become once more a dwindling cloud of dust, barely
distinguishable through the twilight. Then Standing Antelope said sternly:
“Red Wind you have said the thing that is not.”

She replied with sudden meekness: “You have heard me lie, Standing
Antelope. But be a friend to me. Keep what you have heard from the ears of
Thunder Moon. He would be angry. He would beat me. He would cast me



out from his lodge. Besides, do you want the white woman to draw him
away from us again?”

Standing Antelope looked fixedly at her, but finally he said: “I have
thought that Thunder Moon was right and that you were filled with evil.
Well, now I begin to remember what my father said: that many women are
wicked merely because they are women. Pah! For my part, I never shall take
a squaw. There never is any trouble except what you creatures make.”

He turned to stride away, but she followed him with the softest of voices:
“Standing Antelope, do you hate me, also?”

He wheeled sharply about and glowered down at her. “Should I not hate
you?”

“I am a wicked woman,” she said, “but I am very sad. Will you have pity
on me, Standing Antelope?” She stood close to him, and looked up to his
fiery young eyes until suddenly they softened and he began to blink as
though a strong light had been flashed in his face. “Will you promise me to
speak nothing of this to Thunder Moon?”

“Well, I shall promise!” he said. “Red Wind,” he continued, “I shall be
your friend. Because I see that you are strong, and that you can make people
do what you want. You came out of the plains and made Thunder Moon go
back with you. You do everything that you want to do. It is a strong
medicine that you make. Hai! My heart is still beating because of it. As if I
had seen a grizzly bear. Or something even worse than that.”

He walked away from her and Red Wind, facing toward the shanty at
that moment, saw a lofty form stepping from the cover of the trees not far
away. Upon his arm was a shield, and in his right hand the rifle glimmered
through the dusk. It was Thunder Moon, coming back from his time of
solitary prayer. He came swiftly and proudly to them.

“I have talked with the Sky People!” he said to Big Hard Face. “And
they have promised me freedom from this danger. They sent me a red sign,
which means that blood must be shed. But in the end we shall have the
victory. They are angry with me because I have been living among the
whites. But I have given them up. I have turned my face forever back to the
plains, Father. And so we shall be happy together, once more.”

Big Hard Face said nothing, but looked quickly upward and presently he
murmured: “I shall not forget.” Plainly he had made a vow.



CHAPTER FORTY-TWO  
THROUGH THE MARSH

I� was Red Wind who told Thunder Moon of the message which had just
been brought, promising a chance of release. She forgot to mention that
Charlotte Keene had been there, and merely said that Jack Sutton had come
to say that he had probably been able to buy his brother from danger.

“Listen!” said Thunder Moon, greatly moved, “I thought that I left only
a mother behind me. Now you see that I have a brother, also.”

“It was the work of the Sky People,” broke in Big Hard Face eagerly.
“They put the spirit into your brother. Now let us start. It is deep dusk. There
are the camp fires where they watch for us in the throat of the valley. Mount,
Thunder Moon. Let us go.”

They took to the saddle immediately and, saying good bye to the farmer
and his wife and son, headed straight across the valley toward the marsh.

“How great are the Sky People!” said Thunder Moon, looking toward
the twinkling lights of the distant fires. “Look! with what care they regard
me. They hear my words. They are kind to me. I make a prayer, and first
they answer me with a sign and, after that, they make this to happen
naturally by sending me my brother. The miracles that they perform are all
made to appear easy and simple things. What sacrifices we shall offer when
we come back to the Suhtai.” He laughed aloud, filled with the sense of his
own great power on earth and upon the spirits of the air.

They came to the edge of the marsh. They had to go carefully along its
verge, for one false step might plunge a horse up to the knees in muck, but
presently out of the gloom a figure appeared before them.

“Where’s William Sutton?” asked the voice. “Now, the rest of you keep
back and don’t try no rush, because I got more men behind me, and we’re
ready to shoot if this turns out a fancy trick. Is William Sutton one of you?”

“I am William Sutton.”
“Step out here for a minute by yourself,” said the rough voice.
Thunder Moon willingly advanced alone, his fingers kept continually

near the handles of a revolver. When he was very close, he could make out a
low wide-built man, who held a double-barreled rifle of an old make under



his arm with a careless ease which denoted that he knew all about the uses
of the weapon.

He said, now: “That’s close enough. If you’re what they say you are,
then you know all about crooked work and dirty games, and you can cut a
throat as well as the next one. Are you the Cheyenne?”

“I am.”
“I had a cousin was murdered by one of them red devils. Some day I’ll

have it out with ’em for that, too.”
There was nothing but sheer brute in this fellow, it was patent. Still

Thunder Moon was patient, merely saying: “My brother paid you a sum of
money to see me safely across the marsh with my friends. . . .”

“Your friends? The talk was about you, and not about the rest. What I
have undertook to show the whole mob of you through to. . . .”

“The price was paid for me and all my party,” said William Sutton.
“I’ll see you damned first!” answered the ruffian. “I ain’t had more’n

enough money to sort of get me interested in this job. But if the whole party
is to come across with me, I’m gunna see another thousand in cold cash.”

Thunder Moon was silent.
“What’s a little bit of money to a rich man like you?” quickly asked the

swamp pirate.
Thunder Moon stepped a little closer during this speech.
“If I paid you what you ask, you’d call for more,” he said. “You’ll take

us across for the money you’ve already had.”
“Why should I?” asked the pirate sharply. “I’ve had the money paid

down to me. What for should I pay any more attention to you folks unless
you’ll pay again?”

He finished on a note of triumph, and from the shadowy bushes near by
there was a burst of brawling, mocking laughter. “Well said, Stevie. Well
talked up, boy.”

“You leave it to Stevie,” said that ruffian. “He can talk for himself and
for all of the rest of you, too.”

“Your name is Stevie,” said Thunder Moon gently, stepping still closer
toward him.

“Yes, it is.”
“Stevie, there are two things for me to do. One is to tell you that if you

see us through this trouble we’ll be friends to you later on. The other is to
cover you with a revolver and shoot the matter out.”



“What good would you gain by shooting? Would it get you through the
marsh, man?”

“It would be a comfort to finish off a robber like you, Stevie, and here
you are.” He snapped his revolver into his hand as he spoke, but Stevie
merely laughed through the semi-darkness.

“You ain’t gunna bluff me, Sutton. You need me too bad to shoot. Now,
I’m gunna treat you real fair and square. You pay me only a measly little
five hundred dollars more, and I’ll take you across the marsh, horse and
man, all of you.”

“You’ll take me anyway, Stevie . . . no, don’t try to step back. Stay
where you are. You’ve had your money. Father! Come up! Come up,
Standing Antelope!”

The party advanced behind him, and the marsh pirate, not knowing
exactly what he had better do, presently found himself closely confronted by
the old chief, young Standing Antelope, Red Wind, and above all by the
fame and the mighty hand of Thunder Moon. He had not had the courage to
retreat, for fear lest Thunder Moon should send a fatal bullet after him.

Now he said loudly: “Mind what you do, Sutton. I got friends watchin’
all this and only askin’ a word from me to fire on you and sweep you all into
hell. I guess you realize that.”

“Lead on, Stevie,” said Thunder Moon gravely. “There’s no danger from
us. Lead on and take us across the marsh.”

“May you like what you’ll find on the far side of it!” said the brigand
bitterly. “Come on, then, if you’re gunna drive a bargain as hard as this, and
may you get much good from it, all of ye, and be damned to ye!”

So, pleasantly, Steve Baynes led them toward the marsh and there
followed an hour of close and bitter work. Yet, by miracle, they were
actually working their way across the marsh. Often their horses were almost
belly-deep in water, but there were places where there was firm sandy or
rocky bottom underneath. Often again, they were pushing through thin
slush. Most of all they found themselves traveling upon firm land which was
scattered in bits here and there throughout the drowned marshes, and so they
crept on toward the farther shore. It could not have been more than a brief
half mile that separated one side of the marsh from the other, but during the
entire hour they were weaving back and forth and slowly making headway
through the swamp.

“And don’t think that you’ll be able ever to come back and cross without
me,” declared their unamiable leader. “Little Dan Sargent, he was a wise one
and he said that he could do it. Well, the bog ate him up, horse and all.”



“If it was the bog that ate him, Stevie,” broke in a voice from the nearby
darkness, “how come it that you had the pickin’ of the bones?”

“I found the stuff! I found the stuff!” snarled Stevie. “That’s what I said
to you Chip Tucker.”

Chip laughed, with a noise more like the melancholy wailing of a wolf
than the laughter of a normal man. “I’ve found stuff the same way,” said
Chip Tucker. “It takes eyes to find such things in the swamp. Oh, it takes
eyes, and it takes guns too. Grand guns!”

“You’re a fool!” answered Stevie.
They went on through the darkness, the brigands pushing in as closely as

they dared until Thunder Moon and Standing Antelope warned them back
again and again. Plainly these lawless ruffians envied the purses and the
good horses which belonged to the people they were guiding. They were not
a hundred yards from a rising slope that promised to be good, sound land,
and the end of the bog, when someone came hurrying toward them, his feet
sucking noisily out of the mud.

“Stevie! Stevie!” he called. “Are you there?”
“Here, Dick!”
“I’ve finished off the other bargain and. . . .”
“Shut up, you fool!” exclaimed Stevie angrily. “Have you got no wits?”
He began to confer closely with this messenger.
“There’s treachery in this talking,” said Red Wind decisively to Thunder

Moon. “Push straight on, oh, Thunder Moon. These men will sell you for the
value of a single hunting knife or a handful of beads. They are greedier than
Comanches.”

“There is no one so quick as Red Wind,” said Thunder Moon, “to see
evil in anything and in everything. However, you may be right. Push on,
Standing Antelope. No, I shall go first, and find the right way. The rest of
you follow me in single file, and keep close behind me.”

So said Thunder Moon, and rode to the head of the procession at once.
The rest pressed close. “Here, you,” said Stevie anxiously. “You can’t go on
that way. You’ll wind up in a hundred feet of muck and bog unless. . . .”

“Then come and show me the proper way through.”
“Not until I see more color of your money.”
“Keep close behind me,” said Thunder Moon to his companions.

“There’s no trusting these devils and I think we can get through this way.”
He drove steadily ahead.

“Will you come back?” screamed Stevie in a great fury.



“No.”
“Then take this and be damned to you.”
He fired both barrels of his rifle in rapid succession.



CHAPTER FORTY-THREE  
HEAR, OH TARAWA

T�� horses floundering more than knee-deep in sticky mud and slime,
William Sutton and his little single file of followers were suddenly made a
focus upon which a dozen weapons began to play. Sheltered behind the
shrubs and the trees, or in hollows in the ground, the marsh rats fired rapidly.
Straight ahead, from the rising slope, two or three other rifles were playing
upon the shadowy little procession.

The night light, and the twisting and bobbing and heaving of the
Thoroughbreds as they struggled through the ooze spoiled the aim of the
ambushers until Standing Antelope heard something strike Big Hard Face
with a noise like a fist pounded home. He knew suddenly that a bullet had
hit the chief.

“You are wounded!” said the boy, pressing up beside the old chief. “Tell
me how I can help you, oh, Big Hard Face!”

The heavy arm of the warrior was raised and brushed his offer away.
Now they heard the voice of Stevie shouting behind them: “There’s

double money for us if ye bring down the big man. Hit William Sutton,
boys. He’s our meat!”

There was a loud exclamation of surprise rather than pain from Standing
Antelope at that moment to show that he, also, had been struck by a bullet,
but he did not on that account hold back. Now Thunder Moon felt the hoofs
of his stallion bite home through the mud against firm footing, growing
steadily shallower with every inch that they advanced. Just before him he
saw the loom of starlit grass on the shelving bank, and this, he knew, was the
end of their journey, hardly two bounds away from Sailing Hawk.

He turned to regard his party. Standing Antelope properly brought up the
rear, twisting in the saddle and firing again and again. Red Wind was next,
and just behind Thunder Moon rode his foster father. “Now, Father!” said
Thunder Moon. “One moment more and we are free.”

“How many rifles are there before you?”
“We’ll know when we reach the place,” said Thunder Moon.
“Wait!” cried the old hero. “Keep where you are one minute. I have an

idea, Thunder Moon.”



Striking his horse a terrific blow with his whip, he sent it bounding right
past his foster son and up the slope beyond. As he went, his voice roared
above the cursing, the grunting of the horses, the sound of the guns, the
calling of the bandits, one to another: “Hear me, Tarawa! I offer myself a
free sacrifice for my son. Let all the rifles be emptied into me.”

Bursting past Thunder Moon before the latter realized what was
happening, the big chief reached the dry, firm footing of the bank and drove
his horse straight up it at a fence of brush beyond. There was no doubt of the
prescience of the old warrior then, for instantly from that close ambush half
a dozen rifles flashed at such a range that hardly a single ball could have
missed its target. Still, as though no single blow could down his great spirit,
Big Hard Face rode gloriously ahead and straight into the little thicket, firing
his rifle as he went and then swinging it like a club above his head. There
was no doubt, now, that this ambush was well prepared with extra rifles and
pistols, for as the old man rode on to his doom, a second and a third volley
went crashing against him. On the very verge of the thicket he fell from his
horse with a battle cry cut short on his lips.

Past him, as he fell, like a furious lion and a wild young panther went
Standing Antelope and Thunder Moon, charging to avenge the fall of their
chief. What a vengeance they had. The guns of these enemies had been
emptied into the body of one hero. Here was the rifle and then the knife of
Standing Antelope at their throats. And here, worst of all, was the double
revolver play of Thunder Moon. Six chosen rascals of the marsh pirates
stood in that covert, and only three of them dragged themselves away, badly
hurt, going like snakes or beaten dogs, close to the ground, leaving a
crimson trail behind them. The seventh man was no marsh rat. Tall and
straight, yielding not an inch to his danger, this apparent leader of the
ambush saw Thunder Moon and Standing Antelope drive through the
gunmen before him without flinching. His own rifle he had reserved for the
last moment, and now he pitched it up and drew a bead on Thunder Moon.
At that instant the latter fired and saw the tall fellow sway. The rifle
exploded aimlessly and Thunder Moon swept his victim from the ground
and caught him by the throat.

“Traynor!” he exclaimed. “Harrison Traynor!”
The voice of that gentleman answered him: “You’ve killed me, Sutton.

But even after I’m dead, you still can’t have her. I’ve put up a wall between
you that will last forever. I’m only half a loser, you see.”

He tried to laugh, but that instant he turned limp in the arms of his
destroyer; Thunder Moon felt for the heart. It beat no longer.



There was no difficulty in making on with their journey. Now the marsh
which had been so difficult for them lay between them and the pursuit.
Traveling by night and resting by day, the three made swift progress. Their
fourth companion lay far behind them. Thunder Moon had written back to
his brother and mailed the letter at the first little town they reached:

Bury Big Hard Face like an Indian, on a platform raised
toward the sky with his weapons around him, and kill a good
horse beneath the platform. So his spirit will be able to hunt
through the hereafter when he wants to ride across the sky!

All that was demanded in that letter was done with scrupulous care, and
Big Hard Face was properly interred after the manner of his ancestors.

In the meantime, leaving the white settlements behind them, the little
party struck out across the plains. They were making good time. Their
horses were inured to the work by this time. Standing Antelope’s wound in
the thigh had healed, as well as two or three scratches which Thunder Moon
had received during the course of the conflict. So for several weeks they
beat toward the north and the west, striking out for traces that would tell
them how the Cheyennes had been marching. They found them at last
among the hills and, halting on the brow of an eminence, the three riders
looked fondly down on the glimmer of the fires in all the lodges of the
Suhtai.

“Look!” said Thunder Moon, “I have had double sorrows. I have lost
two fathers and I have lost two mothers. The lodge which is to receive me
there is now empty. You shall be my brother, Standing Antelope, and you
shall be my sister, Red Wind . . . and we shall have happiness together.”

The girl rode on past him, as though she did not hear, her head inclined.
“What is wrong?” asked Thunder Moon of his companion. “Is she angry

again? Has the mysterious spirit come over her once more?”
“Oh, Thunder Moon,” said the boy, “the Sky People have made you very

great but very blind. Do you think that you can make Red Wind happy by
calling her your sister?”

“I shall call her my daughter, then,” said Thunder Moon.
“You are a fool!” said the boy.
“Do you think that she wants to be my squaw?” asked the great warrior.

“How can you speak such nonsense? From the first day when she came to
the Suhtai, she showed that she hated me.”

“She tried to run away because she knew that if she stayed she would
want to belong to you. She did not want to be your squaw, because you are a



white man, and sooner or later she was afraid that you would leave us and
go away to your people. She sent you away. It was by her managing that you
went away. But afterward she was sick at heart and had to follow you.”

“Standing Antelope, you say the thing that is not true.”
“I cannot give you wits if you will not have them!” said the youth.
“Wait here, Standing Antelope. I am going to speak to her.”
Thunder Moon rode rapidly ahead, and presently Red Wind came

drifting back to him. At the edge of a stream she stopped her horse, and he
knew that it was not from fear of the ford but because she waited for him
that she had paused there. For that reason he rode more slowly. There was
no moon. Even by the starlight he saw the curve of her throat, and the dull,
copper glimmer of her braided hair.
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